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Syracuse, N. Y., March 11.—The
blizzard which has raged in this city the
past 24 hours is the worst storm which
has occurred since March, 1888.
The
New York Central Railroad is practically
tied up, it being almost impossible to
move

trains.

Large gangs of men are
shovelling snow off tho tracks,
drifts back as rapidly as removed

at work

165 MILK ST., BOSTON.

Personals.

Up—People
Sleighs in Western
Churches Struck by Light-

Found

Frozen

but it
The last train due from the East arrived
at 4.30 this morning. The mail due at
5.40 a. m., was stalled with the two passenger trains at the tunnel east of this
An accommotion train for the
East was abandoned.
All trains finally
succeeded in reaching the city, but were
unable to proceed further.
One freight

city.

track has been kept open by

desperate

The street car lings are kept open with
difficulty, the electric and some of the

-AND-

PRESSED READY FOR WEAR,
No. 13 Preble Street.

Fosters ForesfCity Dye House.
eodtf

nov29_

HHc INdUHANUt.
DOW & PINKHAM,
35

Exchange

Street.

-ALSO-

\

Employer’s Liability Insurance,
Accident Insurance,
Elevator Inspection and Insurance,
Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance,
Life Insurance,
Marine Insurance,
.PlateGlass Insurance,
—AND—
Surety Bonds Issued for Persons In Banks
or

other Positions of Trust who

are

Required to Give Security.

The snow
Some great bargains in Gents’ Un- horse cars being abandoned.
is
badly in the streets in all parts
derwear, Hosiery, Ties, Gloves and of drifting
the city, some of the drifts being five
Sale Hay and six feet deep. The West Shore is
Furnishings of all sorts.
experiencing great difficulty in moving
and Evening.
trains, all "trains being behind. The
freight yard is packed with freight trains
it being deemed unsafe to move them.
MANSON G. LARRABEE. On the Delaware, Lackawanna & Westdlt

marl 2

paint,
(Boob paint,
painters’ Supplies,
Xarge assortment,
prices tRigbt.

DEAD IN THE DRIFTS.
Wreck

£_—

N- N- NAY & SOM’S
Middle Street.

Insurance Company of North America.
Northern Assurance of England.
Niagara Fire of New York..
Queen Insurance Co. of England.

New

S. S. RICH & SON,
Undertakers,

H. N. PINKHAM.

febll__sneotitf

-HAVE

CAUCUSES.
North Yarmouth.

The republicans of the town of North Yarmouth are requested to meet at their town house
on Saturday March 19,1892 at 2.30 p. m. for
the purpose of nominating candidates for municipal officers for the ensuing year. Also to
choose delegates to attend the State Convention at Bangor, April 27,1892 and to choose a
town

committee,

Per Order of Town Committee.

dtflstorSthp

mar4
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EXCHANGE

Opposite
And with entire

calls

answer

TELEPHONE
marEdtf
MR.
He

Hag

STREET,

Masonic Hall,

new

ready

stock are
as before.

to

CONNECTIONS.

in

the

Benefits

of

the

Aroostook Itoad.

railroad. In his
“The enterletter, Mr. Boutelle says:
prise seems to be more important to Banstock of the Aroostook

CURED! CUREDH CURED!!!
“

Enlargmesnt of Liver and Spleen with

gor and northern Maine than any other
that has been inaugurated for a generation.” He expresses the conviction that
the opening of direct railway communication with Aroostook is in the interest
of the business prosperity of Bangor and
of the
will contribute to the welfare
whole state.

Gbaetoh, N. D., March 11.—A

THE WEATHER.

But 5 Bottles of Dana's BEAT THEM ALL!
Reader, if you have any doubts
ABOUT THE TRUTH OF THE FOLLOWING,
YOURSELF.
OUR
INVESTIGATE FOR
TRUE.
ALWAYS
TESTIMONIALS ARE
Pardon us for 6aying, “Dana’s is
THE KIND THAT CURES.
Hampden, Me., Oct. 4,1891.
Gentlemen:—I hare received so much
benefit from the use of DANA’S SARSAg* foo PARILLA that I (eel it
I rS EL my dnty to write you regarding my case. For years I have been
troubled with Enlargement of the
Liver and Spleen, also had KidI was so bad that
ney Trouble.
for two
B atl n years I was
work.
to
unable IVIIVII/
For weeks was unable to get
from the bed to a chair without
help. I have doctored in Chicago,
Detroit and Boston without receivDetroit
ing any benefit. In
gj a
I doctored with I S"l« I eight
different Doctors,
hundreds

couple married here.Tuesday came near
suffering the same fate.
They were overtaken by the storm two miles south of
the town. Their team fortunately wandered into a warm corner.
In the city
considerable damage was done.
Omaha, Neb., March 10,—The wind
storm, after raging 24 hours, has abated.
A number of dwelling houses were unroofed, and several residences and business blocks in course of erection collapsed.
At Ashland, Blair,
Columbus, North
Plate, Kearney, Eastings, Grand Island
damage is reported.
Duluth, Minn., March 11.—The storm
yesterday and today was the worst this
city has ever known. The thermometer
quickly fell 36° to 6° below zero. The

tried a bottle of your SARSAPARILLA,
and I received so
■ inCC
mnch benefit that
CO
four
I took
more, and to-day I

am a

well

You are at

man.

liberty

will stand behind it.

to

publish this,

and I

Respectfully yours.

A. H. DOANE.

Dana

Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast Malno.

60 miles an hour. Hundreds of
women last night, after making vain efforts to reach their homes,
turned back and spent the night in offices
or neighboring hotels.
Public buildings
were converted into lodging houses for
stranded workingmen.
Over 60 were
quartered in the city jail. Many men
and women were badly frozen.
was

and

men

March 10.—In Wisconsion,
Iowa and Illinois the blizzard was still
raging today. The damage to property

Chicago,

will be enormous.
At Albert Lea, Minn., Nason Blackmar started to drive to the country, and
has doubtless perished. At Villisc'a, la.,
Charles Bunker was struck by a piece of
T. P.
dying debris and instantly killed
Sutton, while blinded by the storm, was
struck by a train and killed.
Frolics of the Blizzard in the Land

Several Fair and Warmer Pays In

Pros-

pect.

Washington,March 11.—[8 p.m.]—The
following is the forecast of the weather
for
New
England:
Threatening
snow; clearing in the south portions;
northwest gales, winds decreasing in
force during the day.
Signals displayed
from Atlantic City to Eastport.
Boston, March 11.—Local forecast for
New England:
Clearing in the northern part; fair in the southern; colder;
west and northwest

winds.

Fair and

Sunday. Fair and warmer
weather will probably cover the Atlantic
coast regions for two or more days.
warmer

Isocal Weather

Report.

SA.

of Our

Neighbors.
Montreal, March 11.—The blizzard
struck this city today and the wind attained a velocity of 50 miles, doing considerable damage and carrying before it
icy particles in dying clouds which almost froze the cheeks of pedestrians.
Snow enough fell to make sleighing.
Port Mackland, N. S., March 11.—
The Baptist church here was struck by
lightning today and burned.
Yarmouth, N. S., March 11.—During
a thunder storm this morning the Tabernacle church,
Congregationalist, was
struck by lightning and badly damaged.
Great

Damage to Winter Wheat.

Chicago, March 11.—Keports from various cities and towns throughout Illi-

nois are to the effect that winter wheat
lias been greatly damaged by the recent

blizzard.

Portland, Me, March 11,1892.

spent

of dollars without receiving
any benefit. I came to the State of
Maine and, by the advice of Mr. Baker,

man

with his team was found frozen between
here and the depot Wednesday.
The
man was lying in the wagon box.
A

SLEIGHING AND THUNDER.

Kidney Trouble.”
LEADING PHYSICIANS IN CHICAGO,
DETROIT AND BOSTON
Tried, Tried and Tried

--

Devil’s Lake, N. D., March 11.—Wm.
M. Griffin, a farmer, was found frozen to
death yesterday half a mile from town.
Griffin was returning from his farm and
was caught in the blizzard.
When a
mile from town he abandoned his team
and started to walk to the city.
One
horse was found dead near the wagon.
a
The deceased man leaves
widow and
three small children.
Other abandoned
teams are reported.

wind

March
11.—The Whig,
Bangor,
tomorrow morning, will publish a letter
from Congressman Boutelle to F. W.
Cram, general manager of the Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad Company, tendering
a subscription of $1000 to the preferred

A. H. DOANE.

Storm

and other western Doints considerable

BOUTELLE SUBSCRIBES.
Faith

the

in the West.

Satisfaction
assured
at

Liverpool & London & Globe.

STERLING DOW.

and Ruin Wrought by

St. Paut., Minn., March 11.—The damage done by the late blizzard grows in
extent as different points in the NorthThe damage at
west are heard from.
Duluth is estimated at $100,000.
Gbaud Forks, N. D., March 11.—An
elderly man named Nugent perished in
the storm Tuesday njght three miles

—AGENTS FOK—

Hampshire Fire.
Phoenix of London.
Insurance Co. of State of Pennsylvania.
Norwich Union of England,
iaellance of Philadelphia.
Fidelity & Casualty Co. of N. Y.
National Life of Vermont
Boston Marine.

ern trains were moved on both divisions
till 1 o’clock with little difficulty. The
train due at 1.15 from New York was
stalled in Rock Cut and all the cars, except one baggage car and engine, abanNo trains were afterward sent
doned.
south.
The Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburgis also tied in.

M.jsp.

Barometer. 29.225
Thermometer.. 33.0
Dew Point.21.
Humidity. 82.

M.

29.330
24.0

Topeka, Kan., March 11.—Keports are
coming in of great damage to winter
Some of
wheat by the recent blizzard.
the reports say thousands of acres are
blackened and wilted. Especially is the
injury noticed on the bottoms.
Thunder

8.

on

Cape Cod.

Sandwich, Mass., March 11.—A very
Wind.SW
severe thunder storm passed over Cape
10
Velocity.22
The lightning was very
W ather.PC
Cloudy Cod last night.
sharp and the thunder heavy. The wind
Mean daily ther... 29.0jMax. vel. wind. .28 W
blew almost a gale, and it rained, hailed
Maximum ther.. .34.0 Total precip.... T
and snowed.
In many respects it was
Minimum ther
24.0|
similar to the disastrous tempest that
P. C.—Partly cloudy.
visited the Cape, in February, Inst year,
30.
W

...

X. Denotes trace.

when

so

many

buildings were destroyed.

MARCH, 12,

wind is blowing harcl today, with
colder.
slight snow squalls and
BUSY.
KEPT
FIREMEN
an

Attempt

Start Another.

PRICE THREE CENTS.

1892.
resignation of John E. Bedmond, wh<
contested Cork city in the interest ol
the Parnellites.

The

Took

Finally

Itself to Sea.

10 Cent ClGAR.
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FLAME THEIR WINDING

to

Two Hundred

Four Hundred Thousand Will Quit
Their Work Today.

Killed In

sion

In

a

SHEET.

Colliery Explo-

Belgium.

Serson
IU

v/JL

The Father Is Dead and the Mother

Brussels, March 11.—An explosion in
a colliery at New Charleroi occured this
The
morning and was very heavy.
ground for a large area rocked and trem-

[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, March 11- Austin Philbrick’s stable, adjoining his house on
Beech street, was destroyed, together
bled for several seconds
afterwards.
The MINERS ON VACATION TO CORNER
with its contents, by fire tonight.
Houses were shaken to their foundations
mass
of
a
flames
was
THE SPECULATORS.
building
and windows smashed. Crowds of exwork
of
and
only the excellent
cited men, women and children flocked
the fire department prevented the deto the mouth of the pit. Almost every
struction of the adjoining buildings to
in the place had a relative or
family
times
in
that
several
commuSurplus
which the flames
They Say
Speculation
friend employed in the mine. As soon
An
nicated. The cause is unknown.
Stock 8 of Coal Has Made Trouble for
as possible hundreds of brave men volunattempt was made to fire the Mugridgo
Them—The Price of Fuel Jumping to
sail loft last night, but prompt discovery
teered to descend. The first batch of resUnprecedented Figures Gas Companies
saved a conflagration.
cuers were soon lowered down the shaft.
Their
to
Supplies—
Arrange
Import
POLITICAL DEATH.
They proceeded with much caution, as
Famine Already Growing Acute.
huge piles of debris had to be removed.
Mr. Kay Says that Broken Promises Mean
London, March 11.—The miners’ move- A long interval of painful suspense
Disaster for Democrats.
ment for the stoppage of work, which passed before the signal was received
from below by the watchers at the surwill culminate tomorrow, began todayface that the rescuers had reached some
Washington, March 11.—The House on the part of the Durham miners, who of the miners. 30 or 40 persons were
of
committee
the
into
whole
went
All were dead
today
commenced removing their tools from brought to the surface.
Mr. Brookshire <fl the mines.
on the free wdol bill.
The movement in Durham or badly injured. A great sheet of flame
the
shot
must
have
through
mine, as the
Indiana said that Mr Blaine’s so called is not only a part of the general stoppage
hair was all burned off the victims, and
the
and
tax
scheme
raw
upon
reciprocity
includes a strike their bodies were
of work, but also
badly burned. It is bewools were two of the most eminent fal- against a 10 per cent, reduction of wages lieved the dead will number 200.
lacies by which the protective system which was to go into effect tomorrow.
The Dynamiters’ Revenge,
sought to be maintained. It was not The Durham miners are about 9000 in
people of South number. The action of the Durham
agricultural produots thetile
Paris, March 11.—An explosion occurIn
America wanted.
in the house of the magistrate
main, they miners
red
places some of the owners in a whotoday
manufactured goods.
The
wanted
ordered the inquiry into the recent
latter
had
desituation.
The
critical
fell
far
short of
scheme of reciprocity
A
robbery of dynamite cartridges.
developing necessary markets for the sur- sired to retain certain men whose services valet was slightly injured. The damage
was but an artful
It
of
will be $40,000.
agriculture.
plus
were considered necessary for compliance
contrivance for the perpetuation of the with the Mines
Regulation Act, and so
most selfish, oppressive and unjust sys- that when the
BURLEIGH MEN WON.
stoppage should be over
tem of taxation ever fastened upon a free the mines should be
reopened within a
The miners, however, They Carried the Governor’s Ward In a
reasonable time.
Mr. Ray of New York said the Demothis by requiring every man to
prevented
Rousing Caucus.
cratic party’s cry was that it wanted free hand in his notice.
This, it is feared,
raw materials.
Wool was classed by his
in
a
number
of
result
may
Democratic friends as raw material. They
Augusta, March 11.—The remaining
Collieries Being Drowned Out
three Republican ward caucuses were
ignored the fact that eight-tenths of the or otherwise so
that they may
damaged
wool
a
of
value of
represented
pound
held tonight.
Ward 4 nominated Burhuman labor and skill. When they im- never be reopened. It is computed that
men.
Ward
3 was carried by the
leigh
Amerioan
of
farmwool
free
idle
tomorrow.
duty,
ported
400,000 miners will be
and Manley men. The greatest
ers and laborers would be thrown out of
This excludes the 40,000 miners who re- Milliken
interest of the whole contest centered in
employment, and foreign farmers and fuse to come into the movement.
laborers paid the money ours ought to
Tho coal famine is growing more acute, Ward 1. This is the largest ward in the
receive.
Political death stared more
in the manufacturing districts. city, throwing more than one-fourth of
than half the Democratic members in especially
its total Republican vote. It is the home
As showing the effects of the present
the face. The political kindergarten from
The Milliat the great iron works of the ward of Governor Burleigh.
position
Massachusetts had promised sound finanCoal and Iron Company, where ken and Manley men expressed themStavely
dollar.
The
sockless
and
an
ces
honest
there are about 10,000 fitters Wd laborers selves before the caucus as very confistatesman from Kansas had promised a
employed, it may be stated that the out- dent of carrying it, feeling that their
a cartload of cheap money to every conthe company’s mine reaches victory there woidd greatly weaken the
of
These promises put
stituent free of cost.
Governor in the congressional race. The
about 25,000 tons week. The furnaces
the Democratic party could not fulfill.
of the iron a works alone consume about caucus was the largest ever held in the
No Quorum Again.
ward.
General J. M. Haynes presided.
4000 tons weekly, and it is believed that
At tonight’s session only five mem- if a week’s stoppage takes place the com- No check lists were used, but to ensure
The point of no pany will have to put them out, because fairness, all voters were made to pass in
bers were present.
the quantity of coal in stock will not be single file before a committee composed
and
made
was
sustained, and sufficient
quorum
to meet requirements. In view of leading citizens of the ward repreafter a tedious wait the House adjourned. of this
dilemma the men em- senting both sides of the contest. All
expected
This is the third pension evening when
in the iron works recognize that were requested to announce their names
ployed
the House has adjourned without enact- if the
stoppage lasts more than a week and the street on which they lived. All
Friends of t.liAir
the ballots were deposited in one hat.
ing a single pension bill.
to
secure
the
threaten
who
chalThe
voters
were
Services Will Not Be Required
pension legislation
of
all
the
rule
were
to
wait
night before it is over. One of the largest coal lenged
preventing
repeal
obliged
sessions.
A Democratic caucus has
until their eligibility was determined by
factors in London who has been in the
been called for tomorii^j- evening.
the referees.
The crowd was so large
trade for the last forty years stated this that only a part of the voters could get
ONLY A DREAM.
Those
morning the fact of the Durham miners into the hall at the same time.
Senator Dolph on Stanford’s Money Bill— who have a union of their own, having inside voted first and then passed out.
The Post Office Buildings Measure.
practically joined hands with the Miners’ Most of the candidates were nominated
acclamation. The great contest beWashington, March 11.—Among the Federation, makes matters serious. In- by
under these circumstances, and tween the two forces came on the city
bills introduced in the Senate today and deed,
committeeman.
Three hundred and
and
knowljudging from his experience
referred, was one to create a pilot service edge of the trade, he would not be sur- thirty-one votes were thrown, resulting
in the United States and regulate the piprised te see coal rise to a price unpre- in the choice of Col. H. S. Staples, the
lotage of vessels along the coasts and in cedented in the history of the trade. The Burleigh candidate, by fifty-two majorthe harbors of the United States. An- London
gas companies havo made ar- ity, The caucus was orderly throughout.
other new measure proposes a constitunominations
were
made
rangements to obtain a supply of coal All the
no
amendment
after
tional
that,
1897,
from abroad if necessary. During the unanimous.
who has held the office of Presipast few days agents have been sent to
ent shall be eligible to that office within the
'36
TAUGHT IN A KITCHEN.
principal coal fields of Belgium and
four years after the expiration of his
Germany to negotiate for the sale and
transport of some thousands of tons of Private Schools in Fall River Which Are
Mr. Stanford’s bill to provide the gov- coal to be delivered in London on given
Worse Than No Schools.
ernment with means sufficient to supply dates. The
greater portion of this coal
the national want of a sound circulating will be brought into the Thames by
Fall Kiveb, Mass., March 11.—Two
medium was taken up and made the text British vessels, contracts to that effect
of a speech by Mr. Dolph.
He asserted
private schools here conducted by French
having been already concluded.
that the Democratic party proposed to
The Miners’ Federation has issued a Canadians are kept contrary to the laws
overthrow the
protectionist system manifesto which says that all
In a kitchen
of health of the state.
which had produced such general prosMembers Must Stop Work
perity and force free trade upon the tomorrow, except a fow surface men, owned by Mrs. Yoisine, 41 pupils are
In a
crowded. They have no desks.
country. This, if accomplished, would
ruin the American farmer by depriving water pumpers and ventilator attendants. room at another house 63 pupils are
him of his home market. Mr. Dolph did No coal must be raised from the shafts.
taught by Miss Hamel. The studies are
not believe the farmers wore in the de“We expect the all conducted in the French language.
The manifesto adds:
plorable condition represented by free outside districts to remember that the The air space for each pupil is 39 to 48
He said that of all the members of the Miners’ Federation are cubic feet, while the law requires 250
trade orators.
schemes advocated for the relief of the
taking a holiday for the sole purpose of cubic feet or more. The board of health
farmers, the sub-treasury bill, the scheme clearing the markets of surplus coal found a most unhealthy condition of
for the issue of an indefinite amount of which has been used
by speculators in a things existing. The air was foul begovernment notes to be loaned by the system of unfair trading, closely akin to yond description, and the environments
at
real
estate
security
government upon
gambling. We trust our action will not of the rooms of the poorest description.
was the most visa low rate of interest,
only avert menaced reductions in our The ages of the pupils range from five to
He could
institutions are in no
ionary and impracticable.
wages, but those threatened in the wages 13 years. These
conceive nothing more certain to destroy of Scotch, South Wales and Northumber- way connected with the large Frenchthe credit of the government and bring land miners.” The manifesto entreats the Canadian parochial schools which are
financial ruin upon the country.
sanctioned and commended by the school
men employed in Scotland, South Wales
and Northumberland, none of whom be- committee. The teachers in the two
The Post Office Buildings Bill.
make no attempt to teach EngThe post office buildings bill was then long to the Miners’ Federation, they hav- schools
associations of their own, not to lish. One speaks English very impertaken up and Mr. Vest made statements ing
work during the strike more than four or fectly. The state inspector has ordered
changes made in the exits and entrances
showing that more than $40,000,000 had five days a week.
been spent for post office buildings in 10
and the board of health has ordered
viv-»iv^r\i run ulhuoiuiic
cities out of the $150,000,000 expended
changes in the surroundings.
for public building since the foundation Railroad in Africa a
There are at least two other schools in
Stumbling Block for
of the government. It was to remedy
the city conducted in a manner similar
the
Government.
such discrimination in favor of largo citto that of the two schools described
ies that the bill was framed. After disLondon, March 11.—The government above.
cussion Mr. Vilas moved to insert the met with a defeat
today on the Mombosa
BRIEFLY TOLD.
word “the places for the construction
the
House of Commons.
question
railway
time
to
thereof to be from
time selected, on demand in writing, by the Post- Notwithstanding the earnest opposition
Seoretary Blaine was much better yesmaster General, the Secretary of the of Mr. Balfour, the House of Commons terday. He was up and ate a hearty dinof
the
and
the
InteSecretary
Treasury
voted by 154 to 149 to cancel and recall ner.
rior,with the approval of the President.”
Schooner Annie Shepard, Rockport for
the former vote granting a subvention of
The amendment was agreed to.
New York, is ashore at Watch Hill, R. I.
The urgent deficiency appropriation $20,000,000 for a survey of the proposed
T. Y. Powderly says ho shall keep his
was passed and the Senate adjourned to
railway from Mombosa, on the east coast New England
Mnndflv.
engagements notwithstandof Africa, to the Victoria Nyanza. It
ing his poor health.
Mr.
a
for
Gladstone
great
victory
Sage and laidlaw Tell of the Explosion. proves
The Berlin Tageblatt says there is no
and a rebuke for the government on its
New York, March 11.—Broker’s Clerk
Mr. Gladstone based cause for anxiety to be felt concerning
colonial policy.
Laidlaw and Russell Sage, the millionhis opposition on the ground that the the condition of the Emperor.
aire, were witnesses before the coroner’s consent of the native Africans should be
A Trenton, N. J., despatch says a bill
a
jury which rendered verdict today that first obtained before undertaking to en- to legalize the Reading deal passed the
Henry L. Norcross of Boston met death croach upon their lands, The technical House Thursday by a vote of 85 to 17.
by the explosion of a package he dropped ground was that Polly, Courts and other
A Washington despatch says it is rein Mr. Sage’s office,-December 4, 1891.
directors of the East Afriaan Company
ported that ex-Senator Ingalls will be a
Mr. Laidlaw said Mr. Sage held him by
interested
in
the candidate for
were pecuniarily
Congressman-at-large from
the hand when the bomb dropped and
scheme.
Kansas this fall.
Mr. Sage said
used him as a shield.
A Silver Haired Crook,
there was a table between himself and
George Woodyat Hastings, Unionist
London, March 11.—Maitland Francis M. P. for East Worcestershire, was senLaidlaw._
23
John
of
St.
street, Oxford, tenced in London yesterday, to five years
Moreland,
Gold and Silver Certificates.
65 years of age, and described as a tutor, at hard labor for embezzling £15,000
to
ten
March
sentenced
Secwas
years at hard from the estate of John Brown, of which
Washington,
today
11.—Acting
retary Spaulding yesterday sent to the labor for attempting to obtain money ho was trustee.
House, in answer to the resolution of from Lord Hothfield by false pretences.
Mrs. Marie Nevins Blaine is reported
that body, a letter containing informa- Moreland is a silver-haired, sanctified
much better, but is not yet permitted to
tion on me subject of the issue and re- looking old man, who has been engaged
see any visitors except relatives or intidemption of gold and silver certificates, in a system of blackmail by getting mate friends of the family. Her
reply
etc. The letter shows that the gold cer- noblemen into compromising corresponto Secretary Blaine’s letter is expected
tificates issued from July 1, 1877 to Jan- dence with a beautiful woman, who
to be published in a few days.
uary 1, 1892, amounted to $569,089,806 never materialized, and then demanding
Ex-Commissioner Harvey Leigh, of
and the amount redeemed $445,088,561. sums of money for the surrender of the
the Board of Public Works of New HaThe issue of silver certificates from May letters written to the imaginary party.
ven, Conn., is sueing the New Haven
1892, aggregated
9, 1878 to January
A McCarthyite Victory.
Ho alleges that the
Union for $7500.
$680,708,800, and the amount redeemed,
London, March 11.—Thos. Healey, Mc- Union libelled hipi in stating that he had
$356,911,682. The paper money outstandelected
tried
to
a
without opposiget Catholic priest to preach a
ing July 1,1886, amounted to $921,431,194; Carthyite, was
the amount outstanding January 1. 1892, tion to the vacancy for North Wexford in sermon denouncing acts of the public
the House of Commons caused by the j works board,
$1,097,281,512.
I/Ci

POISONED HIS PARENTS.

VUlV/Oi

__

at Death’s Door.

STATE TOWN

BAT

BT

EXCITED

HORRIBLE SUSPICIONS.

Charles Wilson of Ayer Believed to Have
Slowly Poisoned His Aged Parents to
Get Possession of Their Small
—His

Mother

Properly

the

Rejected

Poison

Which His Father Drank—Young Wilson

Missing Since His

Father’s Death.

Ayer, Mass., March 11.—This town is
stirred up over a startling rumor that
appears borne out by strong circumstantial evidence that Charles Wilson, son of
William Wilson, has been systematically
poisoning his parents with arsenio to get
possession of property valued at less
than $2500. The parents are about 70
years oia ana nave ueen m some rime.
Charles has lived with them several
weeks, during which time his mother
noticed that ho never ate the same food
he gave them. Thursday last the son
came to the bedside of his mother with a
cup of chicken broth, insisting on her
drinking it. She noticed a peculiar substance floatingon the liquid and questioned him. He gave an evasive answer
and she refused to drink it, whereupon
the son carried the broth to the kitchen
and left the house.
Later the father saw the broth and
drank it all. He went to bed but awoke
in a short time in great agony. Dr. Hartwell was summoned and pronounced it a
The father
case of arsenic poisoning.
died tonight and the mother is very ill
from what she supposes to be poison
taken from time to time for weeks past.
Charles Wilson has disappeared.
JOHN
Death of

a

BIRD.

Prominent Rockland Business

Man In New

Orleans.

[Special to the Press.]
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ceived in this today conveyed the sad
news of the death at New Orleans of Mr.
John Bird, which occurred at a late hour
last night. Mr. Bird, accompanied by
his wife, left for the South only a few
days ago. At New Orleans, their destination, Mr. Bird was attacked by the
grippe, which disease, complicated with
heart troubles, proved fatal. Mr. Bird’s
life was full of activity and business enterprise and, as the head member of the
firm of John Bird & Co., he leaves, as a
witness of his successful career, one oi
the largest wholesale establishments in
eastern Maine. Mr. Bird was born Aprii
6, 1827, the fourth son of the late John
and Clarissa Bird. He received a common school education, entering a few
years after into partnership with his
father. At the death of the latter, he
continued the business with his brother,
Hon. Sidney M. Bird for a partner. Under the influence of the honorable, upright character Of these two gentlemen,
their business continued to enlarge and
branch out until it reached its present
condition. Aside from his business, Mr.
Bird exercised a most important influence among his fellow men, who knew
He was five
him only to honor him.
times elected commander of Claremont
was at one
of
and
Masons,
Commandery
time Bight Eminent Grand Commander
of the Grand Commandery of Maine. His
political faith was that of a Democrat,
although he never participated in politics,
to any great extent He was a Universalist in religious faith. Mr. Bird was
married twice, to Abbie A. Smith of
Worcester, Mass., and Laura A. Case of
this city. The latter survives him, toether with one son, William H., and a
aughter, Mrs. Clarence E. Mclntire of
Bockport Mr. Bird’s remains will be

f

brought

here for interment.

DEFENDANTS
Tlielr

MUST PAY.

Original Packages Came Before
Congress Interfered.

Concord, N. H., March 11.—At the adjourned law term of the full bench of the
Supreme Court today, a decision was
rendered in Durkee vs. Moses, three
cases, and Lynch vs Scott, in which the
defendants refused to pay for liquors on
the ground that they were imported into
the state in violation

of

the law.

The

court held that under the decision of the
United States court, the plaintiffs had a
right to ship the goods in the original
packages, the law of New Hampshire to

the contrary notwithstanding, as the
goods in question were purchased before
the law was passed by Congress giving a
state a right to prohibit such importations.

The defendant must pay.

The pilotage bill introduced in the National Senate yesterday places the pilotage system of the whole country under
the control of the Secretary of the

Treasury.

__

ffWDER
Absolutely Pure.

A cream of tartar baking powder. Highest of
all in leavening strength.—Latest United States
Government Food Report.
Bfc K *
CO;. 106
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BERWICK’S TERROR.
An Insane Man Who Carried
Made

Carlos Carlssen, Sailor

on a

Maine

Bark, the Victim.
THE CHILIAN POLICE ACCUSED OF
ANOTHER CRIME.

This Time There Does Not

Seem

Against

Much Evidence

To

Be

Them—It

Is

Probable that Carlssen Met Death in
Drunken Brawl—That Is
of His

of the

Captain

der of

Searsport.

the

a

Opinion

Vessel, tlie Kid-

an

SCOTT’S MIMTEffl.
Axe and

Things Lively.

Biddefokd, March 11.—An evening
of
an
tells
episode which
paper
excited the town of North Berwick,
Thursday.
Deputy Sheriff Stackpole
was summoned there by telegraph to arrest an insane man who had terrorized
The man, Charles War
the community.
terhouse, had been acting strangely for
several weeks, and Wednesday he beHe got hold of an axe,
came violent.
and chased several people around town,

uttering loud cries and threats of a vengeance only waiting to be executed.
His peculiar delusion was that he had
become electrified, and he was in mortal
fear of being tapped and having his
electric prize stolen from him. The selectmen held a meeting late Wednesday
afternoon and decided on his committal
to the insane asylum at Augusta, the axe

New York, March 11.—The Herald
episode having very materially hastened
matters in that direction.
today prints the following :
Mr. Stackpole, in company with DepuValparaiso, Chili, via Galveston,
ty Sheriff Parker, saw Waterhouse on
Texas, March 10.—Consul McCreery is the street.
Mr. Stackpole quickly overinvestigating the case of another sailor, hauled the man, and asked him to take a
of
brushort walk with him, as he had somewho, it is alleged, was the victim
to
tal treatment at the hands of the Val- thing particular which he wished
communicate. Waterhouse consented at
the
effects.
from
died
and
paraiso police,
first, and walked perhaps ten rods, long
The seaman’s name was Carlos Carlssen, enough to allow of Parker’s arriving
He was alongside, and then refused to budge anand he was a native of Sweden.
the officers on either
other
employed aboard the bark Edward Kid- side ofstep. Seeing
him, Waterhouse made a motion
der, which arrived here on February 8 tow-ard the inside pocket of his breast
from New York on the way to Antofa- coat.
Divining his purpose Stackpole
gasta. She hails from Searsport, Me. made a grab at his hand, but as strong
Carlssen was found early on the morning as was the officer’s clutch, Waterhouse
of February 21, lying in the Calie Blanco. slipped away from him like an eel. ParHe was suffering from a wound in the ker at the same time, however, caught at
abdomen and was in a supid state from him from the other side, and a short,
As soon as discovthe effects of liquor.
sharp struggle followed. The two officers
ered he was taken to the hospital. Later finally succeeded in overpowering and
his
in the day, when he had sobered up,
handcuffing their man.
declaration was taken by the Chilian leWhen the officers came to search Waal officers.
ter house they found a big dangerous
T, Carlssen said that he had been woundlooking butcher knife, a. long, sharply
ed by the Valparaiso police and soldiers. pointed file and two ugly looking jackHe gave similar testimony to Consul Mc- knives of the dirk-bladed varietv and
Creery, who visited him in the hospital. capable of doing considerable execution
The man died on February 27, but it was when rightly handled.
not until Tuesday last, after 11 days had
Bath Built Vessel Lost.
'elapsed that Consul McCreery apparently
In the
became aware of his death.
11.—Word has just been
March
Bath,
meanwhile, however, the Chilian authorthe schooner Ethel F.
ities had taken the testimony of the po- received here that
Their Hawley, of 225 tons, Captain Kelley,
licemen concerned in the case.
evidence was to the effect that one of which was built in Bath recently, ran on
their number while on duty in the neigh- the rocks off
Fronteca, Mexico, on Wedborhood
and Thursday she became a
nesday,
for
Heard Carlssen’s Cries
Help
wreck. She was built by George HawWhen this
and ran to his assistance.
ley at the south end, and was a fine vespolicemen arrived upon the scene he was sel.
set upon by three men, who, he declared,
Will Move. Away from Westbrook.
were dressed in foreign sailors’ clothes.
down
him
in
succeeded
knocking
Quincy, Mass., March 11.—The MadThey
and brutally kicked him on the head.
dox Wire Belting Company of WestI saw this same policeman on February
brook, Me., has leased the factory build22, and his appearance certainly was conBotn of his eyes ing of J. K. Graham, on Summer street,
firmatory of his story.
were blackened and his head showed
and will move its plant to this city.
After -vaulting him, so his
contusions
Fire Inquest in Camden.
ran
his
three
assailants
statement reads,
March 11.—J. W. Manchesseen
was
then
and
Carlssen
Camden,
lying
away,
in the street and bleeding profusely.
ter was examined today before a sheriff’s
The judge of crimes on last Tuesday
inquest jury in regard to the intook the testimony of some sailors of the private
bark Edward Kidder, who were in the cendiary fire in his Ogier Hill property,
Several witnesses testicompany of Carlssen on the night of Tuesday night.
February 20 and the morning of Februa- fied.
The inquest will hold over next
a
low
They said that he was in
ry 21.
week. The insurance was $1000.
grogshop in the same district of Valparaiso where most of the Baltimore riotHe was, according to
ing occurred.
their accounts, totally incapable from
He was unadrink of doing anything.
ble to talk or walk and after vainly
lying to1 get him to move his companions
left him in the saloon seated beside some

Carlssen’s shipmates
beachcombers.
minutes looking for a
were absent 10
to
carry him to, but when
handy bunk

they

Returned to the Dram

Shop

he had disappeared in the company of
the beachcombers.
that the two policemen who stabbed him
spoke English, and he added that the
Both of
cuts were inflicted by swords.
these statements appear to be untrue, as
not a single man on the police force, so

For

Mayor of Biddeford.

Biddeford, March 11.—At a Republican mayoralty caucus tonight, Richmond
H. Ingersoll was nominated by acclamation.
His Victim Has

Recovered.

Ex-Officer
Biddeford, March 11.
Patrick Oiillinan, who stabbed Constable
Thomas Kelley in a drinking club room a
—

and who has been confined
in the county jail pending the result of
Kelley’s wounds, was released today on
bail.
Kelley has recovered.
month ago,

Was Deaf and Walked

on

the

Track.

Orono, March 11.—Charles Banks, an
Englishman, slightly deaf, while walkit is alleged, speaks any language .except ing on the railroad track, was struck by
a train last evening, and died from his
Spanish.
The Chilian doctors certified that the injuries about midnight, aged 40 years.
wound was caused by a sharp knife. It
Rodney B. Capen for Mayor.
is more than likely that the weapon was
Augusta,
Me., March 11.—The Demosimilar
to
that
worn
carried in a sheath
by Carlssen himself. His death was due crats tonight nominated Rodney B. Capen
to peritonitis.
for mayor. The vote was unanimous.
Consul McCreery yesterday presented
A Boston & Maine Case.
a letter to the Intendente of Valparaiso
quoting from Carlssen’s declaration and
N. H., March 11.—The full
Concord,
adding a demand for an immediate inves- bench of the Supreme Court is holding
of the case. He argues in a postigation
its session here today for the delivery of
itive manner that the police are guilty of
It is understood that no dehaving committed the assault as alleged opinions.
cision will be rendered in the case of the
bv Carlssen. The captain of the b ii-lBoston & Maine railroad vs. the Concord
Edward Kidder, however, is firmly
f
Montreal railroad, which relates to the
the opinion that the sailor’s death is m t
the
c ustructii n of the extension of
attributable in any way to the police.
North Weare railroad
Manchester <v
Xlie Failures of

a

Week.

Xew York, March 11.—The failures of
the last seven days as reported to Dun
and Russell number for the
United
States 235. For the corresponding week
last year there were 234 failures in the

United States.

Sympathy for Mrs. Osborne is spreading, and a monster meeting will shortly
be held in London to petition the government for her release. The peculiar
feature of the agitation is that, although
Mrs.

Osborne

and

all her connections

British, the Irish newspapers of all
parties are taking the lead in the plea

are

for mercy.

Gentlemen who Shave.

Dry, feverish, or irritated skin, Chaps,
Chafes, Roughness. Bv one application of the
elegant toilet requisite,Leaurelle Oil Balm,

smoothed and healed and the skin at
once made pliable. Unlike any other preparation it dries in quickly, obviating necessity
of washing it off or covering it up. The desired effect is instantaneous. Does not grease
nor soil anything,
pure, clean, colorless,
harmless. 50c. and $1.00 at Druggists. Large
size prepaid by express for $1.00.
E. S. Wells, Jersey City.

instantly

Wells’ Health Rehewer

cures

Sexual weakness.

A SOFT CORN.
One application of Rough on Corns, liquid,
gives instant relief ; two will effect a permanent cure, and two or three applications
eradicates hard corns. 16c.
Rough

on

Corns.

Salve and Plasters.

Tin box.

10c.

Coarse or Sallow Skin.

Muddy complexions cleared, smoothed,
brightened by Leaurelle Oil Balm. Delightful effect. Those only who use it can appreciate its virtues. Banishes Pimples, Blotches, Redness, Coarseness, Freckles, W rrnkles
50c and $1.00 at Druggists. Large size prepaid
by express, $1.00. E. S. Wells, Jersey City.
Rough

oh

Toothache

gives Instant relief.

15c.

Everybody Has Some Weak Spot.
There is where disease first strikes; disease
Is in the ah. Wells’ Health Renewer goes
direct to weak spots. Strengthen these
Spots before it’s too late. $1.00, Druggists.

It is
from North Weare to Henniker.
probable that the court will hear further

arguments

in the case.

Supposed

To Be from Maine.

Lowell, Mass., March 11.—The body

of a man supposed to be a French Canadian from Maine, was found in the canal
It is thought his
here this morning.
name is Frank Taylor.

The Life Guard of the New Government in 1861.
f
Some Truth About the Heroes of

Days Before and After

ington's

Darkest

Sumter

Fell—The

and Their Crack

Wash-

District

Volunteers

Company.

ICopyright, 1S92, by American Press Association. Book .rights reserved.]
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1861 ?
When high officials quitted their
posts to fall in line
with their states
in the secession
movement; when
officers and men
of the army and
navy deserted the
flag to join the
ranks;
seceders’
when both sections stood ready to seize
the national forts, arsenals, vessels, arras
and other materials of war, what was
the connecting link between the old, shaky
armament that went to pieces on April 14
and the new, firm power that arose in the
last days of April and the first days of

capital

in

May?

The question as to who were the heroes
of Washington’s “dark days” is called up
by the plans now under way for a mammoth reunion of war veterans at the capIn the proposed
ital next September.
pageant of battle scarred soldiers and battle torn banners on “Washington’s chiefest
avenue,” the place of honor at the right of
the line of Grand Army posts has been
given to the Sixth Massachusetts regiment. This was the body of volunteers
mobbed in Baltimore on April 19, 1861,
while en route to protect the capital. It
has been singled out for special honor in
the great parade because it was “the first
to reach the capital after communications
had been severed” between Washington
and the north. The first northern troops
to go through after that event were
the Seventh New York and the Eighth
Massachusetts. The New Yorkers reached
Washington by way of Annapolis at noon,
April 25. This was the beginning of the
end of the crisis that had hung over Washington, not for days, but for weeks.
When the first step of the war was taken
by the dispatch of a naval force to Charleston harbor with an ultimatum about Fort
Sumter, President Lincoln began to look
to the defense of the capital in case war
should break out over the Sumter busiThat was about April 1, and after
ness.
that date Gen. Scott made a daily report
to the executive of the state of the defenses. The president was anxious not to
create alarm or exceed his lawful authori
ty, and the only safe recourse in the absence of regulars, which were widely disJjtsincu,

waa iu CAiil uu.u

The call was issued April 9, three days before Sumter was fired upon.
On the 16th, the day after the president’s
call for 75,000 troops at large, Scott reported The state of the forces at hand and a fresh
addition of eight companies of District volunteers (making sixteen in all). “These, I
think,” he concluded, “place the capital a
little ahead of impending dangers, and we
will maintain at least that advantage till,
ijy the arrival (in a week) of regulars and
abundant volunteers, our relative advantage will, 1 trust, be more than doubled.”
On the 23d, when the crisis was at its
height, the roads from the north blocked,
the volunteers from Massachusetts and
New York lying helpless at Annapolis, the
line of the Potomac and Washington itself
menaced by armed seceders, he declared,
“I feel confident that with our present
forces we can defend the capital, the arsenal and all the executive buildings
against 10,000 troops not better than our
District volunteers.”
Who and what were these District volunteer troops? Gen. Charles P. Stone, who
commanded them, spoke in his Century
article in this strain:
“I think that the country has never propDiserly appreciated the services of those
*
*
trict of Columbia volunteers. *
They did their duty quietly, and they did
it well and faithfully.
Although not
mustered into the service and placed on
pay until after the fatal day when the flag
was fired upon at Sumter, yet they rendered great service before that time in giving confidence to the Union men, to the
members of the legislature and also to the
president in the knowledge that at least
there was a small force ready to respond at any moment to his call. It
should be remembered that the first
troops mustered into the service were
companies of these volunteers, and that
during the dark days when Washington
was cut off from communication with the
north, when railway bridges were burned
and tracks torn up, when the Potomac was
blockaded, these troops were the only reli
aace of the government for guarding the
public departments, for preserving order
and for holding the bridges and other outposts; that these were the troops which recovered possession of the railway from
Washington to Annapolis Junction and
made practicable the reopening of commu-

F. O. Beal, who has been nominated by
Bangor Republicans for mayor is an antirailroad lease man. Mr. Snow, the DemPoliocratic nominee, favors the lease.
tical questions are forgotten in Bangor
pending the settlement of this question
of the lease of the Bangor and Piscataquis to the new Aroostook road.

Skowhegan citizens have joined the
They have met, made
procession.
speeches and raised a committee to consider the feasibility of erecting a condensed milk factory.
Limington can boast of quite a number
large families, but none that has

of

presented her husband with his fourth
pair of twins one day this week.

New life has been put into the base
ball interest at Bowdoin by the arrival
He will
of the coacher, Oliver Burns.
stay for a short time now and will return
is
Burns
at the beginning of next term.
highly pleased with Farrington, the new
pitcher, whom Bowdoin will try this
year. Downs is also pitching good ball
in the gym and may be used for part of
the g*ames. J. S. Kimball, ’95, is also in
training, and is very speedy, but rather
wild.
The State College will probably
not be in the league this year, a league
composed of Colby, Bates and Bowdoin
having better financial prospects than a
four club league.

the men at Lincoln’s inauguraforced to give way
and was
to that brave hero, John R- Smead, of the
Second United States artillery, whose
heart’s blood belonged to the old flag and
eventually went to its own on the battlefield. The Rifles contained a sprinkling of
Union men, and on April 10, when the
Sumter situation had an ugly look, the
company paraded at the call of the war
department for volunteers of thb District
to act against “an invasion or insurrec-

-"WITH--

probable prospect thereof.”

The call was made under an act of congress of 1803—the only authority Lincoln
had for warlike measures at that stage.
Capt. Smead read to his men the order
to appear at the war department and be
All
sworn into the United States service.
but 15 rebelled, slung their muskets
into the racks with a bang and marched
As 40 men was the
out of the armory.
minimum required by the war department
the company had to be recruited. In three
days’ time the 40 men were secured, but
only after numberless blackballs of doubtful applicants. On the 15th of April the
president called for volunteers at large, and
and carrying
the 40 Rifles, fully
twenty rounds of bulle*, double quicked
to the war department for muster. It was
the first body of men sworn to defend the
assailed Union under the president’s call.
The twenty rounds of bullets were to guard
against an attack in the streets threatened

----—-

just placed upon our counters at Spot Cash
Prices. We are always In the lead, and the present season we are
determined to eclipse all former attempts if honest goods
That

equipped

we

hare

and LOW PRICES will do it.

by Washington roughs.

On the 16th the rifles began their war
duties as guards to the home of Gen. Scott
and the state department. On the 18th a
detail under Lieut. W. W. Webb seized
the steamer St. Nicholas at its wharf on
the Potomac, with a cargo of supplies for
Confederate use, the first hostile act of the
Union forces.
The same day a detail
seized the telegraph office on Pennsylvania
avenue.
During the next five days the
company furnished guards and scouts for
various threatened points, and those were
the moments when every pulse beat high
in and out of Washington. Lee resigned
and went over to seceded Virginia. Comthe
modore Buchanan, commander of
Washington naVy yard, and “Prince”
the
two
reguMagruder, captain of one of
lar batteries in Washington, and other influential officers followed Lee, and hundreds of subordinates went with them.
On the 30th the telegraph was cut at
Baltimore and the railroads closed north
from that point. Maryland refused to permit Union troops to cross her soil to reach
the capital, and madness, fanned by wild
and exciting rumors, was all about the citadel of the nation’s hopes. The place to
look for help was the north, but how establish touch of elbow with the minute-

SPRING OVERCOATS.
Men’s
worth

Overcoats

$4.98,

at

$6.

All Wool Putnam Overcoats at

$5.98, worth $8,

j

!

j

j

Dark Mixed Overcoats at $8,
worth $19.

nobby Spring
new shades, at
$8.00, $10.00, $13.00, $15.00,
$18.00 and $30.00.

sprincTsuits.
1

SLUNG THEIR MUSKETS INTO THE HACKS,

nications. They also formed the advance
of the force which first crossed the Potomac into Virginia and captured the city of
Alexandria.
Moreover, these were the
troops which insured the regular inauguration on
the
steps of the Capitol
of the constitutionally elected
presiI
dent.
firmly believe that without
them Mr. Lincoln would never have been
inaugurated. I believe that tumults would
have been created, during which he would
have been killed, and that we should have
found ourselves engaged in a struggle,
without preparation and without a recog
nixed head at the capital.”
The. war history of the District volunteers is traced in the annals of the crack
company of that, body, the National Ri-

Mixed Suits at
FURNISHING GOODSMen’s Dark
$6.00. $8.00, $10.00 and $13.00.
White
50 doz. Unlauiidered
All the nobby styles in Double
at 37 l-2c, worth 50c.
Shirts
and Single
Breasted, Straight
Laundered
White
doz
50
and
Cuts
Cutaway Suits at
$13.00, $15.00, $18.00, $30.00, Shirts at 48c, worth 75c.
50 doz. Cheviot Shirts at 45c.
$33.00 and $35.00.

n’s

Young

Overcoats, ail the

Men’s
Indigo Blue Suits
$6.00, $8.00 and $10.00.

at

1 case of Cotton Hose

SPRING PANTS.

at

7c

a

pair.

Men’s Working Pants at $1.35,
$1.50, $1.75, $3.00, $3.50 and
$3.00.
Men’s Dress Pants at $3.50,
$4.00, $4.50, $5.00, $5.50, $6.00,
$6.50 and $7.00.

1 case

Balbri^gan Shirts and

Drawers at 23c each.
25 doz. Huinsdorf Fast Black
Half Hose, I5c per pair, 2 pair
for 25 c.

I
!

IN OUR BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT YOU WILL FIND

L

■

V-1-V /, V-

2000 SUITS TO SELECT FROM.

utig UIOI/UV/U uumaa.

STATE ITEMS OF INTEREST-

grown up in a shorter time than the
family of Mr. and Mrs. George Gammon.
In the last twelve years Mrs. Gammon
has become the mother of ten children.
Four pairs of twins and two single births
All the children are
make up the list.
doing, well,, and so is the mother, who

»

rade

or

MISCELLANEOUS.__

lobbing Up Serenely lor Spring Trade,

tion,

tion,

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

flea. The Rifles sprang into being during
the John Brown war, in 1859, and was led
by a Mexican veteran of southern sympathies. It was the banner troop of its class.
When the war clouds began to fly, m the
winter of 1860-1, the captain talked openly
about marching to the banks of the Susquehanna to defend Maryland from Yankee invasion, seised cannon, pistols and
cutlasses not belonging to the equipment of his command, refused to pa-

Light Scotches and Plaids,
Light Scotches and Worsteds
$5.00, $6.00, $8.00, $10.00 Double and Single Breasted,, |
$8.00 to $15.00.
Suits at $1.25, and $12.00.
I f:
Short Pant
4 to
Odd Short Pants front 50c t
Vest
Children’s
Suits,
age
and
$2.50.
$1.50, $2.00
$2.00.
All Wool Plaids and Browns 10 years, $4.50 to $9.00.
Odd Long Pants front $1.25 to
$3.00. worth $4.00.
LONG
PANT
SUITS.
BOYS’
$6.00.
Sawyer Cassimere and Cheviot
Extra size Bovs’ Suits made to*
Boys’ Suits, Indigo Blue, $6.00,
Suits at $4.50 and $5.00.
I
worth
Scotches
$8.00.
$3.00,
Bight Fancy
Breasted
Double and Single
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00, $5.50
and
Black
$8.00
Cheviots,
and
$7.00.
$6.00
Three Piece Suits, from 12 to $10.00.
Dark Mixtures from $4.00 to
16 years, All Wool, Dark Mixed
TO BE CIVEN AWAY.
$15.00,
at $5.00 to $12.00.

CHILDREN’S SHORT PANT SUITS.

GUARDING THE ANNAPOLIS ROUTE,

of the states supposed to be marching
to the relief of the isolated capital? There
were rumors that volunteer regiments lay
at Annapolis anxious to make Washington by way of the Junction, but that the
railway was blocked or cut.
On t he 33d a detachment of Rifles volunteered for service outside of the District of
Columbia and went as guards to an engine
and two cars that ran over the route to the
Junction. The train hands and ra,lroad
men were held to loyalty under the muzzles
of the Rifles’ weapons, and at the Junction
the telegraph people were managed in the
same way.
The road was not clear beyond
the Junction toward Annapolis and the
train put back. During the 31th a larger
train was prepared, and 40 of the Rifles,
among other District volunteers, went
through on the 25th, putting off guards at
switches and bridges. The train ran to the
Junction and took on board the Seventh
New York. So the first northern troops to
pass around the Baltimore blockade found
an open road to Washington guarded by
District volunteers.
men

at

IRA F. CLARK & CO,
f

THE LEADING ONE PRICE SPOT CASH CLOTHIERS,
marlOdtf

482

Congress St., Portland, Me.

was brought
danger lurked
displayed, was it

The Eighth Massachusetts
on

J

in the same way, and if

anywhere or

nerve was

not when this handful cut the way out of
Washington and opened up the pathway
for help to pour in? So was Washington
guarded and relieved in the “dark days.”
One of the duties of the District men was
to guard the Potomac, which they knew
so well, and especially Long Bridge, between Washington and Alexandria, Va.
When the invasion of the “sacred soil”
took place, May 04, Gen. Stone led the
vanguard with his District volunteers.
The troops of the invading column were
drawn up on Long Bridge, and Stone’s
men, headed by the Rifles under Capt.
Smead, passed over, secured the Virginia
end of the bridge, sent out scouting detachments, pickets and skirmishers to all
crossroads and other delicate points.
Durinsr the rpTnn.inder of their three
months’ service the District men took part
in every movement on the Potomac. The
Rifles were among the volunteers for defense of the capital in the Gettysburg campaign in ISftS, and were first to fall in to
meet Early 8 raid in 1864.
Meanwhile the brief and bloodless, but
txciting campaign of 1861 did not surfeit
the boysMvith war. Several volunteered to
go to the field of Bull Run, among them
E. S. McCook, afterward a general of volunteers. W. O. Stoddard, the author, was
one of the Rifles, as were Governor Alexander R. Shepherd, Gen. Louis D. Watkins and mnny gallant officers of the regulars and volunteers. Out of 63 men on the
roils of the Rifles July 15, 1861, 28 became
officers in the active work of the war.
Capt. Smead was killed while handling
the guns of his battery at Second Bull
Run.
George L. Kilmer.
-t—-—-The Wonderful “Lone Star.”
Dr. Barrows calls attention to the fact
that Texas is five times as large as England,
and thirty-four times the size of the state
of Massachusetts. The entire living population of the gl'obfe, 1,400,000,000 people,
divided into families of five persons each,
could be located in Texas, each family with
a house on a half
aero lot, and there would
still remain 70,000,000 vacant family lots.—
St. Louis Republic.
“Harrah!” said a littleghT- “I’m not to be
kept in because of that horrid neuralgia. My
mamma has bought a bottle of Salvation OiL”

_

____
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The

value

of

Frye’s Amandine
as an application

I

for the face, hands

I

complexion is
recognized by all
and

who have used it.

And what is more,

a

trial will convince you that every dose of

FOR SALE BY

ALLEN’S ^^extractof SARSAPARILLA

is worth five of any other remedy for RHEUMATISM, SCROFUILA, KIDNEY
and UEVER DISEASES, IN DIGESTION, CONSTIPATION, SICK HEADACHE, EOSS OF APPETITE, and all diseases of the STOMACH and 12JLOOD.

Could

|

JIDyeriCo.

Wo guarantee it.
No benefit, money refunded.
do this if it had not wonderful merit ?
Said by all Druggists for 50c. No besa.

we

THE ALLEN SARSAPARILLA CO., Woodfords, Me.
Branch Office, 125 Broad St., Poston. Masa._
arr »syw

pusioimmn

B>
X>:r E3. 33. Reed.

THE TRUE GENUINE

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN

HUNGARIAN BITTER HER

No 399 1-3

Congress Street, Portland.

IS THE CELEBRATED

For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, I will take them to make
a

Eei-son

ROOMS.

SCAMMAN at No. 232 Federal street
is doing a very thriving and prosperous
business in the line of feeding the hungrv multitude in fact his business has increased to such
an extent that lie lias found it necessary to haye
more room and with that end In view has leased
the store adjoining and has it fitted up as a
more
room
Ladies’ Room, the two
Mr.
than any other restaurant in the cltv.
and
Soamman is very popular with the
lie
is
that
the
it
of
gives
best
meals
Idie secret
tor the money to be found in Portland.
ldw
mar7

JU

making

public

cure.

Dr. Reed will not ask you any questions in
any w'ay in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your ease he
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are striclUy pine and nut up to suit
eacb case, lie thinks he can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease ora
becoming an entranced medium. There
as been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at iny office every day including Sunday from 9 a. m., to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
my22dtf
age and one stamp, $1.00.

ixFxd

Bottled to order at the Famous Spring in Budapest Hungary, and imported direct by the New
England Agents. CUTLER BROS. A CO.,
Importing Jobbing Druggists, BOSTON.
To physicians and dealers sample bottles tree.
Also agents for the Justly celebrated

ISETHESDA WATER,
Wonderfully efficacious in troubles ot the Kidand
Bladder, as testified by our best
neys
Physicians and many well-known citizens. See
febdeoddiu
Descriptive Pamphlet.

Before placing your Life Institutes
in
Companies outside the State of
Maine, send to the UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for
pamphlets explanatory of its plans, and
for list of claims paid under the Maine
Non-Forfeiture Law.
oct24eodtf

MISCEIXATfEOUS.

THE LATEST STYLES.

CONSTIPATION

Cloaks that

and other

like Men’s Sack

Coats.

complaints
prevented
prompt

bowel

are

cured and

by the
use

Harper Fears That the Styles of
Thirty Tears Ago May Be Revived, hut
Frays That She May Not Five to See

Olive

of

Ayer’s Cathartic Pi!!s

the Awful

[Special Correspondence.]
New Yoke, March 10.—If we have
pot to go back to the styles that were
in vogue thirty years ago, I want to
know it in time to develop some mortal
disease by which I may die easy before
it comes to pass, and yet I fear that
those hateful and
fashgraceless
ions are really

They

regulate

the

cleanse the

liver,
stomach,

and greatly assist

digestion.
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.
Lowell,

Mass.

Day.

to revive,
if straws do show

going

*

which way the
wind doth blow,
for here is the
newest
very
th^ng out, and it
is
certainly
CUWUjjU

tv

the
for
gravest
appreand
hension,
that, too, at a
time when we
were all congratTHE NEWEST IN CLOAKS
ulating OUISelves
on the fact that the modes of the present day were very nearly perfect. Look
at that awful “sack coat!” I had one
just like that all but the collar thirty
years ago, made of gray doeskin, as it
was then called, but now it would be
“beaver cloth.” There are silk ones on
the way, sisters, and cloth ones in every
color, all made without seams and hanging like a pillow case on a broomstick.
There are great white or smoke pearl
buttons on the front, eight of them at
least.
The proper skirt to wear with these
new “English” jackets,
which, alas!
have also got the French stamp upon
them, is a soft wool in some neutral
tint, or broken plaid, made plain fourreau shape, with no trimming unless,
perhaps, a band of fur or a narrow
pinked or accordion plaited ruffle.
Skirts of all street dresses, where it
can possibly be afforded, have silk linings, and around the bottom of these are
two and sometimes three pinked out
ruffles, one set under and two or more
The
on the upper side of the lining.
dress itself may be of spartan simplicity
on the surface, but if you get a glimpse
of the underside there are furbelows
and flounces enough to astonish one;
and house dresses have, in addition to
these, a deep balayeuse flounce of muslin and lace, all of which makes the
dress set out well at the feet. Some
wear these gowns on the street, but the
neat lady is apt to make a display of
fluffy ruffles when she walks that would
shoek herself if she knew it, or if she
saw any other woman do the same she
would call her (mentally) a bold, brazen
cause

Mr. GEORGE E.

DEARBON,

North Vassalboro. Mo.

FOR THREE SOLID YEARS I SUFFERED
WITH SOUR STOMACH,
AND

GRODER’S SYRUP BAS CURED ME!
I wish to explain in a few words to other
sufferers the condition I was in three years
l ago. I had been what I called a Chronic
i Dyspeptic for lifteen years; and as I stated
above, I was not free from Sour Stomach
fbr three years. Everything I ate soured
It caused
on my stomach before digesting.
me to have Headaches, I would be feverish
by spells, and so nervous that I could not
make myself comfortable in any place. This
times
world was a burden to me.
I thought of meeting death. During my
choking spells my feet became cold, and
the chills would come over me so it would
make me think of death.
Such was my life until I used Groder’s
Botanic Dyspepsia Syrup. That has once
more given me a chance to eDjoy this world.
I am today able to do as good a day’s work
as ever I could in my life, and I say that
Grader’s Syrup is worth ten dollars a
hot&ie for any person troubled as I was.

Many

Yours respectfully,
George E. Dearbon,
North

/

Vassalboro, Me.

---

nfirs nnmir our faith in
P
r THE MEDICINE,

gfj |i U Y

On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee

good

it does you no
you can
receive your money back. Bead guaranty
We
claim
to
cure
with every bottle.
Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, IrregularPains, Bloat,
ity of the Appetite,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
cure? Beit
will
And
why
Constipation.
cause it is Belaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Aiccmol
-.armless to the smallest
It i
or Morphia.
1
-e it, and it is far superior
child: children
* \> Castor Oil ana all other preparations.
for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
our
-up. None genuine unless bearing
ie-mark, the Beaver.
that in

case

kidney

Pleurisy

Jail

i grocer DYSPEPSIA 1URE company,
■WAXEKVILLE, 1AINE.
TST&W

m

Hew
Pood
has made its appearance;
It is not only a health food,
but a healthy food—a health
food that makes other food

healthy.

Its

name

is

place of hog’s
a notoriously
is
which
Lard
unhealthy food. A purely

It takes the

vegetable product—delicate,
digestible, and economical
—one trial gives Cottolene
a

permanent home in every

kitchen, whence it increases
the health and

enjoyment

of every member of the
fam ily. Try it for yourself.
At all grocers.

K. K. FAIR0AMK & CO.,
CHICAGO, and
6 Central Wharf, Boston.
SCp8

Chicago

TT&S&wnrmlycT
Constant exposure of policemen
to all sorts of weather,invites

Rheumatism and Neuralgia.
The experience of a Chicago
officer is valuable to all men exposed to the weather.
\7m. K. Stahl, Sergeant of Police, 27th Precinct, ChL

Policeman.

cago,wrote July 25,1391: “/have suffered with Rheumatism for years, have tried almost all remedies, but
have found none to equal A th-lo-pho-ros; 7iad been
laid up for months, when A th-lo-pho-ros gave me
great and instant relief. I am, sure that two or three
bottles more will make me a happy man.”-Policemen, railroad men, teamsters, qtr drivers, sailors,
fishermen—all men of out-door work, take a hint
from the experience of Sergeant Stahl. At first
luspicion of Rheumatism or Neuralgia, try Ath-lopho-ros.-$1 per bottle. All Druggists. The
Athlophoros Co., New Haven, Conn. Treatise on
Rheumatism free.
Write for it.

jan!6

Tu,Th.S.cS6nmrm

thing.

The carrick cape, with a postiche
shoulder cape of another material, is
quite stylish just now. The bottom
cape is of Irish frieze or some othei
shaggy stuff cut circular shape and simply hemmed. The top one is of velvet,
lined and beaded so that it is perfectly
stiff, and is bordered with a narrow band
of fur, and the collar is trimmed in the
This can be left off as the
same way.
weather moderates, or can be worn
alone without the lower cape.
The Watteau bows are seen on almost
every indoor dress, and many outdoor
The style consists in having
ones also.
a bow with short loops and ends that
fall to the bottom of the dress in the
back. Wrappers that have no Watteau
plait in the back have the bow in its
place, and it is fastened upon all kinds
of toilets for old and young. Indeed,
ribbon will be worn almost to the exclusion of every other garniture except
lace, and lace and ribbon go so well together that they will be largely used as

complements.
The neckwear has ribbons, China silks,

laces,

crepe

lisse,

net and chiffon all

mingled and all
wonderfully pretty. 1 saw last
night at the Casino two pretty
One
new styles.
round collar of folded red
China silk, with a

was a

*_i_c.n

UlOUO^

lux.

..e z.i_
Vi

LUO

in
silk
front,
reached
■which
nearly to the
waist, bordered
with a row of
point de gene
lace three inches
wide, and three
inches above that
another row was
laid on the silk
flat. It was not
confined, bnt fell carrick cape and
foukreau skirt.
in loose folds,
The other was in shape of an open
sailor collar in front and was made of
lilac crepe de chine, with a double ruffle
of lace around it, and where it met in
front there tied two long ends of very
fine oriental lace reaching nearly to the
knees. They were each about a quarter
of a yard wide and were accordion
plaited. Indeed almost everything is
accordion plaited now.
Among the pretty summer materials
are dimity and cotton “Bedford cord,”
which bears a suspicious resemblance to
white pique. Still it is pretty, and there
are numbers of new effects in crepons,
and there are such handsome satines in
real India silk and foulard patterns quite
as pretty and almost as costly.
But speaking of the dimity and the
pique. They are made with a wide hem
at the bottom of the plain skirt, and
above the hem are several rows of buttonholes worked in the material through
which are run as many rows of narrow
ribbon, and these are tied in neat little
bqws with ends on each side. The waist
is trimmed in the same style, and it is a
Olive Harper.
very pretty fancy.

YOU

RARELY

SEE

THEIR

NAMES.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Trains to Come.
That the speed of passenger trains in
to rapidly inthis country is destined
future seems certain.
crease in the near
There is nothing in railroading that renders such large and quick returns to the
management as catering to the wants
and desires of the Raveling public.
this as the
Nothing so fully exemplifies
has taken
immense change that
place in
in the
equipment of
the past five years
from the seaboard
through express trains
to the west and southwest.
The luxury and comfort that can toon one of the
many
day be obtained
limited trains passing over any of the
in
is
strong contrast
great trunk lines
to what was furnished five or six years
seem that there was
ago, and it would
not much room for further improvement
in that direction. What the public are
what will certainly be
now seeking, and
furnished, is fast time; and that this is
appreciated by railroad managers is well
evidenced by the large sums that are
now being spent to perfect the roadways
of the more important lines.—Scribner’s.
Faster

Point! Abont Certain Hotel! in tbe City
of New York.

[Special Correspondence.]
New Yoke, March 10.—The oldest
hotel in New York has just closed its
doors and the building will be torn
down to make room for a house for offices. Though this was the oldest hotel
—I allude to the Stevens House in

Broadway—it was only opened as a
hotel fifty years ago and the house itself
erected some twenty-five years earlier.
This shows what a transition state New
York has passed and is passing through.
The Stevens House was famous in its

it was kept some half century
day,
who there
ago by the first Delmonico,
introduced in America what is called
the European plan of hotel keeping—
that is, a hotel in which lodging shall be
so much and meals in accordance with
the amount and quality consumed.
This, by the way, is not the European
plan, but an American adaptation of it.
At this old hotel Jenny Lind was a
guest when she gave her great concerts
In the old
at Castle Garden, near by.
days, too, it was a great resort for politicians, and it is well remembered by
the old timers that Daniel Webster,
whose favorite stopping place was the
Astor House, very often went to the
Stevens House to attend important political conferences. And to the end the
old hostelry remained a gathering place
for politicians.
as

W nenever one or rnese down Town Ho-

tels passes away those observers who
look only on the surface and see
only what is happening on the great
arteries of. the city tell the same story
of the passing northward of the hotels
of the metropolis, and predict that in a
little while the center around which
these hotels will cluster will be somewhere in the neighborhood of Central
park. And if only such places he taken
into consideration as those at which
wealth has been flaunted and fashion
been upon review, doubtless these observers are right both in statements and
predictions. Property on such main
streets as Broadway and Fifth avenue
has become so valuable for office buildings and other business purposes that it
is no longer profitable to utilize it for
hotel sites, unless hotels can charge prices
that only the rich can pay. The rich
naturally wish to he within the precincts
of fashion, and therefore for such there
are cloud capped palaces upon Fifth
avenue and in the neighborhood thereof.
I
/////

It Mast Have Been Chilly.
man was in

Waterbary

A Georgia
during a cold snap.

He had just arrived from the sunny south and his
pores were all open. He slept at the
Scoville House when the mercury went
rrQTA

o-n

d

t.lin

wind Wow

-milo

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
—OF THE—

AMERICAN

OF NEW YORK,
The Largest Company
in the world! I
Cash Capital paid up,
SI,000,000
Incorporated and commenced business
in 1884.
TO. L. TRENHOLM, President.
H. D. LYMAN, Vice President.
S. S. COLVILLE, Treasurer.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1891.
Real estate owned by the company, unincumbered.$ 207,021.94
Loans on bond and mortgage (first

We show today more than ONE HUNDRED different STYLES
and

Elegant Rich

THE

STEVENS HOUSE.

never

likely

to desert so

long

as

the

Look out for cheap substitutes! Beware of
remedies.
Dr. Bull's Dough Syrup has
stood the test for nearly fifty years.

new

Beautiful

BROCHE

CHANGEABLE

SILKS.

News.

SCARF SILKS,

SI.506.637.51
Guarantee Bonds, for bank offieors and employes, trust companies, treasurers of corporations and others m positions of trust requiring
bonds may be furnished by this most reliable
company on application to
W. I> LITTLE, Agent.
No. 19 EXCHANGE ST., Telephone Building.
eod3w
feb23

UNITED FIREMEN’S INSURANCE CO.
-OF-

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
D. J. SWEENY,
EOB’T B. BEATH,
Secretary,
President,

unincumbered.$116,850.00

Loans on bond and mortgage (first
liens. 639,781.60
Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value. 267,625.00
Loans secured by collaterals. 77,700.00
Cash in the company’s principal
office and in bank..
36,101.46
Interest due and accrued.
13,101.16
Premiums in due course of collection
36,584.42
3,870.65
Perpetual deposits due...
“Castoriais no well adapted to children that
I recommend it a* superior to any prescription
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
known to me.”

111 So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
**

The

of ■ Castoria is

nse

so

universal and

its merits so well known that it seems a work
of supererogation to endorse it. Few are the
intelligent families who do not keep Castoria

within easy reach.”
Carlos
T .t.

Paotor

Martot^u. 1)^^

■Rmrtmins’dal® Reformed

Church.

Castoria cures Colic, OonsttpaMga,

g»gSWo^*g^^S>1^^^iote«
gestion,

Total assets.si.190,614.19
dl-

Without injurious medication.

I have recommcnded
For several
Castoria, and stall Mpyscgweto
do so as it has invariably produced beneficial
results.
Edwin F. Pardee, M. D,
««The Winthrop,” 126th Street and 7th At©,
New York City.
your

glassful

fore

meal

in

creseas

appetite

and

the

improves digestion.

Sold by all Druggists.

CAN AUGHT
sired by WIFE
reaiiy gpou

or

pleasing,

greatly deDAUGHTER than a
more

S&Tlilynna

d«cl2

£ LARRABEE,

HANSON

Ox?o3o.ia3L@; lOiss^lciy
-OF

NEW FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

Dress

ALSO ORGANS
Come and

see

or

send for Cata-

logue.
TUNING TO ORDER.

S.

MM.

SMOtrS

Portland, Me., March 1,1892.
SAMUEL ROLFE, President.
ALPHEUS G. ROGERS, Treasurer.
LIABILITIES.

Deposits.§5,628,571.59
Reserve fund..
Profits.

285,000.00

51,955.45

.l§5,965,527.02
RESOURCES,
City bonds of Maine...$ 100,000.00
City and County bonds of OtherStates. 1,847,000.00
Railroad bonds.. 2,-470,453.33
Railroad stock--Corporation bonds..
National bank stock..
Other bank stock.
Loans on mortgages of real estate
Loans on collaterals...
Real estate, bank building.
Other real estate, investment.
Real estate, foreclosure.
Expense account.
Cash on deposit.
Cash on band.

12,500.00
821,400.00
82,905.00
1,000,00

341,703.00

201,084.21

33,000.00

12,000.00

9,613.78

2 364.76

10,733.75

13,769.19

.*5,965,527.02

There has never been a season like this, in onr 20 years expermade a
have
JOBBERS
great
IMPORTERS and
SLAUGHTER in PRICES OP FIRST CLASS ORESS FABRICS
Irons the opening prices SO days ago. We can safely say, yon can
We did not make onr GREAT
at least save 1-4 from those prices.
DRESS GOODS purchase until last week, and now we are prepared to show you NEW SPRING DRESS GOODS, of fpreign and
domestic make, at less prices than the manufacturers^ prices for
the same, early in the season. The cause of the great Auction Sale
of FOREIGN and DOMESTIC BLACK DRESS GOODS, was the
over production on the market and 25 PER CENT DISCOUNT for
cash, governed the large purchases.
Our Stock off NEW BLACK DRESS GOODS from this last purchase, is very large and complete in assortment of the popular
styles of today.
ience.

STATEMENT OF

Portland

Trust

Company,

PORTLAND, ME., MARCH 2, 1892.
William G. Davis. President.
Henry Butler, Secretary,
DirectorsWilliam G. Davis, James P.
Baxter, Philip G. Brown, Mark P. Emery,
Somiiol

A

Wnlhpnol’

ORGANIZED 1885.

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock.$100,000.00
Profits.
25,997.78
Demand deposits. 185,551.41
Time deposits.
7,357.60
9,682.60
Deposits for coupons.
Sinking fund for corporations. 127,470.77
35,221.66
Estates in trust.

$491,281.72

TRIMMINGS.

RESOURCES.
Demand loins.$112,703.38
Time loans.
97,902.73
City and <_ on ity bonds.
33,917.50
Railroad 1 on Is.
19,665.00
Sinking fund investments. 127,384.46
Trust investments.
32,371.61

Expense.
on deposit.

There are Jet and Silk Headings and Passementeries. Gimps in
Black
Featherine in colors and Black.
all colors and Rlack.
Fringes, Cords and Braids. Extra fine line of Buttons, Jet Nail
Heads and Colors.
No trouble to show goods and samples cheerfully given.

THURSTON,

8 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dt£
dec24
Open evenings until Jan. 1st

cod3w

feb25

GEORGE D. BISBEE, Bank Examiner.
dlw
mar9

PIAXO HOUSE
Supplies

Goods!

Silks of all kinds, take their place among the many desirable
fabrics tills season. The new spring colorings are very attractive
and the prices are within reach of all bargain seekers.

these in perfection.

81,115.27

Aggregate amount of liabilities
including net surplus..si,190,614.19

MM

SILKS.

THUBSTOI’S

Surplus beyond capital.

STATEMENT OF

PIANO P
NAUGHT CM.

LIABILITIES, Dec. 31,1891.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.$ 34,422.56
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks. 760,680.37
All other demands against the com14,395.99
pany, viz: commissions, etc.
Capital actually paid up in cash... 300,000.00

The Centaur Company, 77 Murray Street, New Toes.

each

be

Exchange.

ASSETS, Dec. 31, 1891.
Beal estate owned by the company,

tion is bensmall wine-

appropriate,

LITTLE,

No. 19 Exchange Street, Over Merchants'

debility

more

F.

WILLIAM

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE
in cases of
and exhaus
eficia 1. A

1,189.23

336,080.53
capital stock and net surplus...
Capital actually paid up in cash.. 1,000,000.00
169,556.96
Surplus beyond capital.

magnificent line TRimmiNG SILKS 33 inch

G-araradL

Didn’t Have to bo Called.

Papa—What in the world has got into
Bobby? He was up before daylight this
morning.
Mamina—This is Saturday.—Good

more

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1891.
Net amount of unpaid claims—
$98,110.76
Amount required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks.
236,780.56
All other demands against the

Total amount of liabilities, except

a

A test of brick made by the dry clay
process at Watertown arsenal showed an
average compressive strength of 3,972
pounds per square inch. In one instance
it reached 4,978 pounds per square inch.
A test was made at the same place on a
“fancy pressed brick.” The first crack
developed a pressure of 305,000 pounds,
and the brick crushed at 364,300 pounds,
This
or 11,130 pounds per square inch.
indicates almost as great compressive
strength as granite paving blocks, which
is from 12,000 to 20,01)0 pounds per
square inch.—New York Telegram,

beautiful,

tual value.$1,505,637.51

No®e.

said a pretty young girl, “but 1 really
think I have found an antidote. At least
it has proved very efficacious in my case,
and as I experienced such genuine discomfort with my unfortunate nose I
would like to suggest the remedy to
similarly afflicted sisters. At all events
it will do no harm, for it is simply to
wash the entire face at night with hot
water Mid afterward rub the nose well
with alcohol; this does not irritate the
skin as it might seem. Chronic redness
comes from a defective circulation and
the alcohol acts as a tonic to the capillary tubes. This is also, I am told, an
excellent remedy for pimples or a rough
ikin.”—New York Tribune.

more

of all the admitted assets of the company at their ac-

Aggregate

Resident Agent,

“I have always been troubled with

Be

Stocks and bonds owned by tho
company, market value. 1,165,647.10
Loans secured by collaterals—
18,557.80
Cash in the company’s principal
office and in bank.
66,377.13
Interest due and accrued.
9,942.33
Premiums in due course of collection.
31,694.64
Rents.
1,475.33

commissions,
company, viz.:
etc.

Rich PRINTED SILKS,

nose that would turn reddish whenever
I particularly desired to look my best,”

mar-

kets stay where they are. In an evening in the office or reading room of this
hotel it would be easy to tell the calling
of almost each man encountered. This
man is a drover, that a butcher, this one
raises vegetables on a large scale in New
Jersey or on Long Island, and so and so
Now it must not be understood
on.
that this is a pigsty of a place. Not at
all. It is as clean as soap and water
can make it, and the guests are as particular about their food as men can be.
In their working clothes they look a
little rough, it is true, and it is something of a shock to sit at the same table
with a man wearing a “jumper” over
hi3 clothes, but when you see that he is
eating sweetbreads and fresh mushrooms this feeling vanishes.
At the door of this place I met a man
wearing a blue and white check “jumper” and overalls of the same material.
He spoke to me. I looked at him, and
after some hesitation recognized a man
who a few years ago had been a fashionable tailor on Fifth avenue, and had
driven his dogcart through Central
park every afternoon. I knew that he
had been ruined by some Wall street
speculation, but my face showed too
plainly that I was surprised to see this
one time bird of gay plumage so appareled. He saw my surprise and my
pity too. “Oh, don’t mind,” said he, “I
I have a place in the
am all right.
dock department and this toggery makes
my work easier. If you meet me up
town on a day off you will find that I
And he
am as great a dude as ever.”
laughed a happy laugh of contentment.
How many men, thought I, unable
longer to go the up town pace find peace
and comfort in the obscurity of these
hotels of which the great world knows
little?
Jno. Gilmer Speed.

and

Real CHINA DRESS SILKS,

Strength of Bricks.

But in the lower part of the city,
away from the great thoroughfares,
there are four or five quite large hotels
that are as fixed institutions as any in
the city. These are not fashionable
hotels in the usual acceptation of that
term, but each has a fashion of its own.
One of them, once in a great thoroughfare, but now a mere side street by reason of the diversion of traffic by the
building of the Brooklyn bridge, was in
bygone years the stopping place for all
belated Brooklynites, and the meeting
place, too, for the skippers in port. In
the days before the war, when the
United States had a merchant marine
and the docks about New York were
crowded with sailing craft flying the
American flag, this old tavern, an imposing edifice then to eyes unaccustomed
to modern structures, was crowded with
these old sea dogs, who, while in port at
least, went in for a gay, good time. And
even now there is a suggestion of the
sea in the guests at this hotel, which
rarely has an empty room, winter or
summer, and whose tables are crowded
at breakfast, luncheon and dinner.
Another of the places I allude to is
just across town from that mentioned,
and close by the Hudson river and in
the neighborhood of the great down
This place, too, has a
town markets.
distinctive patronage and one that is

mORIE

fabrics.

leading

BENGALINE SILKS,

SILKS,

t>

the

all

in

maid gave me some extra blankets beI wore all
cause I was from the south.
my underclothes and piled my clothing
over the bedclothes.
“Then I put the contents of my satchel
over all and piled the satchel itself on
top of that, and weighed it all down with
the crockery and furniture. If I could
have got the door off its hinges I’d have
put that on too.
“Blame me, seh, ’twas as cold in that
bed as it ever was on Plymouth rock.”
Another southern man who lives here
says that Georgian is sure to go home
and tell lies about this climate which
will give the whole state a chill.—Waterbary American.
Bed

in

SHADES

FANCY DRESS AND TNHAflNC SILKS,

“Why,” said he, telling of it in his
pleasant southern accent, “the chamber

a

6,021.24

liens).

minute.

To Cur®

C0„

SURETY

Cash
Cash

on

band.

182.08

63,560.53

3,594.43

$491,281.72
GEORGE D. BISBF.E,
Bank Examiner.

marSeodlw

LARRABEE,
246

Middle

Cor.

Street,

Cross

Street.

Sell Playing Organ.
PIAKTOS
FIRST CLASS

FOR SALE OR

An orchestra in itself, producing
the most charming music.

RENT; ALSO

played
anybody.

he

Can

ORGANS
Very Fancy

or

POE.

Plain at

SiLEE

by
EY

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
—

W.

decl7

AT

—

P. HASTINGS’.
‘iU

394
apr21eO(Uyr

Congress St.,
OPPOSITE CITY HALL.

eodtf

jan24

Fairford Southern Pino Flooring.

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK AND JOB PRINTER,
No. 37 PLUM STREET.
Tile Poliev plans of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY embrace among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary Life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years, Limited Payment Life and Endowments.

This is
or

a

rift

sawn

flooring.

It

will not sliver

splinter and will out-last three ordinary

floors.

Every one who is building and thinks of using
Southern pine should see it.
Write for particulars, or call on
S. H. & A. R. DOTEX.
494 to 504 Fore and 279 Commercial Sts.
Portland, We.
SeplOeodCins,

H. E. IVSiLLS,
Piano Tia.xKes''.
Order Slate at Chandler’* Munir Store i.*?l
iebocodli
Congress Stveet.

t

PORTLAND DAILY

PRESS.

Boutelle that

ment of Congressman

AND
MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; S3 for six
months, SI.60 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woorifords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
BO cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Kates.

Advertising
Daily Press $1.50 per square, first
week; 76 cents per week after. Three inserEvery other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these
In

_

Herald commended the election of a
Democratic House because it would enThe Herald had
sure a sound currency.
said in answer to Mr. Boutelle that it had
done no such thing,
whereupon the
Whig fishes out this extract from an editorial in the Herald a year ago:
The business community lias good reason to
be thankful that in the next Congress the Democrats will hold an indisputable control of the
House. If the Republicans could have their
way on silver legislation, as they had in the 61st
Congress, there would be great danger of the

SAWYER,
Teacher of Shorthand and Typewriting
MISS A. L.

BROWN BLOCK, 537 CONGRESS ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
m1'-9eodU
Send for circular.

another silver law increasing the
present perilous Inflation of the currency by
still larger issues of coin notes.
passage of

The difficulty with
that it has been

trying

the
to

Herald

support

a

or

to continue
NEW

rates.

sound

TuesdiJ7>

Spring Term opens
p,^Cflirtw
ana continues for fourteen weeks. For further
particulars and catalogues, address,
A. B. ALLEN, A. M„ Deering, Me.

wabbling.

PUBLICATIONS.

regular

rates.

In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
first insertion, and 60 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
97 Exchange Street,
Publishing Co.,
for

Portland,

MARCH

ENLARGEMENT OF PROSTATE GLAND!

frontispiece

volume.

The book is

the

provided

EXTREME CONSTIPATION
AHD

to the

with

CHRONIC INDIGESTION

an

CURED BY THREE BOTTLES!
Battles of the
Marathon to Waterloo.

Mr. B. T. Elwell, formerly of Patten, Aroostook County, Me., but for

By Sir Edward Creasy, M. A. (New
York: Harper and Brothers; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.) This is a

LAND, Me., No. 5 Bunker St., writes:
Gents:—I am now 79 years off age.
Have been troubled for twenty years

The Fifteen Decisive

World.

press.

SATURDAY,

“Tims Rolls Back la its Flight!”

his life and his connection
with legislation. A fine fineness of the
makes

From

THE

edition of this valuable work which
was first issued in 1851.
The author’s
fifteen decisive battles are the battles of
Marathon, Syracuse, Arbela, Metaurus,
the victory of Arminius over the Roman
legions under Varus, the battles of
Chalons, Tours, Hastings, Orleans, the
d efeat of the Spanish Armada, the battles of Blenheim, Pultowa, Saratoga,
Yalmy and Waterloo. Since this work
was written the fist of decisive battles

It is announced that Senator Hill will
take no notice of Hr. Harter’s letter of
inquiry except to acknowledge the re-

ceipt of it. Hill is too experienced a politician to be caught in so clumsy a trap as
Harter set.
It turns out that the report that the
legislature of Iowa had passed the county option bill and thus “killed prohibiThe Senate had
tion” was untrue.
passed such a measure, but the House
has not done so, nor is it at all probable
that it will.

has

THREE

g

and the

Yon Moltke’s history of the FrancoPrussian war was dry reading, except perhaps for the student of military science
Moltke’s letters to his mother and his

entirely disappeared, ^
and I have experienced so
fa!
^ ***■«*&'
great a change that I feel
it my duty to testify to the wonderful effects of your remedies.
B. T. ELWELL.
Very truly yours,
_

brothers possess an interest for the general reader, since they throw alight upon
the personal qualities as well as the soSKODA DISCOVERY CO., BELFAST, ME.
cial, political and military views of the
vote there is no good reason why they great strategist. The letters begin in
should not claim the bulk of the offices, 1823, when Moltke was a young lieutensince the party has declared its intention ant in a Fusilier Battalion, with an ambi
to treat them as spoils and to make a tion to
get into the staff college. They
clean sweep.
end on May 24, 1888, when the once boyish lieutenant of 1823, signs himself,
The Bangor municipal election seems
feeble old brother,” over a name
likely to turn almost wholly on the ques- “your
renowned throughout the world. The
tion of the lease of the Bangor & Piscatbetween the first and last letter
aquis road to the proposed Aroostook period
The following:
in most of which Moltke
road. Mr. F. O. Beal, the Republican saw great wars,
or
a
informed
observwell
was an actor
candidate, is an. opponent of the lease,
His comments on men and affairs
er.
while Mr. Snow, the Democratic candiAs the division on the are free, and give the reader a fair idea
date favors it.
-ANDnot at all coincident of the relations of the great monarchical
is
lease question
interests
of
aristocratic
and
Europe.
with party lines, the result of the elecMoltke disliked democracy, and his lettion will have no political significance
ters do not disguise that fact. He was a
wha,tftvfir.
to close at the following: prices:
good soldier of Prussia, and he aspired
a
Old
New
there
is
that
all
It is not at
unlikely
to be nothing else than the servant of a
Price.
Prize.
good deal of truth in the despatch which quasi-absolute monarch. The work is 1 size 32 Plusli Cloak,
$18.00 $11.00
32
85.00
18.00
represents Lord Salisbury as opposing excellently printed and bound (New 11
25.00
15.00
32
the renewal of the modus Vivendi in Beh- York: Harper and Brothers; Portland: 1
22.00
18.00
32
1
30.00
17.00
32
ring Sea for political purposes. A cam- Loring, Short' & Harmon.
1
38.00
22.00
32
"
1
50.00
28.00
34
the
most
of
paign is impending, and on
1
22.00
34
38.00
issues likely to be concerned in it the
Memoirs of the Prince De Talleyrand, 4
3S.00
22.00
36
35.00
20.00
34 Plush Keefer.
Tories are on the unpopular side. If edited with a preface and notes by the 1
1
36
35.00
20.00
36
25.00
17.00
Salisbury could inject another question Due De Broglie of the French Academy. 1
86
40.00
25.00
1
on which he could appeal to the pride
Translated by Mrs. Angus Hall with an 1
30
35.00
20.00
36
22.50
15.00
and patriotism of the English people—in introduction by the Honorable Whiteiaw 1
36
22.00
1
13.00
32 Plush Jacket,
12.00
5.00
short, if he could only get a chance to Reid, American minister in Paris, Vol. 1
34 Fur Lined Circular, 25.00
1
14.00
chances
heart—the
the
New
York
and
Lonfire
Tory
popular
TV, with portraits.
36
25.00
14.00
2
36 Satin
38.00
20.00
of success
might be improved im- don, G. P. Putnam’s Sons.: Portland: 1
40 Fur Lined Circular, 50.00
1
30.00
The modus vivendi
Short & Harmon. This volume

I R. LIBBY.
SATURDAY,

question

mensely.

Loring,

has in it possibilities of this kind.

of the Memoirs of

Talleyrand, fully sustains the interest of the preceding volthat
the
Ausever
imagined
Nobody
umes and begins in 1830; the period
tralian ballot was a cure-all for corrupthe choice of a sovereign for
tion in politics, so it is hardly worth pending
when the arch diplomatist, by
Belgium,
News
to
out
the
while for
Bridgton
point
a masterful stroke, secured the recognithat it is not. All that has been imtion of the neutrality of that kingdom by
agined is that it makes corruption more the
European powers. In this measure,
difficult than under the old system. It
he had the support of Lord Palmeston
lessens the temptations to corrupt the
without which he must have failed. The
voter, and it also lessens the opportunity
between this time and the latter
to do so. Not a single law on our stat- period
of 1832, was one of great interest in
ute book completely banishes the offence part
French politics, and at no time did the
against which it is directed. Prohibimaster of diplomacy exhibit his
tion does not cure drinking; hanging great
skill to better advantage. To give anya
term
in
the
does not abolish murder;
thing like a synopsis even of the events
penitentiary does not stop stealing or which followed each other in
rapid sucall
these
laws
arson.
But
do
or
burglary
the two years covered by
cession
during
tend in some degree to diminish the
this volume and which are graphically
offences against which they are directed.
described in it would require more space
does
the
Austrahave
no
doubt,
So, we
than

lian ballot tend to diminish the evil
against which it is aimed.
We do not
tion to

ment with
means

of

assenting

to

a

arrange-

railroads

as a

the Dominion

into

the Canadian

coercing

renewal

of

the

have at

command.

Plot and

plot, notes, debates, deaths and
marriages come before one in such confusing variety that it is well to occasionally lay the book down for awhile to take
breath. Every one who has read the
preceding volumes will welcome this
volume warmly.

believe that the nronosi-

abrogate the bonding

we

counter

modus

vivendi in Behring Sea will be received
with favor in New England or the Northsuch
west. Undoubtedly
abrogation
would greatly hurt the Canadian railroads but it would also hurt the consumers of New England who now get flour
and grain much cheaper than they would
if they had to depend upon American
trunk lines. A proposition similar to
this was made by the Cleveland administration, after the rejection of the fishery
treaty, as a measure of retaliation upon

42
44

1
1

J. R.

Circulars

45.00

28.00

45,00

28.00

I Shall Offer This Week:
One large lot of Writing Paper
for 2‘d cents pel* pound; one tot
38
line Cream Writing Paper
cents per pound, regular price
35
400 packages Enve-

cents;
lopes, 3 packages for 10_ccnts;
500 packages Envelopes, 5 cents
a package, 5 packages for SO
cents; 350 packages fine Eiuen
Envelopes, 8 cents a package,
5 packages for 35 cents; 144
Glass Ink Stands 10 cents each;
a large line of New Jewelry including 300 Stick Pins at 10
cents, 3 for 35 cents; a fine
of Combs, Tooth
assortment
Brushes, Soaps, Hair Brushes,
and
Puriuiuery at very low

prices,

is

The Street Railway Company is earning more
than one hundred thousand dollars annually
charges and interest on its indebted-

over all
ness.

We append the earnings of the Company for
the past three years.
1891.
1890.
1889.
Gross income $420,602 37 $506,471.04 $638,018.51

Operating

expenses.

285.011.69

400,459.77

416,464.74

$135,500.78 $106,011.27 $222,453.77

Amount
reto
quired
meet annual
lnt.on bonds$105,000.00

Con;e and look over my studies, they
are beauties, and we sell or let them
as you wish.
My Circulating Library
is first class, I add new books every

marll

515 Congress Street.

dim

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

$105,000,000 $105,000.00

conservative investment.
Price, 98% and accrued interest

WOODBURY

MOULTON,

FRYE’S AMANDINE
acts

as

nutrient

a

n

it

In

Supply selected Investment bonds for cash
exchange for marketable securities.

Skin, removing by

the

beneficial

action

Freckles and all

Discol-

its

orations,

obviating

Wrinkles

and

HORSES! HORSES!

aA

—

i n

>•

i

r»OR.T3jAKTI>,

MORAN’S

&

LEONARD

VARIETY COMPANY,
Including

Strongest

the

Stars

Mast Mchlaze,
Frank Kennedy,
Clara Martin,
Princess Ogera,
Mast Madden.

dtf

THE ANNEX
Will

Incorporated I824-.

Murray Bros.
Received This Morning, the finest stock of
Horses which they have shown for years, con-

sisting
Accounts of

firms and
individuals,
on favorable terms.

corpora

present a Comedy in three acts,
titled, “THE CHAPEKON,”
-IN

on

time

deposits.

Stephen R. Small, Marshall R. Goding,
Cashier.

President.

dtf

febl4

VESTRY OF-

Adults, 35 cts.; children, 15 cts,
marll

d3t

of

Young, Sound Horses,

50

1000 to 1600 pounds, suitable
drivers, express work, general delivery,
use—in fact, for any use for
farm
heavy draft,
Among
which a first class horse is needed.
are
some
them
very finely matched pairs.
Having^he best buyers in the United States
constanfly in the field, they are prepared at all
times to give tlieir customers the best bargains
with a wider range for selection, than can be
offered bv any other dealers in the state.
These Horses are to be sold immediately to
make room for additional purchases now on the
way, and prices will be made to accomplish
tins purpose.
Dou’t forget that these Horses are now on
Exhibition and Sale at our Stable,

GILBERT’S.

AT

SCHOOL

for

Interest allowed

THE

en-

Congress Square Church,
MONDAY EVENING, MAKEII 14th.

weighing from

MUNICIPAL BONDS 81

marll

FRANKLIN

—

AND

—

ASSEMBLY
Monday Evening.

dtf
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l
\
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ST.
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City of Clinton, Iowa
Dated

Jan’y. 1,1892,
Doe Jan’y 1,1912.
FOR SALE BY

H. M. PAYSON &

GO.,

BANKERS,
marlldtf

Monongahela River Railroad

Total Issue $700,000.

Millett, Evans & Co.
Now open,

gant line

Principal due 1919.

Figured
New

Silks,

Cotton

ele-

an

of All Wool

Challiesand
China

COMPANY.

Principal and Interest Guaaanteod by the

Fabrics, New

Dress Goods.

Coupons payable February 1st and August 1st

RIMES BROS.
marSeodtt

In New York.
Trustee, The Mercantile Trust and Deposit
Company of Baltimore.
Length of road thirty-two miles, from Fairmont to Clarksburg, W. Va.
This road connects with the Baltimore and
Chio system both at Clarksburg and Fairmont
and rims for the entire distance along the Monongahela River. It is built in a thoroughly
first class manner, with steel rails sixty-two
pounds to the yard and stone ballast.
Net earnings ior year ending Sept.,
1891.$58,012.00
Total interest on bonds outstanding. 33,250.00
A limited number of the above bonds are
offered, sublect to sale at 103 and Interest.

GEO.

OXFORDS.

F.

ever

Millett, Evans & Co.
517

feb22

Street.
Congress
°
dtf

I»l

union

feb27

HAYES

Sign of Gold Boot.
eodtt

TOOITCOMPANY

manufacturers ofHayes Patent Tube Expanders, Pipe Dies,
V Centers. Tube Sheet Cutters,
Parallel Wedges, Depth
—

«&c.

Gauges,
fine tool work a specialty.

General Machine Work Promptly Attended To.
41 & 43

mars

CROSS STREET,

PORTLAND.
dim

in both

Super Satin Surahs, Cab*
ilenes, Satalines, Best EngFast
Surah
lish
Twills,
Fast

Fast

Black

Black

Cam-

Duck, Collar danvas, Skirt Ruffling,
“Velvetto” Skirt Binding,
Padding.

(JHH from35Kor

and

Nearly all of the above in

delicate colors.

dtf

Linen

Baleyeuse in White
Colors, &c., &c.

woolen goods without
injury to the finest
fabric or the most

Subject

Dress Goods.

equal amount of water
and apply with a sponge
or soft cloth

an

to

City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of Portland 6’s due 1907.
City of Saco 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais W ater Co. First Mort. 5’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

“No Trouble to Show Goods.”

AimYSSMMTT/iT
BOTTLE BEfORE USING
AND KEEP WELL CORKED

Price!5cente.

jy^-^PRERARED

[astmanBros. & Bancroft
marlldlw

Pgr HandTRal
eod3m

marl

Tlie UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is now in the
forty-third year of its existence. It
has already paid more than Twentyfive Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than six
Million Dollars and a large
surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

FRED S.

The Premiums upon the Policies ot
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY vary in accordance with the plan ol Insurance
selected and the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and
hence are suited to all circumstances.

Styles and Shades
plain and fancy.

evening anaaes m
Linen
Cambrics, Elastic

BONDS.

Window. W©
Offer,

Congress St.

shown, embracing all

shades to match the New

SIbow

station,

have

ones,

Agents of tile Cheque Bank, ‘Ld,’

STYLES.

BRANCH,BROWN,

we

the New

Silesias,

Streep

LONDON.

LININGS

Black Surahs

IJJYESTMEXT~ SECURITIES.
nov-24

We now have very much
of
assortment
the best
DRESS

218 Middle Street, Portland,
Issue Letters of Credit, available in all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal
European Cities.

YEW

944 Congress Street. I

MORTGAGES.

7Bo.

and

SO

wbxt’week:.

ME!.,

Sale,

'DEFAULTED

Prices for all above attractions,
SS,

marl2

First Mortgage 5 Per Cent Gold Bonds.

For Sale by

Sec

Sleeper’s Eye

SEE THE GREAT RUNNING HORSE RACE.

Prices 25, 35 and 50 cents.

Baltimore & Ohio Kailroad Co.

eodtf

King’s Daughters.
Cigar.
The goods exported from Alaska last
year amounted to $1,000,000 more than Tlie finest smoke
the price paid Russia by the United for tlie money in
Amei'ica. Try one.
States for the territory.
10
cents
everyGustave Jovanovitch, the greatest cat- where.
tle breeder in Russia, and called the
“King of the Steppes” owns 600,000 acres
of land, and possesses more than 1,000,the Dominion for her treatment of our
000 sheep and 34,000 shepherd dogs.
It was not favorably refishermen.
TKABB MAKE
The Grand Duke of Hesse, the queen’s
not
be
Boston.
ceived then and it will probably
g. S. SLEEPER & CO.,
who is reported to be dying,
mar8
son-in-law,
eodlw
favorably received now. New England’s made a sensation in 1884 by marrying
as
seal
is
the
interest in
compared Mme. Kalomine, the beautiful divorced
slight
with her interest in the grain crop of the wife of a Russian secretary of legation
stationed at the Hessian capital. Two
West and the means of getting it to her
months afterwards the marriage was
Tlie City Real Estate Trust Company
consumers expeditiously and cheaply.
dissolved by divorce, and Mme. Kalo- collect
principal and interest on
mine was created Countess von Romrod, defaulted
mortgages.
The Bangor Whig very neatly conand
also
the
a
of
JOHN
M. FREEMAN, Agent,
$100,000
receiving
gift
victs the Boston Herald of wabbling from assurance of
an annual
pension of
11 Exchange St., Portland.
mar8dlw*
the truth in its recent reply to the state- $5,000.

Complete Without Abridgement.

Xa ggard & Garland,
Mendoza Sisters,
Ned West,
Xhe Normacks,
Prof. Gorman,

-OF-

Rough-

ness.

L0RIN6, SHORT & HARMON.

POETS

FAIR!

or

investors at
market.
Furnish information respecting bonds,
d3m
jane

Execute commission orders for
the Stock Exchange or in the open

basco national BanK

to

SPRIYG STYLES,

SPR3MG

COUNTY

3’S,

Our new

getting ripe. “'Balmy airs” are not in it
with the soothing balm ol smoking a

THE

Presented under the direction of C. B.
Jefferson, Klaw and Frlanger.

J.B. BROWN & SONS, Bankers,

mar8

England Comedy Success,

in the Vaudeville.

Huangs

Spring stock of
Paper Hangings is ready to
exhibit.

BURGESS’

FAHNESTOCK & CO.

dtf

-THE

PRODUCTION OF

A GRAND

__

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
feb26

Saturday, March 10,
Saturday Matinee.

and

11 and 12.

New

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

jly25

Thursday, Friday

\KIL

our

2 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

week.

FRANK 1 CLARK,

in

Lessee and Manager.

G. E. LOTHEOP,

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

Deposits

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

imOli

promising.

tions received

Please bear in mind that this is no
temporary entertainment. I propose
to make it interesting for you to call
every time you are down town.

LIBBY,

are

j

I want to add a new department to
I must
my store, but before doing so
reduce my stock to make room. I shall
have every day some special bargains
to offer and if yon are down town don’t
fail to call in and look aronnd.

Congress Street.
mar»dtf

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
Mrs. Francis M. Cockerell, wife of the
well known Senator from Missouri, has
been chosen regent for Missouri of the

FRANK BJIM'S

Cloaks

Fur Lined

This company owns all the Street Railway
properties of the City of Omaha, Nebraska,
comprising aboutninety miles of trackage.
For the last decade, Omaha shows the largest
Percentage of increase of population of any of
the first cities io the United States. The census of i8uo
giving the city 139,626 against
30,618 in 1880.
The business of the city has increased in like
proportion, and the outlook for future growth

a

MARCH 12til.

Plush

Five Per Cent Gold Bonds, Due
May 1, 1914.

Surplus.$ 30,590.78 $ 91,011.27 $117,453.77
We have sold these bonds to Savings Banks
and Trust Funds, and can recommend them for

YEARS LIVING AT ROCK-

Si111".!??

opporgreatly lengthened,
tunity is open to add a valuable supplement which shall bring it down to the
present time.

Some of the Democratic brethren are
inclined to complain of what they call
the greediness of the Irish-American
members of the party in claiming the
Irish-Americans
But as the
offices.
throw the great bulk of the Democratic

LAST

with Inflammation at neck of bladder and enlargement of Prostate
Gland. For six v/ears, have been afflicted
with irregular action of the bowels, alternating between Diarrhoea and extreme
Constipation. For two years the Conhas been
tra naarfi!!pa iwsn to, stipatfon
60 great, that
for
53
IS
ifive or six days
would have no action of the bowels at
all. I have been a great sufferer from indigestion with no appetite. Within
fifteen minutes after taking food into the
stomach, it would become strongly acid
with extreme burning sensation, and
Preno action of the stomach whatever.
vious to taking SKODA’S DISCOVERY
and SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS, I had
taken many b&sbq a
«■ remedies, inhM ly all the sarcluding near B SWi
™
upon the marsaparillas
ket to-day with naot the least benefit,
I had been taking your Discovery but a
few days before I'felt a decided change.
I have now taken one-half course (three
bottles), and have a fine appetite; not
the least distress or souring after
eating, bowels regular in action every
day, and food tastes as good to me as
wher a boy; my bladder trouble Has

new

12.

COMMAND!

SKODA’S

excellent index.

Me.__

tttf;

Perfectly Well at 79

AT

Cammenced

to Roll ot

B. T. ELWELL.

features of

Marquis

Balf Has

ji New
Years of Age I

OMAH ASTR EEfR AIL WA’TCG.

__dlw

mar7

The Marquis of Salisbury. By H. D.
Traill, D. C. L. (New York: Harper &
Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.) The Marquis of Salisbury is,
with the exception of Mr. Gladstone, the
width of a most conspicuous figure in English politics of today, and this volume will be
similar ad- welcomed by the general reader as giving
in advance,
compactly and interestingly the salient
ad-

at

JPomalc College,
DEERIM6, MAINE.

is

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements' and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
less
square each week. Three insertions or

$1.50 per square.
“A Square” is a space of the
column and one inch long.
Want, To Let, For Sale and
vertisements, 25 cents per week,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed
vertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged

SEMINARY

WESTBROOK
and

currency and the Democratic party at the
It has got to abandon the atsame time.

tempt

C A..

l l

AMUSEMENTS.

financial.

riNANCIAI.

EDUCATIONAL._

MISCELLANEOUS.

the

SWAN i BARRETT,
BANKERS,
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dft
dee29

BOILSTEAM ENGINES,
ERS. STEAM PIPE, PIPE
FITTI N G S ,
VALVES,

HANGERS,
SHAFTING,
PULLEYS, LEATHER and
RUBBER BELTING, LACE
LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c.

SOULE,
GENERAL MACHINE WORK PROMPLY
MerchaiitTailoi*
DONE. ORDERS SOLICITED.
WILL

BE

AT THE

‘ST. JULIAN” Every Tuesday Forenoon
with a full line of Samples of
Spring: Goods.

&IVE HIM A CAIili.
fbe27

t!4w

CHASE & SON &C0.
57 & 59 KENNEBEC STREET.
jaulU

Ma
Portland,
aom

A Republican State Convention

PORTLAND’S POOR.

our

Annual Report of Secretary Baker, of the
Board of Overseers.

liverTspriiig.

ADVERTISEMENTS^

NEW

NOROMBEGA HALL, BANGOR,

Wednesday, April 27, 1892,
At 11

O’clock, A. HI.,

the purpose of selecting two candidates for
electors of President and Vice President of the
United States and four delegates at large and
four alternates to attend the National Convention to be held at Minneapolis, Minnesota, on
Tuesday, June 7, 1892, and transacting any
other business that may properly come before
it.
The basis of represeentation will be as follows: Each City, Town and Plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and for each seventyfive votes cast for the Eepublican candidate for
Governor in 1888, an additional delegate, and
for a fraction of forty votes in excess of sevenfor

an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any City,
Town, or Plantation can only be filled by residents of the County in which the vacancy ex-

ty-five votes,

ists.
The State Committee will be in session in the
reception room of the Hall at nine o’clock on
the morning of the Convention, for the purpose
of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates, in order to be eligible to participate in
the Convention, must be elected subsequent to
the date of the call for this Convention; and
delegates under this call should not be elected
to the State Convention to be hereafter called
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor.
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political differences, who are in sympathy with
the sentiments expressed in the call of the Eepublican National Committee for the Eepublican National Convention, are cordially invited
to unite with the Eepublicans of the State in
electing delegates to this Convention.
Per order, Eepublican State Committee.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
F. E. SOUTHAED, Secretary.
Augusta, Me., February 1,1892.
iviusiu APiu

unttiviH.

Secretary Baker of the Board of Overof the Poor, has made up the reThis report shows
port for the year.
that the total expenditures on account of
the poor for the 11 months ending FebThe
ruary 29th have been $24,970.81.
amount appropriated for this department was $26,800, leaving an unexpended
balance of $1,829.19 and in excess of torpid
on hand over last year, $856.33.
There have been of poor outside the
almshouse in the last year, 359 families,
To these have
1219 persons.

stock

including

been furnished various supplies, to the
extent of an average aid to each family
of $12.20, or a total cost of $4,739.88 for
outside poor.
Among these families are:
Widows.143
Deserted by husbands. 17

8
Husbands m prisons.
Sickness in families.136
of
28
men....
or
Old age
permanent disability
6
Men with large families.
Men out of work. 10

Intoxication and idleness of either husband
11
or wife and in some cases both.

This classification indicates the chief
of their need.
The variety of aid rendered has been:

reason

Fuel.

36

2
Provisions.
Medical attendance and medicine.. .155
Fuel and provisions. 85
Fuel, provisions, medical attendance and
medioine. 66
Provisions and medical attendance and med3
cine.
Fuel, medical attendance and medicine. 12
Whole number receiving provisions.156
Increase in families over fast year. 36
Increase in medical attendance. 50
Decrease in fuel. 4
Decrease iu provisions. 6
Orders issued.1756
Increase. 85

The classes of poor are as follows:
Swedish.
Pauper settlement
in the city.207 Polish.

County Fair.

The second performance of County
Fair at Portland theatre caused such a
demand for tickets extra seats had to be
placed in the house last evening. All the
varied features of the play received liberal applause. The horse raoe excited
The illusion
the greatest enthusiasm.
the audience became
was perfect, and
greatly excited. The quartette sang their
numbers with much taste and expressThere will be two more performion.
ances; the matinee and evening performances today. Those who do not get seats
and attend will regret it.
Variety Next Week.

will
hold the
Next week variety
boards at Portland. Leonard and Morin’s Vaudeville Company will appear.
There will be Taggart and Garland, Irish
comedy sketch artists; Mr. Frank Kennedy, German comedian; the two Namrogs
in the spiritual cabinet act, a lady locked
to a Spanish pillory with steel handcuffs,
released in forty seconds; Ned West the
well known Ethopian dancer and comeMendoza on the flying
and trapeze, Ed Gorman, soft shoe
'dancer; J. Madden, musican and clog

dian; the sisters

Jings

/

dancer; Queen Lamini, Japanese jugMaster
Malligaze, harp-player,

gling;

and Leonard and Moran the knock about
song and dance artists.
“The Mikado” will astonish people
when presented by the Portland company
at City hall. It will be matter of great
pride that Portland can produce such a

3
Died.
Present number.104
98
number.
Average

cost of these was $11,843.34, the average cost of each inmate
per week $2.32.
For the Greely Hospital:
Number in hospital at the beginning of the
The

aggregate

year.38

Admitted on permits.79
Admitted from poorhouse.48
Born. 5

Discharged.37

Sent to house after recovery.60
Died.35
Run away. 2
Present number.36
Average number.40
The aggregate cost was $8,157.21, and
the average cost of each patient per

former health.
The best remedy aud most certain cure for
liver complaints and weak nerves is Dr. Greene’s
Nervura, which restores digestion, corrects the
disordered liver, regulates the bowels, invigorates the blood and by strengthening and vitalizing the nerves, re-establishes health and
strength. It is purely vegetable, harmless, and

5
Died. 3
1
state.
assumed
by
Expense
Expenses assumed by other towns. 2

Discharged.

Number remaining.31
Of these the expenses of eight will be
paid by friends and guardians, two are
ohargeable by law to another town, making 21 for whom the city is finally responsible. The aggregate cost for the
year was $3,33’.72, less amount received
fi'om the staief »r non settled persons in
net
Thus the
the hospital, $450.64.
amount drawn from the appropriation
less
for the support of poor is $2,881.18,

than last year by $263.09.

Cash Stipends.
superior organization,
A very interesting comedy entitled
number
The
receiving this kind of aid
“The Chaperon” will be produced by has
been 16; amount paid for the year,
the Congress Square Annex next Mon§1068. The whole number of persons asday evening.
was 1685.
sisted in various

ways

Paul Du Chaillu will appear in Stook-

bridge “Pops” March 28th, and the Boston Symphony Orchestra in the regular

Tramps, Etc.

\

Owen, we shall remove it to

M.

the entire stock ot Miss E.

purchased

Having

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

our

store

and

on.

16,

POSSIBLE TIME.
offer it for sale at SENSATION PRICES in order to close it out in the SHORTEST
for the MISS
On account of our own ENORMOUS STOCK, and we have no ream on our counters
We shall therefore open our BASEMENT and fit it up for this special occasion, where
OWEN STOCK.
the entire stock of Miss Owen will be

jy Dr. Greene, the successful specialist, in
curing all forms of nervous and chronic diseases, 34 Temple pi., Boston. Mass., can be
consulted free, personally or by letter. Call or
write him about your case, or send for symptom
blank to All out, and a letter fully explaining
the disease, giving advice, &e., will be returned
free.

Withdraw.

Over a year ago Mr. Boucher was arrested on a search and seizure and nuisance

warrants.

Some Patent Figures.
An item has recently appeared

the
papers to the effect that citizens of Con-

taking

out

more

in

patents

The number of persons sent away from than the citizens of
Mr. Gilany state.
March 29th.
the state at the expense of the city was
Thursin
Boston
of
a
concert
bert L. Bailey of this city has compiled
Speaking
the cost of transportation being
25,
day evening, Mr. Philip Hale says in the §71.50.
some figures which show that this claim
Journal: “The feature of the concert,
in behalf of the ingenuity of the people
however, was the appearance of the Some Facts in Reply to “Some Naked Facts
of the state of wooden nutmegs and lead
year old violinist, Alexander Fiedemann.
as to our Schools.”
the protection
under
is
The boy
five cent pieces is not well founded. In
and guidance of Brodsky, the- admirable To the Editor of the Press:
the last five weeks, 372 patents have been
OrchesDamrosch
of
the
concert msater
The statements of the correspondent taken out by New York people, 213 Pennthe
inin
shows
he
150 Ohio, 184 Massachusetts,
many ways
tra, and
in Thursday’s issue of the Peess in ref- sylvania,
fluence of his teacher. Last evening he
52 Connecticut, 233 Illinois, 67 New Jermissey, 62 California, 78 Indiana, 80 Michiplayed Vieuxtemps’s fantasie caprice,the erence the Island schools, are so
AK TV/Ti nnnento QQ Micsonri
adagio of Spohr’s concerto No. 9, and leading and unjust that a reply seems
The
Hauser’s Hungarian Rhapsody.
The truth is as may be
necessary.
MARRIAGES.
boy’s tone is full and eminently virile. learned by any one who will refer to the
He even now plays with the passion of a
March 10, by Rev. A. W. Pratt,
In
Westbrook,
of
March
1891,
robust man. But this passion is under Superintendent’s Report
Joseph A. P. Soule and Miss Fannie M. Polliocontrol. His performance is not, then, Peak’s Island Grammar school employs ter, both of Deering.
Aljred, Feb. 29, Simeon Farr and Miss
merely the parrot cleverness of a quick- one teacher and had an average attend9In
artha Goodwin.
eared youth. It is thoughtful and at the
ComIn Limington, March 2, Edwin C. Black and
His ance of 30 pupils, graduating 9.
same time apparently spontaneous.
Miss Oallie A. Small.
some of the other
school
with
is
this
not
faultless,
paring
mechanism, though
In Sidney, March 6, Pearl Haskell and Miss
Smith.
highly developed; his stage presence schools in the city, we find that Center Ida
In Rockland, March 7, Thomas 0. Fales of
wins sympathy and commands respect.” St Grammar School employs two teach- Dorchester
and Miss Elizabeth C. Davis of
Gilmore’s band will give two concerts
Rockland.
ers and had an average attendance of 41
at City hall later in the season. Besides
In Rockland, March 5, Joseph H. Pettee and
5.
West Grammar Mabel V.
his band of fifty musicians he will bring pupils, graduating
Robertson.__
of which Myron W. school employs three teachers, and had
a vocal quartette,
of
attendance
an
56,
graduating
DEATHS.
average
bass.
Whitney is the
11. I make these comparrisons, not to
In
Cape Elizabeth, March 10, Mary Anna Robreflect in anywise upon the management
MUNICIPAL COURT.
inson.
of these schools, their needs, or the effi[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
ciency of their teachers, but because the at the residence of W. C. Robinson, Cape ElizaBEFORE JUDGE GOULD.
most
out
as
the
beth.
Island school was singled
Friday.—Coleman Milan. Common drunkIn Brunswick. March 7, Herbert E. Snow,
CA[ICUDlVO.
ard ; 60 days in county jail.
aged 16 years 1 month.
two
Island
Peak’s
primary employs
Walter L. Smith. Assault; fined *5 and costs.
In Brunswick, March 4, Lima W. Fuller, aged
teachers, with an average yearly attend- 62 years 7 months.
In Dresden, March 5, Francis Stilphen, aged
ance of 40 pupils; but the total number
enrolled was 77 and for some months of 76 years
In Pitts ton, March 3, Abial Glidden, aged 89
the school year, there was an average attendance of 60. This year the average yTn Gardiner,'.March 5, Judith Curtis, aged 83
attendance thus far has been greater than years.
In Oakland, March 7, Hiram Soule.
during the corresponding months of last
In Farmingdale, March 4, Wm A. Hodgdon,
year. Besides, this is a graded school, aged 53 years.
as fully so as any other in the city, and
In Buxton, March 8, Edward A. Skinner, aged
the labors of the teachers cannot be de- 70 years.
In Montville, March 2, Almond Messer, aged
the number of scholtermined
course

won

_.

16th,

BASEMENT,

OUR

IN

place.

the entire stock of Miss E. M. Owen will be offered for sale

at sensational cash prices.

marl2d4t

BANCROFT.

&

EASTMAN BROS
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Ponce

Messrs. Ernesto

and Hosea Barton went bail for Boucher,
but in January, 1891. Boucher skipped,
and has not since been heard from. It is
stated by the county commissioners—
before whom a hearing was had yesterday
on request that the bondsmen be let off
on payment of Boucher’s fines and costs
—that Murdock was behind both Ponce
and Barton in the matter of Boucher’s
bail. The commissioners, after hearing
the ease presented by Mr. Larrabee,
counsel for Murdock, and Mr. Robinson’s
argument for the county, gave the petitioner leave to withdraw.

necticut are

Please remember the time and

displayed.

On Wednesday, March

WHEKE YOUE LIVEK IS.
“I was taken sick with liver disease and ulceration of the bowels; my heart was also affected. I was Anally conAned to my bed three
months. A consultation of physicians was held,
After that I
and I was pronounced incurable.
stopped taking their remedies, and began the
Previous to tills
use of Dr. Grenne’s Nervura.
I could not sleep, my nerves were excitable and
spasmodic, my stomach would not bear food,
vomiting almost constantly. Soon aften beginning Dr. Greene’s Nervura I slept better,
I conand my stomach would hear light food.
I now
tinued to gain until I could get out.
work the greater portion of the tune, and feel
that Dr. Greene’s Nervura saved my life.
JAMES MEEHAN,
57 Granite st., Quincy, Mass.”

Given Leave to

The number of insane persons in the hospital
at the beginning of the year.31
Committed during the year.11

--OE-----

sold by druggists, $1.

week $2.90.

Insane Parsons.

ETTA IMI- O'WIEN STOCK

persons need a medicine to stimulate and regulate the liver and strengthen their nerve force
in the spring.
The Grip also, had a peculiarly weakening
effect upon the nerves and liver and thousands
who had this disease have never recovered their

Colored.
In other towns in
the state. 26 Danish.
Scotch.
No settlement in the
state.126 Portuguese. J4
3
American. 70 Italian.
2
Irish.178 French.
70
Native.
Fuglish. 37;
Russian. 201 Foreign.289
German. 161

Hospital.
The following statistics show the number of poor in the almshouse:
Number in house at the beginning of the
year.106
Admitted during the year.147
Sentenced from Municipal Court. 21
From hospital. 60
Discharged.162
Sent to hospital. 4«
17
Runaway.

_

----OJEH THE---

retained, it causes indigestion, dyspepsia, gas,
bloating, biliousness, constipation, bad taste,
headache, dizziness, dull head, nervousness^
and particularly during Spring, weak, languid
and tired feeling.
If not cured, this condition
leads to fatal liver and kidney diseases. All

9
9
7
5
5

Almshouse and

The

The nerves
which control our
liver often become
Weakened, irritaed, diseased especially in the
Spring. The function of the liver is
and
disturbed,
L/ivER.
liver or disordered action results. Hence
the bile, which is waste and poisonous material
designed to be expelled, is not properly
Thus
secreted and eliminated from the body.

ADVERTISEMENTS.__

GRAND

Wliafc People Ought to Know of It.

Will be held in
seers

NEW

__

_

...

The weather today
is likely to be
colder.
Saturday, March 12, 1892.
s

good
SUCH

Gloves?

Gloves that you

can

with

buy

New and Elegant Hat and

eyes

your
not feel

shut and

that

avoNrtr

cheat in them.
and
Gloves that fit

there’s
wear

a

Gloves

well.

that

browns in

modes and
endless

an

variety of tones,

in every wanted length.
We pin our faith to

“Jouvin”
ful

because

comparison

a

care-

of them

with other famous French
makes convinces us that

they’re
others.

all

than

better

Besides

ten

with

years selling them,
little or no complaint of
dissatisfaction from the

qt^eskt.
Very Eight and Easy

DUNLAP & CO. CELEBRATED HATS,

with-

their

Furnishing Store

The Best and Finest Store in New England.
To Find.

shape
out ripping, bursting or
Greys, tans,
peeling.
hold

\

of

line

a

of New York.

Dent’s Imported Street ©loves.
Imported Soft Hats.
Perrin’s Imported Dress ©loves

OUR
*

SPECIALTY.

imported Necfc Ties 50 cents.
am|[rwi

MEW’S

———

tt/u

TT3VTX3.UJt-t W XX/VXl.

B^KTDS.

ATiIi

An Elegant Line of $3.00, $3,50 and $3.00 Stiff Hats.
The Best $1.00 Soft Rat In the Market.
Try onr French Laundry, Sent Tuesday and Returned Saturday.
We Don’t Break Tour Collars and Cuffs.

MERRY, the Hatter,

237

and

239

MIDDLE

STREET.

m*rl2eodtf

thousands of wearers who
believe in Jouvin Gloves
we
do—we
as firmly as
couldn’t think otherwise
than that they’re the best
to be had.

I

_

_

.,

Cleveland’s Baking Powder leavens best. The loaf
is fine—not coarse grained;
cake and breads do not dry
up and get “husky,” but
keep moist and fresh.
The reason is the strength
of Cleveland’s, comes from
of

and soda,
else.
is not
It
nothing
with
or
ammonia
cheapened
alum. Cleveland’s is wholecream

tartar

leavens most and
leavens best, _-*some;

ars

wholly by
attending, but the multiplied number

of classes for each teacher must also

be

The salaries of the two
considered.
teachers amount to $800 and with 40
pupils the average cost per capita is but
a fraction over $20 or below the
general
average of the City schools, as estimated
W.
by V.
Off the Iron.

Yesterday

afternoon the

engine

Massa-

besic which draws the afternoon passenger train on the Rochester from Portland
A little
to Gorham, went out as usual.
later the engine Portland was sent out
at quite a rate of speed and when it returned drew the passenger train back
from Gorham. The tender of the Massabesic had jumped the track near the
Gorham station. No damage was done.

87lnefouth
Gray, March 5, Mrs.Pacheba Dough81

ty. aged
years.
In Augusta, March 6, Mrs. Emeline Taylor,
aged 73 years.
In Sidney, March 2, Mrs. Uriah Folger, aged
_

83

Yesterday
fresh

new

we

opened

a

stock of Suede

Biarritz Gloves in a beautiful line of colors at $i
the

pair.

years.
In Oxford, Feb. 21, Israel Peterson, aged 71
years.
__

funeral service of the late William
L. West will be held this Saturday afternoon at
2.30 o’clk, at his late residence, No. 6 Cove St.
[The funeral service of the late Mrs. Martha
C. Horne will take place this Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clk. at her late resideuce, No. 213
Brackett street.
[The funeral of the late Lizzie F. Mitchell
will take place this Saturday afternoon at 2
o’clock, from No. 81 Lincoln street.
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PARTING.
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Ton passed cut luto .the night, my love.
And the bleak, black gloom shut down;
There was no glimmer of light, my love.
No ray from thn vcult of heav’n above,
Nor a gleam from the distant town.
stood
the open door
And
Where the lamp light faintly fell,
Till your feet receding I heard no more.
And my heart waa filled with a yearning sore,
That my tongue could never telll
there I

at

For oh, I had stood in that open door
When the light was on land and sea;
And I minded the forms that had passed
before—
The dear, dear forms that come no more—
Rad never come back to mel
And how would it be, then, with yon, dear
heart.
As you vanished away in night?
Had you passed forever from view, dear Ig'artl
Must my lonely spirit still dwell apart.
So far from ali love and light?
Should never I gaze in your eyes again.
Nor thrill hicath your loving touch?
Would never your lips meet my own, as then,
In that sweet caress only true hearts ken
Who, giving, receive so much?
Ah! never, perch&ace, in this world below.
Would our hearts beat close as then;
And my soul grew sick, and the tears would
flow.
In thinking that, though I loved you so,
We never might meet again!
—Yankee Blade.
!

Jtuum, the wife of lung Felipe, pasarionately loved tho art of painting, and

it with admirable results. It
of course rumored that the poor
queen had become deranged, and that
this artistic application was a diversion
suggested by physicians. It is certain,
however, that her highness became a
Her perception
consummate artist.
was keen and her band true; an interesting face, seen but once, she could depict in a shape readily recognizable both
in feature and character.

practiced
was

une

day u pisasea

ner

royai

uusoaiiu

to scan tie aibum wherein the versatile
hand of the queen had sketched from
her rich fancy and reproduced scenes
from her charming surroundings.
At that time, let it be understood,
Juana alone was addressed as “Your
Majesty.” Her spouse, in consequence
nf being the offspring of a foreign
sovereign, was addressed as “Your Highness,” and upon all official documents
requiring both signatures one read,
“Juana regina,” and underneath ran the
other, “Felipe, rex.” This king by marriage found in his wife’s sketchbook
numerous and varied portraits of a remarkably handsome knight. Sometimes
ho was portrayed as a victorious hero;
then as a praying pilgrim, and again as
This truly handsome
a kneeling lover.
face must have occupied the queen’s
fancy, for it was often depicted, and in
a manner strikingly conscientious and
ardent. One could see at a glance that
the heart had assisted the hand.
The visage was not that of King Felipe. The face was wholly unknown to
him. Perhaps it was merely an ideal vision of youth such as appears to maidens in
romantic dreams—a supernatural being.
This was Felipe’s first conjecture as he
gazed upon the pictures, but upon further reflection his conception of them
became less innocent. He was seized
with jealousy, and jealousy and revenge
go hand in hand in Spain. An inquiry
ent to the grand inquisitor anent the
original of the sketches, a wink to the
argus eyed officers of the inquisition and
the information was not long in coming.
The man with the handsome knightly
countenance; the full, red, laughing lips;
the large, luminous eyes underneath the
thick, dark, bold eyebrows was—s© the
grand inquisitor informed the Jong—

bon Jaynie d’Avila,

a marrano.

At that time a marrano—which is the
Spanish term for a pig—was a maraud-

ing knight and generally an apostate.
Although proselytes they were strongly
suspected of heresy and consequently
bitterly persecuted, despite the fact that
they were the flower and the glory of
the Andalusian nobility, celebrated for
their valor in tournament, their chivalric
deportment and their bravery in battle.
It was net impossible that Don Jayme
d’A Vila bore no particular resemblance
to the pictures in the queen’s sketchbook, but he was a marrano and the
wealthiest Spanish nobleman of the
time. This was enough for the judges
of the inquisition.
There lived in Castile an artist of retiown. His reputation was net achieved
by creating a new school or the painting
of valuable masterpieces, but by his
wonderful quickness and accuracy in
sketching portraits. His name was Luis
de Lucero, hut he was known among his
confreres as Fapresto the Rapid. King
Felipe sent for Fapresto.
“Master,” said the king, “you are to
jaal& several sketches of a living countenance. The person will be at your disposition for two hours. How many
copies can yon deliver in that time?”
“As many as your majesty comtnands.”
’v “No flattery! Imprimis, 1 am not ad-

(faessed

as

‘Majesty,’ and, secondly,

an

Rtist cannot lie commanded. Shall you
fe able to make ten good portraits of the
&ce within two hoars if you receive a

sompensation

of

2,000 picayunes

per

fespy'r”

The painter’s greedy eyes glittered.
“If your majesty—I crave pardon, but
g find the appellation just—if it please
gtour majesty to honor me with 4,000
for each drawing, I shall guaritee to make fifteen copies.”
“Good! You shall have the sum; but
jg the face you are to delineate change
jg?om time to time and the expressions
<|»ry constantly, will it not confuse you?
Sfceinember, the countenance will not be
ordinary one; on the contrary.it is
<y be an extraordinary, a remarkable

]

gcayunes

ff'Oe.”

“Oh, your majesty, an outre face is
£Ver a fascinating study! It is some-

If
subject await me I shall gladly
^irtrsy it for less money—say 3,000

thing
S-Vh

for which a real artist yearns.

a

jeSayunes.”

*■
Silence! One does not bargain with
fcTfvants in the Escurial. Go to the Al'f'mXi.Vs chamber. You will there revive material for your work.”
! In the chamber they handed the artfft the necessary material and. rerjuest-

e-1 him to step into a closed sedan.
K)r a Ions time he was carried through

Finally
echoing nails and corridors.
the carriers stopped in what the artist
surmised must either be a room with
low ceiling or one which was thronged
with people, for the echoes ceased.
The doors of the sedan were opened
jnd Luoero stepped out. At the first
planco he recognized the place. Although he had never been there before,
yet any child in Spain would have
own it, for mothers and nurses had
often recited to the little ones under
their care terrible tales of this awful
chamber.
The ceiling, walls, arches and pillars
were covered with black cloth. Depending from the huge pillars were massive
rings and chains bearing the peculiar
rust that accrues from dried blood. In
the corner lay iron longs, scissors,
queerly shaped spoons,llammer3, screws
and other strange objects. In the rear,
upon a slightly elevated platform, sat
several sepulchral, mute figures attired
in heavy black, their faces covered with
cloth of the

hue. At one side
weak, trembling flicker of a candle
tensified the gloom and horror of
place. It was the chamber of the
a

same

the
inthe
in-

quisition.
But one visage upon the estrade was
uncovered. It was that of the grand inquisitor. He was seated upon a high
chair amid the judges and was attired
in a black, pearl studded, satin gown,
which was strikingly conspicuous among
tlio plain garments of the others.
At the other side of the court were a
table and three stools, one of which was
reserved for the artist, the others being
occupied by two men who wpre as
thickly veiled as the judges. One of
them had a quill in his hand. He was
the recorder. The other, who requested
Lucero with a haughty gesture to be
seated, suggested the king. Not a word
was spoken.
Action alone seemed to
After the artist had arranged his material the personage at his side gave an
authoritative sign to the grand inquisitor, who repeated it to two myrmidons.
The myrmidons walked to the center of
the hall and removed a cloth beneath
which a ball shaped object appeared to
It was the head that Fapresto
move.
was commissioned to depict. It was not
a lifeless head severed from the body.
On the contrary, it was a very animated,
a heroic head, from which a pair of
angry, fiery eyes seemed to dart flames.
Tho brow expressed a noble courage,
and the lips evinced the utmost contempt, It was a head of the kind that
warriors revere and women adore.
Fapresto comprehended the situation
He must sketch the agonizing
at once.
changes that the Caldaria would make
upon the face.
The artist was not of a timorous nature, but he could not suppress a shudder. This Torquemadian torture con-,
sisted of a large metal cask filled with
oil, placed under the floor directly beneath an aperture. Tho delinquent was
forced into tho cask, the hiatus giving
to the spectators a full view of the head.
Under the cask a slow fire would be ignited and intensified according to the

j

“Don Jaymo d’Avila, will you answer
inmy question now?” asked the grand
iuisitor, in a calm but terribly signifi:ant tone.
The head did not respond. It had
[eased to anathematize, but—it began
to laugh! The excruciating agony had
forced the knight to maddened laughter,
This
md then to demoniacal yells.
horrible laughter caused the myrmidons
to tremble, and Lucero was compelled
to think of the gold that would soon
make him wealthy in order to quell his
throbbing heart, steady his shaking
lands and subdue his tears.
The person at the artist’s side again
nodded. The grand inquisitor understood. He ordered the flames to be partially extinguished; otherwise the victim would too soon be delivered from
torture.
The face slowly lost its ruddy color
and gradually took a flaccid, yellow hue.
The features returned somewhat to their
natural lines, but furrows in the shape
of diminutive reptiles appeared to flit
Not a vestige
across the countenance.
of youth or beauty remained. The sixth
sketch was finished.
The inquisitor again queried, “Will
you reply, Don Jayme?”
The head had comprehended. Slowly
it was lifted, the eyes opened wildly as
though they would dart from their sockets, the chin shook and fell. The scene
Tho cold hearted
was an awful one.
and rapacious artist shuddered as he
turned away.
“Well, Fapresto, why do you hesitate?
This is the most interesting study of
all."
Tho phantom head spoke in a thick,
stertorous voice, “Felipe—in seven—
days—I shall—answer you!”
The eyes rolled, the lids sank heavily,
tho lips became blue and remained open;
the head drew to one side and fell heavilv upon the flagstone. Every feature
stiffened.
“Extinguish the fire!” cried the in-

quisitor.
“Is not this a magnificent study?
Draw it carefully and at your leisure.
He lias fainted. They will revive him

presently.”
They did

not succeed, however. He
had not fainted. He was dead.
“You stupid fellow!” cried the artist,
when Don Jayme’s death was announced.
! “Was it necessary for you to die at the
eighth sketch? I lose *4,000 picayunes!”
“Do not fear: you will receive the full
amount for the eight studies. They
have been snperbly executed. Now, go
home and retouch them.”
Lucero stepped into the sedan and was
conveyed to his study.
In four days the portraits were finished. They were executed with terrible
fidelity. Felipe praised them highly
and sent them to the queen.
On the fifth day it was announced that
tho queen was insane. On the sixth day
the grandees of Castile were assembled
in the Escnrial when they were informed by Felipe that in consequence of
the queen’s deranged mind she would be
unable to govern. On the seventh day
Felipe the Fair was no longer “Highness,” but “Majesty,” and his name was
obstinacy of the prisoner.
written above Juana’s upon state docuLucero’s crayon flew over the parchments. On the eighth day this same
LUO CJCB Ui
it KWylVi IA3U.
UlClJl/.
He was found
a bier.
which Shot forth contempt, hate and Felipe lay upon
dead in his chamber that morning.—
disdain.
Fapresto’s Translated from the
uncompromising
Hungarian by Emil
neighbor glanced over the artist’s shoul- Friond for Romance.
ders and nodded approvingly.
The grand inquisitor breaks the siThe Most Fertile Region in America.
lence; turning toward the accused he
The famous Red River valley is by
says: “Don Jayme d'Avila, confess to some students of such comparative valdid
first
When
you
speak ues declared to be the third agricultural
your judges.
to Juana, the daughter of Fernando of
in
of fertility, in the

Aragonia?”
The lips opened. “I have seen her
only from afar and have never spoken
to her.”
“Don

Jayme d’Avila, do not attempt
to deceive your judges. You have been
detected in dishonorable relations with
What proof of her
Confess.
Juana.
illicit love has she given you?’
At these words the heroic face flushed
with anger; the eyes shot forth lightning
glances. The knight was surpassingly
handsome at this moment.
“Your question calumniates the one
to whom you and every Spaniard owes
Were I to counreverence and duty.
tenance your question I should feel self
contempt. The queen is as pure and innocent as an angel from heaven.”
Lucero was about to sketch this indignant visage when his hand was staid
by the personage beside him. “Never
mind that; you will have a prettier ex-

“Tossing

a

Copper.”

He nodded to the inquisitor, who gave

signal to the

nurriea

two

myrmidons.

away.

Soon D’Avila’s expression changed.
The fire had been ignited.

“Now, then, Fapresto!”
At first the eyes glowed and the veins
upon the brow began to swell. A pre-

as

though

to

keep

exclamation of pain, and the
eyes expressed derision rather than submission. Lucero grasped his crayon for
a third study.
The fire was stirred and fanned. From
the white brow large drops of perspiration flowed down the face, npon which
the intense struggle between an iron
will and unspeakable pain was visible.
Suddenly the cramped lips opened and
groans were heard that must have
elicited pity from hearts less hard than
those in the inquisition.
“Now, Fapresto, draw!”
The expression changed as rapidly a§
thought and gradually became metallic.
Mind no longer predominated in it. The
eyes rolled wildly in their hollow sockets,
she mouth frothed and the lips emitted
back

an

spasmodic curses.
“Quick! Quick, Fapresto! The fourth
study will he a gem!”
The fire

was

atrain stirred and fed.

satisfied smoker?

Iff yon smoke

edly

Portland,

to A. L.
Maine.

Playwright-Beautiful, beautiful. I’ve got
everybody lulled otf except the leader of the
orchestra, and the ax is drawn on him.
Agent—Let her go old man. I’ll bet the audience is wild with jov.—Detroit Free Press.
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W, Farley, Waltham, Mass., was cured of
gray hair by Hail’s Hair Eenewer.

ncA! erg

Delsarteau Disciple.
how does it happen I find
you idling away your time in that rocking
chair?
Domestic (with languid majesty)—I am not
idling, mein; I am reposing. I’m a Deisar3heen
mem.—Chicago Tribune.

*

bleeding—the soreness is entirely gone.—
I). G. Davidson, with the Boston Budget, formerly with Boston Journal.

was

not,”

was

FOUtlEHA <Sfc CO., NEW YOKE.

“No, Mrs. Gray,” he answered, with the most
approved politeness.
“I am sorry for that,” the caller said. “Will
she be gone long?”
“1 don’t know,” the little fellow answered,
doubtfully. “She’s gone to a Christian and
Devil meeting.”
“Gone to what?” the lady exclaimed in as-

TV

to

$10,000,

the prompt

CAN

HE

IT!

DO

TITANTED—to purchase
persons
WANTED—Ail
hags to call at E. D.
558

WiafTED.
This
an excellent salary.
busi ess in the West but
in New England. Address.
MANVILLE COVERINGCO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
lw
mar8

with chance to make
is an old established
new

razors for sale ;

Try

G. L. BAILEY, 263 Middle street.
12-1

one.

CEDAR

Widgery’s Wharf.12-ly

SALE—All the furniture and fixtures
in HAY’S eating saloon for sale cheu’p
10-1 v.
if tailed for at onoe. 188 Federal St.

FOR

PROCESS

“Treated with Carbonate of Seda, Magnesia,
Bicarbonate of Soda.”

To partially supply the loss of
natural flavor and color caused
by this treatment, fragrant gums
and dyes are used.
Dr. Sidney Ringer, Professor of Medicine at
University College, London, and Physician to the
College Hospital, perhaps the greatest English
authority on the action of drugs, states m his Handbook of Therapeutics "that*‘the sustained administration of alkalies and their carbonates renders the
blood it is said, poorer in solids and in red corpuscles,
and impairs the nutrition of the body.” Of ammonia,
carbonate of ammonia, and spirits of ammonia, he
These preparations have many properties
says:
in common with the alkaline, potash, and soda
group. They possess a strong alkaline reaction, are
freely soluble in water, have a high diffusion-power,
If adminand dissolve the animal textures.
istered too long, th^y excite catarrh of the stomach
and intestines.”

Mass.

The head-line above means just what it says—that Dr. C. T. FISK can cure Piles
without the use of the knife or ligature.
For the past eight years the Doctor has visited your city every Saturday and relieved
the suffering of scores of your host known and influential citizens, and they in turn have
given him testimonials without number in which they express their heartfelt gratitude
for the speedy and permanent relief received at his hands.
Now, do not class Dr. Fisk’s treatment with the harsh methods of the knife and
ligature, for he cures WITHOUT PAIN OR RISK TO LIFE AND HEALTH, and all
under his treatment.
patients can attend to their regular business while
The Doctor successfully treats Piles, Fistula, Ulceration and all diseases of the rectum.
He has made a specialty of these diseases for over thirteen years hi Maine, and his cures
hare been so complete that to-day hardly a town or village can he found but that contains some person who is ready and willing to sound his praise for the health and happiness brought them by his wonderful and painless treatment.
Dr, Fisk has no nostrum to sell, lie must see his patient in every case and treat them

scientifically.

He Will be at the United States Hotel, Portland, every Saturday, (room 18) where he
All persons suffering from Piles, or any disease of the
be consulted free of charge.
are requested to call and see him, or address

can

rectum,

RR.C. T. FISK, at

for pamphlets
State.

with

liis

home office,

hundreds of

344 MAIN ST.,

LEWISTON, ME.,

testimonials from prominent people throughout the
marllF&Stf

HELP.

FEMALE

upon

to the

right person.
C. MILLIKEN, Cumberland, Me.

JOHN F.

45

Exchange

for general housework at
street.
MRS. STEPHEN
9-1

girl

WANTED—A
113 Winter
BERRY.

girl
WANTED—A
234 state St.,

possession.

Apply

PROCTOR, Centennial Block.

12-1

12-1

experienced lady composi- TO
SMITH & SALE, 12.
WANTED—An
tor; steady work.
9-1
street.

general housework at
MRS. HENRY BLAN-

LET—Furnished rooms to let at 71 Free
St. Inquire between the hours of 9 and
10-1
desirable tenements of 6
S16. and $1S per
in all parts of the
WOODMAN 105% Exchange St.

very
TO LET—3
each, prices $12,
also for sale houses
rooms

month;
city. J. C.

CHARD.

8-1

MISCELLANEOUS.

and

SALE—The furniture

good will

of

_

SALE—Two Hoisting Engines; in first
class order.
Apply to B. J. WILLARD,
No. 59 Commercial street.9-4

FOR

IIOK SALE 3 fine extra finished express
for the Ontario
wagons with tops, built
Express Co. by “The Abbott. Downing Co.,” o£
now
will
be sold at reaanil
Concord, N-H.,
sonable price; also 2 sets new express harat
A.
G.
SAWYER'S
seen
STABLE,
nesses,
8-1
corner Market and Federal Sts.

A1

SALE—A three story house yielding
annum for the rental; lot 6700
86
of about
a frontage
ft.;
ft.,
in
opportunity from an Investor, has 19
rooms. BENJAMINN SHAW 51%' Exchange.

FOR,?480withper
jq.

8-1

the

LET—On

Island

a

rooms

or

good supply

or

unfurnished.

water,
S. W. TIIAX
8-1

wanting
very pleasant
laying hens
S. Young at 105 Greet St.
TO rent of eight
Anyone
rooms, has bath
please call
I nave the Mack miuorcas which
91
in
order;
best

and desirable lower
room, gas and
good
good stable
furnace; everything
8-2
on the premises.
No. 110 WINTER ST.
LET—A

on

lay

7-1

PICTURES! Those in want of a
good picture, for a small amount of money,
Pictures framed.
would do well to call on us.
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
straps. E. I). REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Con2-6
gress streets.

second
commercial
mortgages,
Inor
collateral
securities.
paper
any good
5-4
quire of A. C. LIBBY, 42% Exchange st.

MONEY

to

LOAN—On lirst
on real estate,

or

LET—Furnished rooms, modern conveniences with sunny exposure at 457 CUMBERLAND ST.1-4
LET—Two pleasantly situated unfurnTO ished
with hot water radiators in
be used
bath

SALE—One new express wagon, 3
one second hand, 3 springs; 2
wagons, side springs; 2Concord wagons;
1 box wagon, side springs, built by Zen*s

Foil
springs;
beach

Thompson and Martin Pennell; one extension
top carryall; also several family horses and
some nice pairs at 697 Congress street, FlitNALD & SAWYER.7-2

THE OLD RELIABLE FIRM

E.B. ROBINSON & CO.

singly

(ESTABLISHED 1847.)

suite; good
room in house; excellent board can be had near
7-1
by. Inquire at 31G CONGRESS ST.
can

or on

to

make the Sale attractive.
Sale
will
begin Thursday,
February llth.

mo LET—One or tivo flats in building No. 21
A Portland Pier. Enquire WM. SHEA, ti
Danforth street.
oct7-tf

ind offer high grade IPIAKTOS and
Q>TF&.jJ£T£3 at prices that defy competition.
l'iano tuning personally attended to.
Pianos exchanged. Second hand instruments
tor

LOST AND

1'J

FOUND.

OST—A pair of Eye-glasses w ith gold chain
and pin attached. Please return to G03

CONGRESS STREET.12-1
I
Maine.

mar-7dtf

fei>13codly

sale._

wrote
FOUND.—“That
prevail.”

Floor space with
heat and
power. Apply to GIANT ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY, 25
and 27 Commercial Street.

Insurance Company and as a
Che
UNION
Institution.

Have removed to their elegant warerooms,
400 Congress St.,

truth is

TO LET.

eodtf

FRIEND,

sure.

Innd, Me.7-1

rooms

each,

BE LET—The elegant, residence of the
N. 0. Sawyer, with a large and beauSituated at
lot, hedge, shade trees, etc.
Woodfords, corner of Deering and Chestnut
streets, handy to schools, church, stoves and
cars.
Would lease for a term of years; possession given immediately,
inquire of E. A.
NOTES, at Portland Savings Bank, or s. M.
WATSON, at the Public Library.
2-tf

J. M. DYER & CO.

medicine;

TO

late
TO
tiful

will
sell
regardless of
and' Chilcost Ladies’ Gents’
and
dren’s Winter
Summer
Hose and Hamburg Edgings.
We have added a lot of new

SALE—A treatment for Nervous de-

of

Cushing’s
cottage
lathed and plastered with
TO
FORbility Bright’s Disease, without stomach
\ five
PortI.
of
will be
safe and
water closet and
TER.

South Bend, Indiana. Sold by all DRUGGISTS.

Notice.
hereby give notice that I refuse to pay any
debts contracted by my wife, Mrs. Gertrude Loweitt, after this date. J. \v. Loveitt
inarlO
d4w»

FOR

(he trade of the “Blanchard House,” situaThis
ted at No. 26 Free street, Portland, Me.
is a rare opportunity to purchase a well furnished house of 25 or more rooms, first class
desirous of
Persons
ami centrally located.
purchasing are invited to call at the house any
afternoon, where they can examine and receive
MRS. T.
full information in regard to same.
8-1
SHORT.

8-10t

let furnished

famous Blush of Roses posicures pimples, freckles, blackheads
and moth and all skin diseases, or money refunded by the proprietor. Miss Flora A. .Jonas,

Home
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COM
FANY is deserving of the support of
Maine Citizens.

street._____9-1

for

We

cost

FOR

FOR

woman
a

a
aged lady;
Apply by letter only to M.

SALE—Four story brick building and \
lot situated on Temple street, known as
the Merchants Exchange Hotel, now running as
such. Contains 40 rooms, all the modern improvements, fine large office finished in hard
wood; can be made one of the best paying
pieces of property in Portland; price low; terms
easy. Inquire of A. C, LIBBY, 42M> Exchange

SALE—The fine residence, No. 41
Thomas street. Modern and first class in
its appointments.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY,
No. 248 Commercial street.jan!2-tf

TO LET.

to do
LET—House No. 89 Park street, containstrong, capable
WANTED—A
housework In the country for family of TO ing 11 rooms, all in nice repair and fully
week
furnished. Immediate
to
an
$4.00
six and wait

:ts

MAKE ROOM FOR NEW GOODS,'

I

razor

POSTS FOR SALE—Now is the
time to buy Cedar Posts. 8 foot posts from
three to four iucliOB for sale low by J. H.
BL A KE.

QDUTCH

an

a new
re-..

lot of the celebrated Electric Razors just
Electric
warranted.;
Trices low and every

MADE BY THIS

As

$1000 to $15,-

Competent men to solicit orders for Sectional
and Plastic Coverings for steam pipes, boilers
etc. Permanent Territory given to good parties

EASTMAN BROS. &
BANCROFT.

febll_

or

556

children's clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats; call. or address letter or postal toS.
LEVI. 97 Middle street.auglO

and

For Sale By

at

trunks

REYNOLDS,

price

highest

ceived;

Edgings

in want of

from

to

ELLEN B. DIETRIEK,
Woman’s Journal, Boston.

Hamburg

sec-

buy
000 worth of east-off clothing; I pay the
NOTICE—Wanted
for ladies’ dresses, gents’
cash

skin*

CO., Dorchester,

gentleman’s

a

oud hand invalid chair. Address “T”
this office.10-1
7T

and
Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
bottom
prices; trunks repaired; open
you
evenings until 9.;ani3-Q

a

or

furni-

TlfANTED-To buy, in the western or cenTT
tralpart of city a house suitable for two
HOUSE” Box 678.10-1
families.

luxury and
necessity for the
household, soothing, healing and
refreshing to the

Potash

on

WANTED—A

a

are

city and vicinity,

call at your store or house
cash for old rags, barrels,
metals of all kinds. I£
rubbers,
bottles,
iron,
you have any of the above please drop me a
B. WISH 58 Hanover
Address
C.
postal.
street, city.
_H-ltf
milliner who can trim and
sell; good wages-; long season. Address
E. D. WADE. Dover, Tile., or CHENERY &
10-1
CO., 241 Middle street, City.

Frye’s Amandine, a scientific
preparation, is

H

in

WANTED—To
and pay you

“Then why do you say that you were not

both

Street.dtf

ture, pianos, organs, libraries, horses, carriages,
diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages, notes and
Business confidential.
pay off furniture leases
PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO.. 185
Middle street, room 8, second floor.ll-l

dlawSly

jams

Middle

TS7ANTED—To loan $10, $20, $30, $50, $100

United States.

playing?”

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is just what you want for
spring medicine—superior to all.

An American lady visiting Paris was con"
tiuually interested in the smart little boys in
white caps and aprons who deliver the wares of
the pastry cooks. One day she said to one of

the

G.TaRRABEE,

246

WANTED.

ment was visible.
you at the table.”
“I know it, your honor.”

tonishment.
“To a Christian and Devil meeting in the vestry,” was the reply.
And it suddenly flashed across the caller’s
remembrance that for that afternoon had been
appointed at the vestry of the church a meeting
of the Society of Christian Eudeavor.—Boston
Courier.
a

for

A cents

marll

and the Court’s amazeWhy, the officer arrested

“Because I wasn't, yonr honor. The otherfellow was doing all the playing.”—Detroit Free
Press.

hard7-1

experienced salesman for dress goods
department. Must have good references.
experienced salesmen need apply.

SANSON

He was up before a Western justice for play
ing poker for money.
“So you were playing cards?” queried the

reply.
"Notplayingcards?”

Cabinet

'WANTED.
* X

more

Court, sarcastically.
“No, your honor, I

—

None but

In all epidemic maladies, the individual who maintains a perfect sanitary
condition usually avoids trouble, or if attacked, suffers from one of the
milder forms of the disease ; also blascaed’s pills are largely prescribed
by Physicians, and with great success, as a protective measure.
Approved by Academy of Aledi ^ne of Paris, and specially recommended by
the medical celebrities of the World, for Scrofula, King's-evil, Constitutional
Weakness, Poorness of the Blood, and for regulating its periodic course.
None genuine unless signed“BLANCARD, 40 rue Bonaparte, Paris.”
E.

12-2

TXTANTED—General agent for Androscoggin
T V
County; position worth 82000 per aimum
to right man. Also two local agents at $10 per
week and commission. Call on or after Tues
at
office of MUTUAL
March
15.
dav.
RESERVE, Room 1.176y2 Middle street, cor.
Exchange, Portland.11-tf

wood

BLANCARB’8 ■* »F|B»» PILLS,

I have not used all of one bottle yet. I suffered from catarrh for twelve years, experienoing the nauseating dropping in the throat peculiar to that disease, and nose bleed almost
daily. I tried various remedies without benefit
until last April, when I saw Ely’s Cream Balm
advertised in the Boston Budget, I procured a
bottle, and since the first day’s use have had no

BOURNE, Grand Councilor, Bangor,

wanted

—— --—-

-—...

PICTURES!

home?”

jan20-S

Me.

makers and good carpenters for
Woodworkers
work. Ii. T. BURRO WES & CO.

eoiltf

Mistress—Norah,

To Close Them Out

mamma at

c©.,

FOUR SIXTY-THREE

Jam 9

tively

A lady went not long since to call upon a
neighbor in the country and found the five-yearold son of the house playing upon the lawn.
“Ifow do you do, Georgie,” she said. Is your

c. ss. ^sjpfy &

CONGRESS STREET.

AWI>

It.

*12±_

—Life.

Me._12-1

TXT ANTED.—Agents wanted for reliable life
YY insurance, cheapest known; only 25 sinReserve
gle assessments total since 1385.
fund, responsible management, no ''endowments,” "partnership policies,” or any speculative. features.
Liberal terms to canvassers;
previous experience not requisite. Correspondence invited.
PROVIDENT AID SOCIETY,

Iff yoai have never tried one do so at
MALE HELP.
We’fil take our chances as to your
once.
Salary. An organizer for
WANTED—On
of the
the Order of United Friends,
favorite brand in future.
oldest and best of the insurance orders. Apply

GiriiiiTM Ladies—The

That sense of extreme weariness Indicates disordered blood. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla purifies it.

imdonbt-

“©JVIONT” yon

an

are.

eggs in 100 days; 1 keep the best other breeds;
I also guarrantee to make hens lay in 9 days.

frightful cognizance of utter helplessness disfigured that manly countenance.
It was an interesting second stndy.
“Will you answer my question now,
Don Jayme d’Avila?” resounded throughout the hall in the hollow, querulous
voice of the grand inquisitor.
“May my tongue be paralyzed forever
if it respond even in a single syllable to
four infamous question.”

tightly compressed

Are yon

a

one

Progress of the Play.
Agent—What kind of progress are you makingwith your tragedy?

W. BAKER &

sentiment of his fate was mirrored in
the knight’s face.
Despair and the

At these words the head turned toward the judges again in full possession
of the heroic determination that had
faltered for a moment. The lips were

street, Portland,

whites;
1
“506 FIFTH AVENUE,
New Youk City, December 20,1890. f
“For the last twenty years I have been using
they have
Allcock’s Porous Plastersrepeatedly cured me of rheumatic pains and
pains in my side and hack. Whenever I have a
cold, one on my chest and one on my back
speedily relieve me.
“My family are never without them.”
Eussell Sage.

well-known financier,

For more than 100 Years the
house of Walter Baker & Co.
have made their Cocoa Preparations ABSOLC TEL Y P UBE,
using NO Patent Process,
Alkalies or Dyes.

They

SPECIAL

RUSSELL SAGE
The

tas.

WIT AND WISDOM.

AGENTS._
AGENTS WANTED—To take
charge of the anointment of Local Agents
for the United World’s Fair & Excursion Co.
Must work on a commission basis; big chance
for the right ingn.
Apply to GEO. H.
KENDALL, general agent for Maine, or W. H.
WALDRON, real estate agent, No. ISO Middle

‘Tho’ short my stature, yet my smell extends
To Heaven itself and earth’s remotest ends.”

Companion.

in many counties of Minnesota and tho
most easterly counties of the two Dako-

pression presently.”
a

“Ah,l5sup^°sfjaougeUhe

region,
point
world, there being one Asiatic and one
African valley in the foreground beyond it. This Red River valley takes
It is prairie land of black soil that
once formed the bed or deposit of an
ancient sea. It reaches up into Canada,
beyond Winnipeg, and is a great deal
richer at its southern end in the United
This region
States than in Canada.
pours its wealth of grain (or a great
part of it) into Minnesota’s twin cities,
there to exchange it for merchandise.
Other cereals and cattle are produced
beyond this valley in the new states,
and the valley itself returns the same
commodities along with its wonderful
output of wheat.—Julian Ralph in Haroer’s.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

these boys who had brought her some cakes—
benehtot one of
these cakes vourself sometimes?
“What do you mean, madame?
“You eat a cake now and then?
“Eat them? oh n»- madame, «iat would n’t
do. I only lick’em as I come along!”—Youth-s

mighty and will

to Miss E. S. Orr. East
The grip left me a hopeless

(larpswell,
ind helpless rheumatic cripple. Through her
ulvice ( was quickly and permanently cured,
CAPTAIN M. A. HALL, Boothbay Harbor.
U&W11-4

Me.
D—A

sum

of money in

a

store

Preble and Casco streets; the
STIOUN
J. VV.
lave the same by calling
1

between

owner

can

FLAGG, 180
proving property and paying
on

street,
iharges.
Pearl

A REWARD OF $25

is Hereby offered by the Megantic Fish and
Game Corporation lor information leading to
conviction of any party biking fish or game on
the Megantic
preserve in the close season.
b
J. O. WOODRUFF, President.
Attest: A. W. ROBINSON, Clerk.

aug23

dlawSly

The spacious seeoml floor of our'
store, lately occupied by W. H. Koliling. Steam heat and excellent light.
LORIJfG, SHOUT & HARMOiV.
feb 29

tl2w

0-1

JTlOUND—The only place in the city where
! you can get every description of gold,
diver and nickel plating done; we give special
mention to cleaning, repairing and reflmshing
ild plated ware, hand plating on carriage
vork, polishing, buffing, etc.; lowest prices
or tine
work; we guarantee satisfaction.
STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Fore and
Jnion Sts.
JanlStf

_

FINANCIAL MD COMMERCIAL
Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.

Boston Stock Market.

The following were to-day’s quotations of
stocks in Boston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe B. 39Vs
C. B. & Q.107 Vs
Mexican Central. 19%
Union Pacific. 47%
Boston & Maine K.167
do pfd.145
Beil Telephone.202%
New York and New England It. 49%
do pfd
Wisconsin Central.
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth E.
New York

and

Stocks

Sterling

Bonds—Money Easy

Exchange Quiet and Firm Government
Bonds Bull and Steady—Kailroads Quiet
and

Firm—Stocks Closed Quiet and Firm.

At New York, yesterday, money was easy,
ranging from 1 i"&2 per cent.; last loan 2, closing 2 per cent. Prime mercantile paper quoted
at 4@5 per cent.
Sterling Exchange was quiet
and firm with actual business in hankers’
4
bills at
86% for 60-day bills and 4 87% for
demand; posted rates at 4 86% @4 8SW. ComGovernment
mercial bills were at 4 85(54 87.
bonds were dull and steady. Kailroads were
firm.
quiet and
Coalers and Industrials continued to be the
only features of the market after 12. Keading
ind Sugar diplayed most pronounced activity,
while others were more moderate in transactions, and all continued to advance. Reading
touched no, Jersey Central 143%, Del. & Hud.
141%, Sugar 92 Ys and Distillers 48%. The
general list remained without feature, with

scarcely any movement. Later dealings were
marked by a drooping tendency, the market
closing quiet and linn clo e to first prices.
Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 631,300 shares.
Ketail Grocers*

Sugar

Kates.

Portland market—cut loaf 5V2C;confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
6c; coffee crushed. 31. c; yellow, 3c.
Railroad

Receipts.
PORTLAND, Mch. 11.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand. 158 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 161

cars.

Imports.
HAVANA. Sehr Rhode Island—2000 shooks
1111 empty hlids.
Portland Wholesale Market.

Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YOEK. Mch 11. 1892.-The following
are to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks:
Col. Coal.7.. 37
II oekinc Coal.16 00
Moinestake.13 00
Ontario.43 50
Quicksilver. 4 00
do pfd.20 50
Mexican.

Gould & Curry. 125
Yellow Jacket.. 110
Best & Belcher. 2 20
Hale & Norcross.
New York Stock and

Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YOEK, Mch. 11, 1892.
The following are to-day's elosiug quotations

of Government securities:

Mch. 10.
Mch. 11.
116
reg.116
cdun.117
117
United States2s reg.loo
loo
Centra! Pacific lsts.106%
106%
Denver & E. G. 1st. ...117%
117%
Erie 2ds.. ..;.107%
107%
Kansas Pacific Consols.Ill Vs
111%
111
Oregon Nav. lsts.111%
Kansas Pacific lsts.10S
107%
of
stocks:
Closing quotations
Adams Express.145
145
American Express.117%
117%
Central Pacific. 30%
30%
Ches. & Oilio. 25%
25%
143
&
Alton....143
Chicago
160
Chicago & Alton preferred... 160
D'7
Chicago, Burlington
Quincy. 106%
14014
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.. 138%
162%
Delaware. I.ackawana & West..l60
18
Denver & Eio Grande. .18%
83%
Erie. 33Va
76%
Erie preferred. 76%
New4's
New 4’s

Illlit/Oz fknkal

mfil/.

ion

fnrl.. Bloom & West.
Lake'Erie & West. 26® »
Lake Shore.134%
Louis & Nash. 75%
>1 anhattan Elevated.114
Michigan Central...112%
Winn. & St. Louis.
9%
An. & St. Louis pfcl.,, 20
Missouri Pacific... ...;__ 61%
New Jersev Central.-....138%
Northern Pacific common. : 8%
Northern Pacific pfd. 67%
Northwestern.120%
Northwestern pfd.144
New York Central.117
New York. Chicago & St- Louis. 19%

PORTLAND. Mch. 11. 1892.
Sugars firm and unchanged. Seeds and advancing. Flour quiet and unchanged. Florida
do pfd. 77
Oranges firmer. Eggs lower.
Ohio & Miss.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain, : Out. & Western. 21%
20%
Provisions. Produce, etc.:
I North American. 3 6 Vs
Pacific Mail. 36%
Grain
Flour.
Pullman Palace.188
Superfine &
Corn, car lots. 57@>_8
Beading.
4%
low grades.4 75@5 00 Corn, nag lots.. 58 « 59
Bock Island. 89%
lots..
&,
X Spring
66@57
Meal, bag
St. Louis & San Frau.
X Tpring.5 00@5 251 Oats, car lots.. 42.^43
do pfd.
i Oats, bag lots.. 45^47
P;
t Sprng
do 1st.-.
?afc.
.$5%@5% | Cotton Seed,
Paul
St.
26
I
car
lots..
77%
50@$27
str’ght
do pfd.127Va
r.$5Vs@5 i bag lots. $28@29 00
St. Paul, Minn. & Mann.112%
do.. .4%@5 10'Sacked Brn
I car lots... $21 @22 00 St. Paul & Omaha. 48
s st’gt
uo pfd.116%
5s'V-@5 50! bag lots. $23@24 00
Texas Pacific, uew. 10
do.. 5 25@5 37 Middlings.. $22@2 00
Union
Pacific. 46%
heat
lots.
GO
$23@2G
bag
...

.5 50@5
Fish.
r ge
6 75@7
o. 5 00@5
3 25@>4
3 25@3
l.. 2 00@2

Provisions.
Pork, Bks.15 25.54G 00
clear. .15 50@15 25
001 short ctsl6 25@15 50
25 Beef,extra
25
mess...
8 00@ 8 25
50
plate... 10 00@)10 50
50
ex-plate.10 50@11 00
Lard. tubs. 6l/4@ 7%
14@18c! tierces... G @ 73/s

s.

...

...

ox
tl

75

1
Dl
pails.... 6V2(&11
..$ 24@$26| pure leaf.lOVa@il
10
.$ 16@$18 j Hams
@103/i
13 00@$14!
do cov’rd. 11 @11 yy

U. 8.

Express.'48

Wabash. St, Louis & Pacific.

Gpuce.

pCiush..2
Me-15J
<1

^.1

I
755)2 101
90@2 251

6Va

ioi

....

GVa
8Va
8V2

xiaisius.

It’S 35 ® 45c i Muscatel... 1 50®2 00
.2 50®3 001 London lay’r2 00:a3 50

/

lOupura lay’r.8 ®u%
75S3 00 Valencia.
6vi®7
Sugar.
14® 35 c
1..
16®l7th Ex-aual’ty line
18 ® 140
granulated-4 11-16
Standard do... 4%
4..
17® 19c
(
Extra 0. 4 %
Apples.
Seed.
BaldI Mi.
IV
i.1 75@2 00 Red Top... 1 75@1 85
ating.2 25®2 50 Timothy.. .1 55®1 65
vap i> lb.
8® 10c Clover.12 ® 18
Ha-

\

.2

....

...

..

■

Lemons.
4 00 ®4 60
Palermo
Messina.. .3 50©4 50

Butter.

Creamery.28@30
Gilt Edge Vr’mt.27@29
Choice.20c®21
Oranges.
Valencia—4 60@5 00 Good.19®20
Florida_2 75 ®3 50lStore.18®19
Cheese.
Malager gpes6 50@8 00
IN. Y.fct’ry.l2%@13%
Eggs.
...

Eastern ext.... 14® 161 Vermont.. 12%@14
Held.
ISage.14 ®14
Limed.

Quotations.

Grain

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
COBBECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.

Thursday’s quotations.

Highest.
Lowest.

July.

May.
100’, %
100%
99%

97%
97%

Closing.

100 Vi

CORN.

Jan.

Feb,

Mav.
49%
49%
49 Vs
49 Vs

Opening.
Highest.
Lowest.

Closing.
Thursday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Jan.

Opening.

Highest.

Lowest.
Closing.

■

July.

May.
99%

07%
97V*
,96%
96%

99

98%
98%

CORN.

Jan.

120 %

143%
117‘,j
20
77
21%

20%

15%

36%
189

58%
89%

do

pfd.

66

Oregon Nav. 87

11%

46 %
48

12%

13®/s
67%
87

FOK THE WEEK ENDING McU. 10.
The receipts the past week have been as follows:
Frozen

4

Codfish.
tt.&.

Georges,

65,000'-

Shore,

7 Banks.
10 Fortune

Halibut.
it>s.

0,400

169,000

Bay,

Herring.

4,300

1

3,050,000

173,300 3,050,000
71,400
Mackerel—small plain 3s at $0 9 and $9 ;
small rimmed do 810; medium rimmed 3s, $13;
medium Shore 2s, scarce. $1S 50@$19; large
Shore Is, $24; bloaters $30.
We quote new Georges Codfis at 7 50 © qtllor large, ana
2o®> ou lor small; ueorges
cured do $7@$7Vi; Bank at 6 75 for large, and
for small; Shore at 7 25® and 6 25
for large and small. Dry Bank at $7
; medium $514.
We quote cured cusk at 6 75 ^ qtl; hake at
$2 (5 $3; haddock $44,4; heavy salted pollock
at $314. and English cured $3 75 per qtl.
Boneless and prepared fish 6 to 7e |9' ft for
hake, haddock and cusk, and 714 to 10c for
codfish.Smoked Halibut 1014c #’Ib for strips,11
for chunks; smoked salmon 18c » lb,as to style
and quality.
Labrador herring 5 00 ^ bbl; Newfoundland
2ds 4 00; Shore round $3 50; pickled codfish at
$6.
We quote cod oil at 33c » gal.; medicine oil
65c; blackfish oil 60c; menhaden oil 26c; livers
BOc per bucket.
Fisli scrap $18 per ton; dry do $16; Liver do
$5; fish skins $18; waste $3.
21 fares.

Feb.

Mav.

49'

Opening....
Highest.

40
49%

Lowest.
Closing.

48%

BOSTON. Mch. 11.1892.—The following are
to-dav’s quotations of Provisions, Produce, ete.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00i®14 50; short cuts at
00 00®;14 75; backs at 15 00®00 00; lean lends
at 00 00(6,15 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork
11 00.
Hams at

1014c; small do lie; pressed hams

1114c.
Lard—Choice

10-tb pails in

cs

714c

lb

in tierces and tubs;

8c.

Hogs—Choice city dressed 614 c

lb; country

do 5 c.
Butter—Western extra creamery at 28 @ —c;
fancy higher: firsts and extra firsts at 22®27c;
extra imitation ereamrv 2.3®24c; factory choice
21®22c; Northern creamery, choice at 29c;
New York and Vermont dairy, good to choice
23®25e; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
25®28e. The above quotations are receivers'
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and
twins 12 V2@13c; fair to good at 9® 12c; Western choice at 12c; fair to good at ! 0® 1114c;
sage at 13@18vac.
Eggs— Eastern extras at 14®1414c: Western

Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkevs.choice

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Thursday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.
Opening. 88%
Closing. S8

May.
88

88%

CORN.

Mch

May.
42 v4
41 %

Opening.41
Closing.40%
Thursday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.
Opening. 87%
Closing. 86 'a

May.
88%
87%

CORN.
Me.

May.
41%

Opening. 39%
Closing. 39%

41

—c; do chickens at 18®20c; tow is 156; 16c: fair
to good at 12(®16.; Western dry packed turkeys
choice at 16®17c; fowls 13 0b®14c; chickens
14 a; 10c.
Beans—N Yk hand-sieked pea, 1 95@$2; marrow pea, at $1 80®—; choice screen pea, 1 60®
i 80®—; choice yel1 70; hand-picked med.
low eyes, 1 8 @1 90; California pea beans,2 30
lg/2 40; hand-nicked, 2 50®2 60.
Seed—Timothy, 1 55®1 65;red top, 1 75®$2;
Western Jersey, 2 00'62 25; clover,

8®9c;Hun-

garian, 90e®$i.
Hay—Choice, 18 00@19 00;some fancy higher;
fair to to‘good S15@fl.7%: Eastern fine, $12®

S14; poor to ordinary* Sll@$14.
Potatoes—Choice inatives anil Maine stock at
137 Vb@1 50
bbi; choice Vt and northern N
H and N Y Burbanks and white stars 40@45bu;
rose 45c; Houlton Hebrons 50e; Aroostook Hebrons 43@45c.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, at 1 75@2 25;Greenings 1 62 *« @1 75; Kings S2®2 60.
Chicago Cattle Market.

The Wool Market.

(By Telegraph)

BOSTON, Mch. 11, 1802.—The quotations on
Wool for this market are s ith iy easier on some
grades than previously noted. The amount of

CHICAGO.Mch. 11.1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 7500;shtpments 3000 ;sieady; choice
steers at 4 CO 6,4 90; others at 3 25@4 50 ;stockers 2 6563 257 Texans —;cows 2 2.56,2 60.
Hogs—receipts 14.000; shipments 10,000;
active and higher; rough and common at 4 15
<64 75; good mixed at 4 80.6,4 90; prime lieavy
and butchers’ weights at 4 95@5 05; light 4 85
®5 00.
shipments 2500;
Sheep—receipts 7000;
active and steady; ewes at 3 65884 90; mixed at
6 00@5 50; wethers at 5 2 ®6 00; Westerns at
6 15®5 65; yearlings 5 60@5 80.
Lambs 5 50®6 75.

trade has been somewhat less than that of the
previous week, and onsiderable less in domestic Wool.
Picklock and XXX.31' @32
Ohio and Pennsylv’n XX and above.29 @29
Ohio and Pennsylvania X.27 @28
Michigan and Wis. X and above.. .25 @20
Ohio and Penn. No 1 clothing.34
@34%
Michigan No 1 elothing.3 1 @33
Ohio delaine, flue.33 @33%
Michigan delaine.31 @,31%
Ohio No 1 clothing.87 @39
Michigan No 1 combing.35 @36
Fine unwashed & unmerchantable.20 @23
L'nw'ashed combing.25 @27%
Medium unwashed.19
@22
Fine Texas and territory.IS
@22
Medium Texas and territory.i 7 @22
Fine medium Texas and territory. .17
@22
Ordinary Texas and territory.... 16 @ 20
■

Oregon.iu
California spring.17
California fall..10
Kentucky and Indiana clothing... .25
Georgia.27
Super pulled.30
Cape Good Hope.28

Montevideo.27
Australian and New Zealand.32

@20

@22
@19

@%7

@28
@13
@ 30
@31

@41

>

13 at 3

5-162.3 7-10:

off A

at

k-lBaAVsC;

3

Mould A 4 7-16@4 9-160; standard at A 4% @
4
c; Confectioners’ at A 4ys@4%c; cut loaf at
5@6ygc;crushed at 5,« 5 c: powdered at 4%@
4 7-lGc; granulated 4!4@41/ac; Cubes at 4%
@4y2c. Petroleum quiet and steady; united
at 59%c. Pork quiet and unchanged; mess
at 9 75@10 50; extra prime 10 00; Beet quiet
and firm; beef hams quiet; tierced beef dull;
cut meats quiet and steady :middles quiet. Lard
lower and dull; Western steam at 6 65 bid; city
steam at 6 30; refined quiet and easier; Continent at 6 8O0..7 02%; S A 7 70. Butter steady
with better demand; State dairy 20@2Gc; renn
crm at 292.29
; Western dairy 172:22c; Western crm 20@29ya; do factory 17@22c; Elgin
at 30c; rolls at. 172,24c.
Cheese quiet and
steady; State at 12%c; fancy 12Mi@12 v..0.
Freights to Liverpool strong; grain steam
d.
CHICAGO, Mch. 11.1892—The Flour markot
weaker
is
but uot quotably lower. Wlieat weak
and lower; No 2 Spring at 85% o;No 2 Red 90.
is
Corn
lower and weak; No 2 at 39 c. Oats
are active and weak; No 2 at 29c; No 2 White
—.
No 2 Rye at 82%c.
No 2 Barley at 56c.
No 1 Flaxseed at 97 @98e. Provisions lower
Lard 6 32%.
—mess pork at 10 70:8)10 72%.
Short rib sides at 5 75a 5 79%’.
Dry salt
—

0 25.

Receipts—Flour, 21,000 bbls; wheat. 68,000
bush; corn 187.000 bush; oats, 143,000 bush;
rye, 8,000; barley. 67,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 18.000 bids ;wheat. 51,000
bush ; corn, 92,000 bush; oats, 198,000 bush;
rye. 10.000 bsh; barley, 41.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. Meh. 11, 1892.—The Flour maret is firmer, quiet and unchanged. Wheat closed
1 Vic lower—bio 2 Red 90c. Corn closed s/sc oil;
No 2 at 38%. Oats are lower; No 2 at. 30%®;
3 %c. Rye is scarce; No 2 at HOC.
Barley—
quiet; Minn at .'>Qc. Provisions dull; pork at
for old. Lard at
11 12%@il 25 for new, 9 2
6 20@6 2 dull. Dry salt meats—loose lots of
shoulders at 4 50; long ands ribs at 4 85 ;shorts
Bacon—shoulders
6 OOf boxed lots 15 more.
5 87Va@5 f-0; longs and ribs at atG40®0 45;
6
shorts
60@G 75.
Hains 9 00@10 50.
Receipts—Flour. 5.000 bids: wheat, 24.000
bush; corn, 86.000 bush; oats. 28,000 bush;
rye. 1.000 bush; barley, 6,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 6.000 bbls; wheat, 11.000
bush: corn. 65.000 bush: oats, 7,000 bush;
rye, 1.000 hush; barley. 0,000 bush.

DETROIT.Mch.il. 1S92.—Wheat—Nol White
Corn—No 2 at 42VsC.
at 91c ; No 2 Red 93
Oats—No2at32-VsC; No 2 White at 34c. Rye
at Bet/ic.
bids; wheat. 12,500 bush:
Receipts—Flour,
corn, 1800 bush; oats, 1400 bush.
Cotton Markets.

(By Telegraph.)

48%

Gloucester FisU Market.

Fares.

-o.

113

117

*

*Ex-div.

Corn—receipts 160.425 bush; exports
l,o3,850bush; sales 198.000 hush; lower aud
moderately active; No 2 at 48%@49 at c elev,
48
49
(«.50' c afloat ; ungraded Mixed
51 Vi ; No 2 White at— e; No 3 at 49c; steamer
mixed at 48%® Oc. Oats—receipts 64,325 bu;
No 3 at
exports 253 hush; sales 68,000 bush;
35% e; do White at 38c; No 2 at 38®37yae;
White do at 38 a 38% c; No 1 at 37c; White do
30
c: Mixed Western at 362.37 % ; do White
at 68@4-.-e; White State at 38@42e; No 2 Chicago afloat nominal, t offee—Rio is doll and
steady ;Xo7 at 14%«. Sugai—raw quiet and
firm; refined steady and quiet; the outside
quotations are those posted by trust inside ng1.1-es cover rebate; No 6 at 3%@3%c; No 7
at 3 11-16(®3 13-16c; No 8 at 85/s‘«.3%C: No 9
ut 3 9-16S3 11-16; No. 10 at 3%@3%c; No 11
No
at 3 7-16(^:3 9-16; No 12 at 3%i@3%:
Mil

127%

92%

do pfd.
Richmond & West Point. 1.8 Vs

No 2 Red at 1 ol%@l 03 in store and elev,
1 03%®1 05 afloat; 1 03%@1 06% 1 o b;No 3
Red at 98e; No 1 Northern 1 01<%@i 02% ;
No l hard 1 03%;« 1
6% ;No 2 Northern 96%
@97:%c. Rye is dull and weaker; western at
96%@97%c. Barley dull and steady; No 2

—

78

Boston Produce Market
98
98

Opening.

143%
23%
66%

Sugar Trust. 88%

WHEAT.

Jan.

9%
20
62

29 %
88

Ligonia. 6V2

Centennial.
Pratt’s Astral.
Devoe’s bruiiaut

13%‘

112

do pfd. 29%
Western Union.-.88

....

Oil.
I Kerosene. Port25| land ref. pet...

..

26%
135%
75%
114%

receipts 68,250 bush; exports 149,324 bush;
sales 134.000 bush; unsettled, dull and lower;

■

YORK. Mch. 11, 1892.—The Cotton
quiet and unchanged ;sales 151 bales;
ordinary uplands at 4 9-lt>e; do Gulf 4 15-16;
stained 4 l-10c middling uplands
ordinary
good
at 6 15-16o: do Gulf 7 5-16c;do stained 6%e.
NEW ORLEANS. Mch. 11,1892.—The Cotton
NEW
market is

market is

NEW YORK.Mch.il. 1892.—The Flour market.—receipts 32,403 pckgs; exports 18,339 bbls
and 0004 sacks; heavy, 5®loc lower and quiet;
sales 22,260 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 315@3 75;
city mills extra 4 90:®5 00; city mills patents
5 10@5 25; winter wheat low grades at 3 15®
3 75; air to fancy at 3 85®4 65 ;patents at 4 40
®5 15; Minnesota clear 4 00®4 65; straights
do at 4 25®4 8 ; do patents 4 40.65 25; do rve
mixtures 4 00@4 60; superfine at 2 65®3 30:
fine at 2 30®3 15. Suothern flour is dull and
weak at 3 80®5 10. Rye flour quiet and steady
Buckwheat flour dull at 1 50.
at 4 20,®4 65.
Buckwheat at 56®'59. Cornmeal unchanged and
dull; Yellow Western at 2 75@3 10. Wheat—

7-l6e.

CHARLESTON. Mcli. 11, 1892.—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 6%c.
SAVANNAH, Moh. 11, 1892.—The Cotton
marketts steady; middling 6 7-16c.
MOBILE,Mch. 11.1892.—The Cotton market
is quiet middling 6 7-lGc.
MEMPHIS. Meh. 11. 1892.-The Cotton market is easv: middlings GVac.
Foreign Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
LONDON,-Meh. 11,1802-Consols
;

95 lSTUd
for money and 96d for the account.
LIVERPOOL. Meh. IT. 1892.—The Cotton
market is steady: middling 311-10d; sales 7,000
bales: speculation and export 1500 b ,es.
LIVERPOOL, Mch. 11. 1892.—Qnotati...is—
Winter Wheat 7s 10&7s 10% d; Sprim Wheat
at 8s®8s %d; Mixed Americau Corn 4s 10% d.
Cheese 57s.

10NobskaP

stonn and lost three
Hoads during the recent,
"uiry to get away.
anchors and chains in the
St Thomas, March 11Olive Thurlow,

arGooding, from New
^uevitas has gal'
rived here with, loss °O°aud1™VwWt0p
ana leaking.
laut mast and mizzenmast,

Domestic Ports.
schs Wm F Downes,
NEW YORK—Ar Oth.
& Lillie Patterson,
Haskell, Manzanilla; F
Nickerson, BelJacksonville; Anna
IdaH MaEastpoit,
Colwell,
fast; Cayenne,
this, Kennebec.
^nii
DoiUL Matanzas; sch
Ar 10th. hrlg Ernestine,
Milford, Hix, St Domingo St Ethel, Leighton,
Martins; Lois \
Macoris; Herald, Lowell,
Chaples, Grace, Jacksonville,C Mary J Cook,
Luce, lorrey,
Pensacola;
Uigl.ee,
SafillaRiver; Flora Rogeis Johnson, Brunswick; Lizzie B Willey, Liveis, Brunswick; Wm
H Sumner, Pendleton, savannah; Sarah Potter,
Farnham. Beaufort; Gen A Ames, Collins, from
Brunswick; S E Nightingale, Eastpoit; J Nfckerson, and Henry Morgaiithan, Portland; MagEllen, do; Zamora, Rockland; Westerloo.

/ercy
Con}“}
..

x

Hjrttre

fleCld

10th, barque Skobeleff, Tucker, for Gijon;
sch Florence Leland. Adams, Fernandina.
Ar 10th, schs Fannie Whitmore, Campbell,
Matanzas; Uranus. Murphy, Cardenas; Edw W

Young, Wyman, Kennebec; Wm H Oler, Kelsch Arthur V S Woodruff, Deve-

le&ld°ioth,

reux. Boston.

r,

BOSTON—Ar 10th, schs Gem, Wass, Fernandina; Fleetwood, Colson, Rockland.
Clcl 10th, schs Abby L /^ow, Douglass. Parker’s Head and Philadelphia; lortima. Pierce,
East Boothbavand New York; Booth Brothers,
Emmons. Roberts Harbor and New York; Jas
B Pace, Garfield, East owmw ami no.
Ar lltli, barque Kate, Crowley, Apalachicola;
sell Lucy. Cook, New York.
Cld lltli, brig .T F Merry. Poole, Havana.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 5th, slap Reuee, Adams. Philadelphia. tOct HA.)
APALACHICOLA—Sid Util, sch Villa Y Hermane. Gill, Cardenas.
Ar Otli. sch G M Bralnard, Mullen. New York.
Cld 9th, sell Beuj F Poole, Ross, Prdvidence,

(and sailed.)

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AJ» MEXICO.
—

BRUNSWICK—SM 9th, sch Roger Moore,

Miller. Porto liieo.
SAVANNAH—Cld 10th, sch Annie L Henderson. Barter, New York.
CHARLESTON—Cld 9th, sch A D Lamson,
Smith, New York.
WILMINGTON. NC—Cld 10th, sch Addie E
Snow. Whitman, New York.
FORT MONROE—Passed in loth, seh Independent. Case, from Boothbay for Washington.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 10th, sch Sarah &
Eiieu. Henley, Guantanamo.
Ar 11th, barque Arthur C Wade, Sherman,
Matanzas: sens Flora Morailg, Moraug, Jacksonville ; Fannie L Child, Fernandina.
Cld 9th, seh Albert T Stearns, Sears, lor Gal_

veston.
Ar at

Delaware Breakwater 10th, sch John
Paul, Pass, Cuba for New York.
Sid 10th, sell Nelson Bartlett, Watts, for New
York.
PERTH AMBOY'—Ar 10th, sch YVm H Sumner. Pendleton. Savannah.
BRIDGEPORT—Sailed 9th, sch Hamburg,
Thompson, Philadelphia.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 10th, sehs F G French,
lJlAUV,

ItUI IU.IUU

'"'“

J,

Portland; May Day, Perry, Rondout.
Sid loth, sell Walker Armfngton, Drinkwater,
Baltimore; Hannah FKimball, Lane. Rookport.
WOODS HOLE—Ar 8th, sells A E Babcock,
Boothbay for Philadelphia; John J Hanson, do
for

Washington.

PLYMOUTH —Sid 10th, seh Cyrus Chamberlain. Perth Amboy.
GLOUCESTER—Ar Otli, sells Fleetwing, fm
Rockland for Boston; Eugene Borda. New York
for Portland; Wm Jones, do for Portsmouth;
Clara, Amboy for Portland ; Ella Pressey, New
York for Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 9tli. sells Hunter, Elizabethport; Odell, Boston for Belfast; Lizzie Lee,
Orland for Boston; George Gurney, Frankfort
for New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 10tU, sch Jas R Talbot,
Hoboken.
Sid 7th, sells B H Jones, Thomaston; Martha
Innis, Rockland.
BATH—Ar 9tli, sells J D Ingraham, Weeks,
Pliipsburg, to load for New York; Henry Miililien, Kimball, Barter’s Island, to load for do.
Ar 10th, sch Mail, ltowe, New York.

STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
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Sun sets.5 48
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JsTEWS

PORTLAND,
FRIDAY, March 11.

Arrived.

Sch Eva May, McDufly, New York—coal to
Sargent. Dennison & Co. Lost and split sails,
and started a bad leak, during a gale Thursday

night.

Sch E Waterman, Bunker, Boston.
Sch Ariosto, Elwell, Rockland—lime to C S
Chase.
Cleared.

Barque Vanveen, (Br) McNeil, Buenos Ayres,
Frank Dudley.
Sch Eliza Levenseller, Keller, Rockland—
Sch Clara, Gregory, Rockland, to load for
New York—Peter S Nickerson.
Sch Clinton, Norton, Cherryfleld—J H Blake.
Sch Fanny Earl, Stanley, So-West Harbor—
J H Blake.
Sch Railroad, Simmons, Friendship —J H
Blake.
Sch Good Templar, Simmons, Belfast—Kensell & Tabor.
Sch Laura & Marion, Eastman, Harpswell—
J H Blake.
Sch Enterprise, Chamberlain, Phipsburg—J H
Blake.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

PORT CLYDE, March 9-Sch Geo Washington, of Portland, Capt Freetby, from Boothbay
for Belfast, with a cargo of guano, ran ashore
on Hart’s Island Bar night of the 8th, during a
thick snow storm. Vessel and cargo will be a
total loss. The cargo was valued at $3,000.
Crew saved.

Intending purchasers of Pond’s
Extract cannot take too much precaution to prevent substitution. Some
druggists, trading on the popularity of
the great Family Remedy, attempt to
palm off other preparations, unscrupulously asserting them to be “the
same as” or “equal to’’Pond’s Extract, indifferent to the deceit practiced upon and disappointment therecaused to the purchaser, so long
as larger profits accrue to themselves.
Always insist on having Pond’s Extract.
Take no other.
SOLD IN BOTTLES ONLY ; NEVER
BY MEASURE. Quality uniform.

by

repairs.)

Ar at Martinique 9th inst, barque M G Reed,
Peterson. Pascagoula.
Ar at Havana 7th inst, sch Martha T Thomas,
Smith, New York.
Memoranda.

Barque Payson Tucker, from Trapani for

Boothbay,
pairs.

put into Teneriffe 10th inst for re-

Sch Uranus, Murphy, which arrived at Philadelphia loth inst from Cardenas, experienced
severe weather on the passage, and lost foretopmast. jibboom, head sails,- foresail, and sprung
a bad leak.
Sch Flora Rogers, Johnson, from Brunswick,
arrived at New York loth with loss of some
sails and all her topmasts.
Sch Andrew Adams, Adams, at Hampton
Roads from Demerara, reports heavy gales the
latter part of the passage, broke spanker boom
and lost some sails.
Soli Sarah & Ellen, Henley, at Philadelphia
from Guantanamo, reports rough weather, split
sails, and started a light leak.

Mexico,

of Panama.

China,
Japan
LAMPASAS sails Monday, March 21, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CITY OF RIO HE .JANEIRO sails Tuesday,
April 5, 3 p. in.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
to
the General Eastern Agents.
or
address
apply
E. A. ADAMS & CO..
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
jelO
For

and

^IllTlS PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LIKE.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From

Philadelphia

every

Tuesday and Friday.

Long Wharf. Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by tile Penn. R. R., and
From

South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip *18.00.
Passage 810.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 70 Ijong Wliart, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, S'J State St., Fiske Building, Boston,
oet22dtf
Mass.

THE WONDER OF HEALING!
CURES CATARRH, RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA,SORE THROAT,PILES, WOUNDS,
BURNS, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, AND
HEMORRHAGES OF ALL KINDS.
Prepared only by POHD’S EXTRACT CO.,
NEW YORK AND LONDON.
See our narm on every wrapper ana Mel.

POURS

EXTRACT

^OINTMENT.

MIt’s

remarkable specific

action upon the affected parts
gives it supreme control over
Piles, however severe.
Also for Burns,. Scalds,
Eruptions, Salt Rheum &c.
Testimonials from all classes
8“™fl prove its efficacy. Price goc.
Sold by all Druggists or sent by mail
on receipt of price. Put up only by.
_

POND’S EXTRACT 00., 76 6th Ave.,N. Y.
nov7

_TTS&wcS

have found after many years of
searching and suffering, something that
will interest everybody suffering from dyspepsia. Call, or send your name and address to w.
F. W. MAC BRIDE, No, 137 Cumberland street
13-4
Portland, Me.

FOUND—I

Portland & Worcester Line.

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Pullman sleeping cars.
Call on or address E. tf.
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern Pacific Co., 192 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
eodGm
janl9

ROYAL

BLUE

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

LI WE.

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

Finest and Safest Trains in the World
—BETWEEN—

New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and

Monday, Oct. 5, 14*91, Passentrains will Leave Portland:
or
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Eppiu^f at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and »K)ints North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. ra.
For Rochester, Springvale, Al£ ed, Water12.30 and
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a.
On and after

Washington

§er

—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

5.30 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 U,
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.

All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 15, 1891.

ra.,

12.30,

For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford's at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 and

Leavo New York from foot of Liberty street,
North Kiver.
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 a. m„ 1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00,
12.15 night. Sundays-9.00,
7.30 p. m.,
10.80. 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 6.00 p.
ill., 12.15 night.
For Baltimore and ‘Washington daily at 9.00,
(11.30 witli dining car) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining car 5.00 p. m., 12.15 night.
Parlor cars on day trains-Sleepers on night
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Bailroad offices throughout New York and New

11.15 p.

ra.

For Forest Avenue (Deering), 6.S0 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
“Hoosac Tunnel
at Ayer Junction with
Route” for tiie West and at LJiWlon Station,
andTNew York,
for
Providence
Worcester,
via “Providence Line,” for J orwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” With Boston
& Albany R. It. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via “Spring&eld.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. ra.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. ill.,
1.30 and 5.50 p. ra.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. ra., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35
p. in.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to 8. E. CORD WELL, Ticket
Agent. Portland, Me.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent.

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street.
dec22dtf
ISLAND STEAMERS.

flU-

OClD_

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT & MA- HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO, Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
and after Nov. 2,1891, steamer MERRYOn and After MONDAY. Dpc. 7, 1891,
CROS STEAMBOAT CO.
will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
foi&w»:
ON CONEAG,
Trains will
for Portland and intermediate landings.
run as

a. m..

RESUMPTION OF SERVICE.
Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND will resume
her regular trips for points along the coast of
Maine on Tuesday, March 8th, and (weather
permitting) will leave Portland—State Street
Wharf—Tuesdays and Fridays at 11.15 p. m.,
or on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7
p. m.
Returning will leave Machiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4. a. m.
Rockland, Castine, SarRegular landings:
gentville, (Friday’s trip from Portland only),
Deer Isle. Sedgw ick, Brooklin (Friday’s trip
from Portland only). Southwest Harbor, Bar
Harbor, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport,
PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
dtf
marl

DEPARTURES.

RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr's Island
and intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
General Manger.
octldtf

For A uburn and Lewiston, 7.1$ and 7.20 a.
m.. and 1.10,1.30 and 5.10 p. W. For Gorham, 7.10a. m., 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 8, m. and 1.30
p. m. For Quebec, 1.30 p. *\ For Buckfield and Canton, 7.10 a. m.
f 1.30 p, m.

Bay Steamboat Company,

Casco

CUSTOM

HOUSE WHARF.

ARRIVALS.

Cp INTER TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1, 1891:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks

From Lewiston and Anbury, 8.25 a. m.,
12.10, 3.10, 6.40 and 6.50 p. Ift From Gorham, N. H., 8.25 a. m.. 12.10 md 5.60 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal. 12.10 a. m.,
5.50 p. m. From Quebec, 1240 P- m.

Island, 5. 45, 6.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.15. 6.10 p. m.:
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefethen’s and
Long Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.15. p.m.
C. W. T. CODING,
General Manager.
oct30dtf

TICKET
50

Royal Mail Steamships.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL.
From

I

From
Halifax.

From

I

Liverpool I Steamships | Portland.
25th Feb. I ‘Mongolian 117th Mar.
10th Mar. I ‘Numidian, | 31st

19tli Mar
2nd Apr1
I 14th Apr. 16th
30th
7th Apr. | ‘Mongolian | 28th
*8. S. Numidian and Mongolian will carry cattle and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$00, according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin §25; steerage §20.
of
Line Steam-

I

24th

dec8____dtf

Portland & Rumford Fails

Parisian,

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a, a.
and 1.30 p. m.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30 a.
CONNECTIONS DAILY—From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfleld for W.
Sumner and Turner; Can on for Peru, Dixfieldand Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
Livermore.
dtf
je27

STAGE

ESTABLISHED

The Old Standard Family Medicine.
It regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
and cures those diseases arising from a disordered stomach or liver, such as: Constipation, Biliousness, Indigestion, Loss of
Appetite, Headaches, etc.
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Price, 35c., 50c., and $1.00. At all druggists,
Or of the Proprietors.
Or. J. F- TRUE & CO., Auburn, Maine.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R
For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, QuelnOc, Montreal
and the West.

On and after November 29, 1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and LewisIon, 8.0O a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.

TTKSSwtl4

jyl6
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WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

THE

SEAGOIn'g STEAMERS,

STAUNCH

TREMOYT MI) FOREST CITY
Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, I-owell,
Worcester, New Y ork, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at a o’clock.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F.XISCOMB,
General Agent.
Manager,

sepiacitf

“mainTsteamship

company.

DIRECT LINE TO NEW YORK.
Cottage City
leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Saturdays at C pi m. Returning, leave Pier 38,
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and SatFare, 3-1.00; Round trip,
urdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
37.00.
Manhattan

Steamers

and

feb4dtf

J. F. LTSCOMB, General Agent.

DOMINION LINE.
Royal

Calliiu
From

Steamships.

Mail

at Halifax

Outwards and

I

Liverpool. [
Jan.

7.
21.
Feb. 4.
18.
Mar. 3.

Steamer.
I SARNIA,
LABRADOR,

OREGON,
SARNIA.

LABRADOR,

Homewards

Ijan. 28.
Feb. 11.
25.
10.
24.

[Mar.
|

Jan.

27.

Mar. 12.
26.
|

21. I
23.
Cabin, $40 to *60; Return, $80 to $110; Second Cabin, $26; Steerage, $20.
I
From
Avenmout.h. |

January 23,
February 4.

I

Dock

Direct._
1

Steamship.

DOMINION,

From

Portland.
I
February 10.

22.
I
| TORONTO,
7.
| March
| TEXAS,
The Bristol steamers do not carrypasseugers.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
18.

nov23dtfAgents.

international Steamship Co.
—

FOR

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.
On and after Nov. 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland. Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p.m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. JgJfFreight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.
& BOOTHBAY
STEAMBOAT CO. Winter Arrangements. On
and after Monday, Nov. 2, Str. Enterprise will
leave East Boothbay every Monday at 7.16 a.
m., for Portland, touching at So. Bristol and
Boothbay Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. m., for Round
Pond, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Thursday leave Round Pond at 7 a. m. for
Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Friday leave Portland at 8 a. m. for Boothbay,
and Pemaquid.
So. Bristol, East Boothbay
Weather permitting. No freight received after
7.46 a. m., on day of leaving,
ALFRED RACE, Manager.
marldtf

PORTLAND

p.

NOTICE! ASK YOUR DKUGOIST FOR

Cure

Bronchitis

DssGauJ

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains or
Bruises, Sore Throat, and Other Lameness.
Second to no other Liniment in the United
States, well known in all Eastern Provinces.
Will be sold by all druggists. David Scott, Sole
Proprietor in the United States. Trade mark
on all circulars and bottles. Wholesale by Cook,
ieb22dU
Everett & Pennell, Portland, Me.

For

Veil

on

icmi

nnuOldtJ

Boston & Maine R.

is immediatly relieved, and speedily cured, by
Magee’s Emulsion. Its effect upon the bronchial tubes is soothing and healing. The inflammation and cough rapidly subside, and every
trace of the disease soon disappears.
febl7dW&S

In Effect October

4,

R.

1S91.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
scai-boro Reach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
n., 3.30, 3.15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Reach,
Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8 45,10.15 a. m.. 12.40,
J.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Kenncbunk, 7.00. 8.45
m. j Wells
l. ill., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p.
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. m., 8.80, 5.15 p. m.;North
8.45 a.
Great
Dover,
7.00,
Berwick,
Falls,
:n., 12.40. 3.30, 5.15 p. Ill; Rochester, Farm8.45
a. m.,
Alton
Wolfboro,
Bay,
ington,
12.40, 3.30 p. m.; YVorcester, (via Great
['alls and Rochester] 7.00 a. ill.; Manchester
uid Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
r.oo a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
n.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Hav-

The Non Forfeitable and Incontestfeatures of the policies of the
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, places them in the
front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liberable

ality.
*

New York Shoe Repairing Co.

Sunday mornings.

ARRIVALS IX PORTLAND.

MAGEE’S EMULSION

has removed from Exchange street on account
of the fire and has established itself at No. 406
CONGRESS STREET, next Union Mutual Insurance Building. Will our patrons please give
us their work as I have hail a large loss with
no insurance,
Tap and heeling, men’s, 60e.;
Hand
ladies’ and boys’, 50c.; children, 40c.
work done in first class style. All work done
marSdlw
while you wait.

on

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.85 a. ro.; Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondaysonly,
8.40 a. m.; Montreal, Bridgton, etc., 9.30 a.
m.; Farmington, Skowhegan and Lewiston,
18.25 p. ni.; St. John, Bangor, Rockland,
etc., 12.30 p. ill.; Waterville, Bath. Augusta
and Rockland. 5.35 p. in.; Farmington, Skowhegan, Waterville and Lewiston, 5.45 p. in.:
Montreal. Lancaster, Fabyans, Bridgton, 8.00
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. m.
‘Sundays included.
PAYSON TUCKER.
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY', Gen’I. Pass, and Ticket Agent.

erhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 17-00,
[8.45 a. m., 512.40. 3.30 p. 111.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
LOO p.

m.

Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Bosand way stations, 12.55, 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
LOO a. ill.: Amesbury, 9.00 a. m., 6.00 p. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburvport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.00 a. m. daily) t9.00 3.
ii., (51.00 p. m. daily) tu.oo p. m.
Boston for Portland. 7.30 a. 111.. ({9.00 a. m.
iaily) 12.30 p. m., 07.00 p. m. daily.;
ton

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
{Connects with Rail Lilies for New York,
South and West.
SConnects with Sound Lines for New York.
{Western Division from North Berwick Sunlavs only.
‘Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
tor sale at Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN,
Acting Gen. Mail., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
dtt
octal
For

n.

Scott’s

iS

White Mountains and Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyaus, St. Jobnsbury, Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. ni., 3.30 p. m. j Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.45 A. m.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all poinU in Northern New Hampshire, Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast points.
The 8.30 p. m. train
connects at Montreal with trains via “Soo”
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.

for a common cough or cold will ever use another bottle of those sickening cough balsams
or cough killers.

IS HEREBY GIVEN that tile
subscriber has been duly appointed and
token upon himself the trust of Administrator
with the Will annexed of the estate of
DANIEL F. EMERY, late of Portland,
deceased, and
n the County of Cumberland,
All persons
»lven bonds as the law directs.
estate
of said dethe
demands
upon
Saving
jeasea.are reauired to exhibit the same; and
all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
DANIEL F. EMERY, JR.,
Adm’r with the Will annexed.
mar5dlaw3wS*
Portland, Feb. 16, 1892.

11

m.

yond Bangor,

is a serious thing. It is often the forerunner of
Consumption and death. Unless attended to in
the beginning, it is apt to bring on some complication or other from which the patient may
experience much suffering. Never allow a cough
or a cold to go a day without attending to it.
Magee’s Emulsion is beyond all doubt the
finest preparation for a cough or cold, that was
ever compounded. Its operation is mild and
natural, and the thousands of coughs and colds
that have yieldedlto this remedy give it a prestige
which is not even approached by all the so-called
cough remedies that have been in the market
for a lifetime. No person who tries

OTICE

m

Yanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and {11.30 p. m.
Houltou, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. ill.
♦Runs daily, Sundays included. {Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or be-

A Common Gold

je20dtf

D

ni.

UVLU

—

1 r.

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30

—

SO.

Feb. 13.

———

Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A new and only
Gold Modal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
ERRORS of
PHYSICAL DEBILITY,
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASES
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 300 pages, cloth,
Only 11.00
eilt: 125 invaluable prescriptions.
double sealed. Descriptive ProspectBy mall, endorsements
us with
g-niTf* i SEND
► I Mfiu/
ef the Press and voiuntanr pKa“
®
testimonials of the cured 1
Consultation in person or by mad Expert treatment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY and CERfiTTitE. Add™.* Tir. W. H. Parker, or
Peabody Aledical Institute, No. 4 Eulfinch St.,
Boston, Mass.
.....
The Peabody Medical Institute has many imitators, but no equal. llerakl.
The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, is a
treasure more valuable than gold. Read it now,
and learn to
every WEAK and NERVOUS man,
be STRONG«— Medical Review. (Copyrighted.)

From
| From
I Portland. Halifax.

“_31. 1 SARNIA,|
Ayonmouth

KMWlSSElF.

7

5.00 and 111.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p. m.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 7.10 a. m., *1.16, S.00 and tll.SO
p. m.
Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
m.;
a. ni., 1.10 p. in.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p.
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. m.
Monmouth, Winthrop Readfleld and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.05 p. m.
Waterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 6.05 p, m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, {11.30 p. m.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., 1.15, {11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. ni.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
p. in.
Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p.m.; via Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and {11.30 p. ni., and on
Sundays only at 7.20 a. ni.
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.

$1.00.

FAME OYLY

Railway.

In Effect November 16,1891.

STATE HUE {Service AIj¥'

New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin §35 and upwards. Return $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage §19: intermediate
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
McGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.

OFFICE

Exchange Street, and Depth Foot of India Street.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yijmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago $20 and $15.75; DetroiJ §16.75 and
§12.50; Kansas City $30 and $2j-75; St. Paul
§31.50 and §27.25; St. Loids via, Detroit $23.75
and $19.75; St. Louis via Cliliago $26 and
$21.50; San Francisco, California, $90 and
$60.26. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager.

Line

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Arat New York 11th, brig Ernestine, from
Matanzas.
Arat Teneriffe 10th inst, barque Payson
Tucker, from Trapani for Boothbay, (put in for

—

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The Isthmus

..

MINIATURE ALMANAC, MARCH 12.
Sun rises .6 01 Hi h water
ater (-10 25

LIN E FOR

,,

MOBILE—Cld 9th, seh Nathan F Cobb, 'Wingfield, Shooter’s Islond.
Sid 9th. sch D D Haskell, Haskell, Sagua.
Ar 10th, sell Fannie A Gorham, Galveston.
Sid loth, seh Helen Montague, Adams, for
New York.
KEY WEST—Ar 5th. sch Sarah D J Rawson,
French. New York.
.1ACKSONVILLE—Cld 8tli,seh Bertha Louise,
Warr. New York.
...
DARIEN—Cld 9th, sch Alice Archer, Gibbs,

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

H J Libby,
Sch
t0EXinore!
California, Japan, China, Central and South
to put to sea from the
which arrived to-day, had

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Hong Kong Feb 1, ship R R Thomas,
Nichols, New Y'ork.
FROM
FOR
TIME
Ar at Hiogo, Jap, Feb 6th, ship Titan, from
Sarnia.New York. .Liverpool. .Mch 10
163 days.
Dania.NewYork. .Hamburg. .Mcli 10 Philadelphia,
Ar at Manila 2d inst, ship Henry Failing, McCienfuegos.... New York.. Cieuiuegos. Meh 10 Intosh, Hiogo.
Newport.NewYork. .Colon.Mch 10
Sid fm Swansea 3d inst, barque A C Bean, InAmsterdam.. .New York. .Rotterdam.Mcli 12
Rosario.
.Mch 12 gersoll,
LaBourgogue .New York.. Havre
Sid fill Colon Feb 26, sch A B Crosby, Smith,
Fulda.NewYork. .Genoa
.Mcli 12 New York via coast ports.
Venezula.New York. .Laguayra. .Mch 12
At Colon Mch 3, seh Phebe J Woodruff, Watts,
.New York. .Rio Janeiro Mch 12 from Mobile, ar Feb
Seguraniea
29, disg.
Yumuri.New York.. Hav & Mex Mch 12
Ar at Barbadoes Feb 23, sch Mabel Jordan,
Alene.NewYork. .Kingston .Mcli 12
lilo Janeiro.
Bolano,
Circassia.New York. .Glasgow .Mcli 12
Ar at Port Pirie Feb 26, ship Carondelet,Jones
Elbe.New York. .Bremen
.Mch 12- Port Ludlow.
Umbria.New York. .Liverpool. .Mcli 12
Ar at Savanna-la-Mar Feb 26tli, sch Nellie
La Normandie New York. .Havre
.Mch 12
Ross, Charleston.
Saale.New York. .Bremen
.Meh 15 Woodbury,
Ar at Havana 6tli inst, barque Carrie E Long,
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool. .Mcli 16 Stowers,
Philadelphia.
City of Berlin New York.. Liverpool.. Meh 16
Finance.New York. .Rio Janeiro Mcli 16
Spoken.
.New Y'orlc. .Antwerp
Friesland
.Mch 1G
Jan 13, lat 7 N, Ion 27 W, ship Sterling, Go dGellert.New York.. Hamburg
Mch 17
from
New
York
for Hong Kong.
Werkendam .New York. .Rotterdam.Mcli 19 win,
March 7, lat 38 N. Ion 73 W, sch Jennie F
Nevada ......New Yolk. .Liverpool .Mch 22
Brunswick for Boston.
from
Philadelphia .New York. .Laguayra. Mch 23 Willey, Bulger,
Santiago.New York. Hav & Mex Mch 24
Andes.New York. .Jamaica.. .Mcli 18
Servia.New York. .Liverpool. .Mch 19
OCEAN

Domestic Marktes.

(By Telegraph.)

steady—middling 6

dt .Ne York from MaSch Ethel, Leighton,
corris, reports a .sucoessonotNEandNW
had cabin flooded and
gales on the passage;
Augustus Hunt is at
March 10-scb loss
of
Jibboom, foreanchor off this place with

THE

PRESS.

Sail Loft meetings are held at No. 6
Central Wharf every Sunday morning, commenStrangers and others are
cing at 10.30 a. m.
cordially invited to be present. Allare welcome.
rjy-Tlie Progressive iterary Union will meet
in Science Hall, corne. jjj Temple and Congress
ole street.
At 2.30 p.
streets, entrance on T
m.. subject: “Would women's voting improve
the morals of society and advance civilization?’’
Opened by Mrs. Lida Hillman and other ladies
will take part in the meeting. Seats free. All
are welcome.
Abyssinian Church—Service of worshio
with sermon at 3 p. m. Young people’s meeting in charge of the Y. P. s. C. E. of the St,
Lawrence street church at 7.30 p. m.
All Souls Church (Universalist), Deerir.g
—Rev. o. K. Salford. D. D„ pastor.
Preaching
at 10.45 i. in. by the pastor; Sunday school at
The

NE W ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.
AMUSEMENTS.
Portland theatre
Gilbert's Dancing Academy.
FIRST RAGE.
Hanson G. Larrabee.
FIFTH PAGE.

AN

A STABBING AFFAIR.

SUNDAY SERVICES.
Frank

Hunnewell Cuts
nick with

a

William Trede-

The

INTERESTING DOCUMENT.

Expense

Kazor.

of

the Transportation

Baggage

in

NEW

of Congress and
Weymouth Streets—Preaching by L. F. Bittle
at 10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m.; Sunday school at
12 m. Lord’s supper at, 3 p. in.. Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30 o'clock. Seats
free and all are welcome.
corner

strughouse,
gle, as stated, then took place. Hunnewell plunged the shoe knife into Tredeform in front of

Warden Cushman seized a barrel of
short lobsters at the Portland & Rochester station yesterday.
Tine Woman's Literary Union will meet
at Bosworth Post hall this afternoon.
The subject will be “Concord.”
The United States Court was filled
with some 200 Biddeford people yesterday who desire to get naturalized.

iu.

Jb.

vnuiicxii

»wi

Kev. Dr. Blanchard, pastor. Services,
Subject of sermon: “Jeremiah and
the Potter's Wheels.” Sunday school. 12 m.
Church of the Messiah— (Universalist)
Corner India and Congress Sts. Kev. G. I.
Keirn. pastor. 10.30. preaching; subject: "Forgiveness.” 12 m.. Sunday school. 6 p. m.,
a.m.

junior young people’s meeting. 6 p. in., Young
People’s Christian Union. 7 p. m., lecture;
subject: “The Right Kind of Habits.”
First Baptist Church—Rev. W. S. Ayres,
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m.;
Sunday school at 12. Evening sunject: “Con-

fession.”
First Parish Church (Unitarian), ConMiss Hannah T. Pratt will preach in
gress street—Rev. John C. Perkins, pastor. Serthe Bradley Corner church Sunday, if vices
at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
First Presbyterian Church, corner Park
pleasant.
and Pleasant Streets—Rev. W. Courtland RobinThe regular monthly meeting of Port- son.
pastor. Sunday school at 2 p. m.: preaching
land Typographical Union will be held by the pastor at 3 and 7.30 p. m. All seats free.
Friend s Church—Oak street, near Conthis evening at 7.30. A full attendance
Services at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
abbath school at close of morning service. All
is desired.
are welcome.
Seats free.
The athletic exhibition which is to be
Free Street. Baptist Church—Rev. B.
given by the Bowdoin Athletic Associa- ( L. Whitman, pastor. Preaching by the pastor at
10.30 a. m. and 7.30
school at
tion in Brunswick, will be repeated in 12 m. Y. P. S. C. E. p. m., Sunday at 6.15
prayer meeting
m.
March
p.
City Hall, Wednesday evening,
Holds meetFirst Spiritual Society
23d.
ings in Mystic Hall, 457 1-2 Congress
Rev. E. P. Woodward of the Second street, at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m. Miss St. Omer of
will lecture and give tests.
Advent church, preaches tomorrow at London, Eng.,
Gospel Mission—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pasthe St. Lawrence street church, morning tor. Sunday sehool and pastor’s Bible class at
and evening, in exchange with Rev. Mr. 1.30 p.m. Preaching by the pastor at 3 p.m.
Service of song at 7 D. m. Testimony at 7.30
p. m.
Preaching by the pastor at 8 p. m. All
Wright.
are welcome.
Owing to the storm the City of RichHigh Street Church—Rev. W. If. Fenn,
mond has been delayed so that she was D.D., pastor. Morning service at 10.30; lecat 7.30 p. m., by Rev. James S. Williamson
unable to leave at the
hour Friday ture
of Augusta.
this
She
leave
Ilsley Hall, East Deerlng—Preaching by
will, however,
night.
the pastor, Rev. H. Hewitt, at 10.30 a. m.
morning at 8 o’clock.
Sunday school at 2 p. m. Prayer and praise
The steamer Katakdin put in for a har- service at 7 p. in.
New Jerusalem Church
New High
bor yesterday. The Tremont made three
street. Divine worship and preaching at 10.30
attempts to get off for Boston, but the a. m. by Rev. J. B. Spiers. Subject, “The first
Miracle.”
school at 12. Evening meetheavy sea outside sent her back twice. ing at 7.30.Sunday
Subject, “The Prophet rejected
The third time she got away.
by His own.”
Portlaxd Liberal Fraternity meets in
A hanging lamp fell in Lewis Hall,
Mystic Hall, 457 Ys Congress street, at 10.30 a,
The m. Subject for discussion: Resolved, that
Woodfords, Wednesday evening.
the free coinage of silver would be for the best
with
lire was

fress.

—

—

extinguished

damage

only to Capt. Lewis’s overcoat.
By the sudden stopping of a car on the
Deering road, Mrs. Boyce of Waterville
street was thrown from her seat

against
injured about the back.
There will be a special meeting of the
Wheel Club this evening at 8 o’clock.
The committee on new quarters, on postponement of the annual dinner and on
nomination of candidates for officers, will
report
The Kev. Mr. Cate, pastor of the First
Free Baptist church,
will preaelx on
temperance before the W. C. T. U.
a

stove and

evening’at

7 o’clock in the
Plymouth church. All interested in temperance and the work of the society are
cordially invited.
Bev. Win. Pinkham of the Friends’
church, will give the third of his series
of special addresses to young men at the
Young Men’s Christian Association,
tomorrow at half past four.
All young
men are invited to attend.
Singing begins at half past four.
The wife of Mr. John Barney, who
lives at Mo. 35 Lafayette street, while
engaged in removing a wash boiler of
clothes from the stove last Thursday,
met with a serious accident by the boiltomorrow

er

catching

on

the corner

of

the

stove

and spilling part of its contents on Mrs.
Lamey. She was attended by Drs. Dyer
and Fossett, who found her seriously
uuiueu.

PERSONAL.
Hon. Charles J.

Chapman has returned

from the South.

President Gompers, of the Federation
Labor, will speak in this city on April

of

1st.
Mrs.

George S.

Hunt of Portland will

address the Woman’s Educational and
Industrial Union in Saco, Monday even-

ing.
Mr. Paul Brown of Philadelphia, who
known in this city, will be mar-

is well

ried in .June next, and, with his bride,

trip to Europe.
Virgil 0. Wilson, whose

make a

namo has
Mr.
been mentioned several times of late in
connection with some of the city offices,
informs us that he is not a candidate for

any office.
Mr. Rudolph R. Gibbs of the Treasury Department at Washington, is in the

city

on

his way homo to attend the funegrandfather, Hon. Rufus Gibbs

ral of his
of

Bridgton.
The

ITciuocratic Caucus.

It lias been customary to bold the cauat which candidates were nominated

cus

for the various city offices on Saturday
before inauguration day at 4 p. m. in the
But our friends,
common council room.
the Democrats, have got too many hungry aud thirsty to be disposed of in such
short order. They have held a preliminary cauous already, and will begin the
regular caucus at 2 p. m. today. Furthermore that the right hand shall not
know what the left hand doeth the Australian ballot system will be used.

x..._1, r_

salist.)

10.30

lubcicabui due

pcupic.

ouaia ate.

aii aic

ivcr

come.

m.

St. Lawrence Street Church—Rev. A.
H. Wright, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m.,
by the Rev. E. P. Woodward of the Second
Advent Church; Sunday school at 1.30 p. m.
Choral service address by Rev. Mr. Woodward,
at 7 p. m.; prayer and testimony meeting at 8
p.

m.

St.

Cathedral

Luke’s

—

State

street'

Clergy, Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, I). 1)., Bishop;
Services—
Rev. 0. Morton Sills, I), lb, Canon.
Morning prayer, Sermon and Holy Communion
at 10.30 a. m.; Sunday school catechising at 3
p. m.; evening prayer (choral) with sermon at

7.30 p. m.
Second Parish Congregational Church
cor. Pearl street—Rev. J. G.
Merrill, pastor. At 10.30 a. m. the pastor will
preach the first of a series of sermons on “The
Larger Duties of our Religion; How to Pray,”
and at 3 p. m. the first of a series on, “T'lie
Larger Truths of our Creed; God.” At 7 p.m.
“The Barren Pig Tree.” At 1.45 p. in. Sunday
school.

Congress street,

ba. omi'jifiss iA.r,i n—j itmihmm.

npiscoCongress St., heart of State. Rev. Dr.
lalton. rector. Morning service at 10.30 a. m.;
Sunday school at 12 in. All are welcome.

fal)

Vaughan Stiieet Church—Sunday school

at 1.30 p. m.: preaching at 3 p. in., by ltev. D.
M. Pratt, of the Williston church: Voung people’s meeting at o p. m.; praise and prayer
service at 7 p. m.
West End M. E. Church—Preaching by
pastor at 3 p. m„ Sunday school at 1.30 p. m.;
Kpworth league meeting 8 p. m.: general prayer
service 7 p. ill. All arc cordially welcome.

West Congregational Churc ii—Congress
street.
Rev. James A. Anderson, pastor.
Preaching service at 10.30 a. ni.; vesper service
at 7 p. m.; Sunday school at close of morning
service. A cordial welcome to strangers.
Williston Church—Corner Thomas and
Carroll streets. Rev. Dwight M. Pratt, pastor.
Preaching at 10.30 and 7.30. Sunday school at
12 m. Weekly prayer meeting Tuesday evening
at 7.45. V. P. S. C. it. Friday evening at 7.30.
Woodeords Congregational Church—
Rev. Edwin P. Wilson, pastor. Preaching service
at 10.30, a. m. by the pastor.
Sunday
school at close of morning service; Christian
workers at 3 p. m.; evening service at 7 p. m.;
prayer meeting Tuesday at 7.30; Y. P. S. C. E.
meeting Friday at 7.30 p. m. A cordial welcome to all.
The

The

Appointment

Argus

of

of

Deputy Marshals.

yesterday,

in

explaining

how various city officers are appoi nted,
stated that the deputy marshals are appointed upon recommendation of the
This was the old law, but by
marshal.
the act approved March 12, 18S7, the legislature decreed: “The deputy marshals
of the city of Portland shall hereafter be
appointed by, and hold office during, the
pleasure of the mayor.”
Miss Barrows’s Becture.

At the

cooking lecture this

afternoon

Miss Barrows will servo a Dutch apple
cake at the beginning, with lemon sauce.
The menu will be chicken soup, casserole of rice and meat, tomato sauce, scalloped potatoes, cabinet pudding, creamy
Tlie Portland Gas Company have
given the use of a fine new stove during
the lectures.
sauce.

It is said that the matter has been settled by the parties, and therefore will
Hunnewell is about
not come to trial.
48 years of age, and broken in health.
She
is
Mrs. Hunnewell
younger.
says she has been married 26 years, and
that Hunnewell has been very moody at
times, and occasionally threatened her
Tredenick was able to be
with a razor.
around last night, and is not seriously
hurt.

Merry’s

New Store.

Merry has opened his new store Nos.
237 and 239 Middle street, and it is a
beauty. The partition that separated
Mr. Merry’s old store from tlio store
formerly occupied by Mr. J. A. Merrill
has been removed, iron posts and girders
have taken its place and the result is a
very light and airy store 26 feet front,
55 feet deep and about 18 feet high. The
whole 26 feet front is plate glass and the
great show windows are among the handsomest in town. The fixtures in them
are very novel and different from any in
the city, and the elegant line of goods
displayed therein, with the graceful
and artistic
arrangement, attracted
crowds of people last evening.
The store is finished completely in
cypress in front and ash in the remainder of the apartment.
There is a very
large number of beautiful plate glass
showcases for the display of goods. In
the centre is the largo showcase for hats,
nf

eight

oali

OA

foot

l/incr

wide
and
eight
Here can be found a fine

feet

feet in

height.
hats, 'including Dunlap’s best,
There is
which are Merry’s specialty.
plenty of counting room space in the
rear.
Mr. Merry has put in one of the
finest lines of furnishing goods of every
description ever seen in Portland, including underwear of every description. The
Fuller cash system has been provided.
line of

Preble Chapel—Sunday school at 2 p. m.
Preaching by tlie pastor at 3 p. rn. Young
people’s meeting at 7.30 p. in.; address by a
young lady. A cordial invitation to the public.
Pine Street M. E. Church—Rev. John F.
Clymer, I). D., pastor. 10.30 a. m„ “Safety
and strength.” At 7.30 p. m. “Lame in both
feet.” At 12 m. Sunday School. At G.30 p. m.
Epworth League prayer meeting.
Second Advent Church—Congress Place,
Rev. E. F. Woodward, pastor. Prayer meeting
at 10.30 a.m.; Sunday school at 1.30 p. m.;
preaching at 3.00 and 7.30 p. m. by Rev. A. H.
Wright, pastor of the St. Lawrence St. church.
Seats free.
St. Paul’s Church (Protestant Episcopal)
Corner of Congress and Locust Streets.—Rev.
Jas. F. George, of Conn., who has been called
to the Rectorship will officiate. Services at 10.30
a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Sunday school at noon.
State Street Church—Preaching at 10.30
a. in. and 7.30 p. m. by Rev. James M. Whiton,
D. D.. of New Y'ork City. Sunday school at 12

I

Everything that is cleansing, purifying, and beautifying for the skin,
scalp, and hair of infants and children, the Cutieura Remedies will do. They afford instant relief, and a speedy cure in the
most agonizing of itching and burning eczemas.
They clear the skin
and
of
of the most distressing
blotchy humors.
scaly, crusted, pimply,
and
the
of
cleanse
crusts, destroy microdandruff, scales,
scalp
They
which feed on the
insects
scopic
hair, and supply the roots with
energy and nourishment. They
prevent inflammation and clogging of the pores, the cause of

was

stated

yesterday

that

three of

the offices had been

treasurership,

John

Burnall,

Josiah Brackit,
Samuel Carll,
Ebenezer Card,
Thomas Chambers,
Jonathan Douty,
Samuel

Dyer,
Benjamin Dyer,
John Eastman,

Jonathan Field,
Vinseut Flcket,
Nathaniel Ficket,
Pelatiah Foss,
Zechariah Foss,
Solomon Green,
Daniel Green,

Joseph Green,
Benjamin Green,
Charles Hall,
Job Hall,
Thomas Hannon,
James i.arey,

Abner MeDanicL
John Mitchell,
Moses Merrill
Josiah Peabody,
Simeon Sanbourn,
Ebenezer Seavey,
Jacob Smith,
'<
Elias Starbirt,
James Smart,
Charles Sargent,
Daniel Mcvaughn,
James Wltham,
David Webb,
William Whitmore,
Abraham York,

Fire

on

decided upon, the
for which office Mr. W. II.

V

Falmouth.
Berwick.
Town.

Scarboro,

Gorham.
do

Scarboro.
do

Pepperillboro’.

Scarboro’.
Boston.
Scarboro*.
Gorham.
Falmontli.
Scarboro*.
do
Boston.

Hers and Beautifiers, as well
The only
purest and sweetest of toilet and nursery soaps, the celebrated Cuticura Soap.
medicated toilet soap and the only preventive of inflammation and clogging of the pores, the cause
of pimples, blotches, rashes, rough, red, and oily skin. Sale greater tkas all other fikin and com*
plexion soaps combined. Sold throughout the civilized world* Price* 25c.
as

do

Scarboro*.

500
200
300
200
100

got

the delay in the arrival
with the hose carriage

nervous over

of the firemen

Koyalstown,

Falmouth.
Pearson Town.
Scarboro.’

and he gave

expression

to his

surprise.

City Marshal Tarbox chanced to be within bearing distance and he quickly took
exceptions to the agent’s remark. Mr.
MeMullan answered the marshal by saying that some of the firemen were probThis insinuaably out electioneering.
tion curdled the young marshal’s blood,
and turning on his heel, he snceringly
said: “Mr. McMullan, do you think tvo
fellows are a pack of-fools?”
The
Water Power agent straightened
up,
looked the head of the police department in the eye and answered, “I not
only think but I know you are.”

Kittery.

The Y’s will hold a parlor meeting at
the home of the president, Miss Brooks
at No. 87 Atlantic street, this afternoon,
at 3 o’clock.
The meeting will ho addressed by Mrs. William P. Pinkham,
who will give an interesting discourse
All the
upon “Heredity and Hygiene.”
Y’s and their friends should not fail to
embrace this opportunity of hearing
Mrs. Pinkham who is a medical student,
sliorouglily understanding her subject.
All are invited.
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COR. PEARL &
MIDDLE STS,

E

SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY.
\

Some great, bargains in Gents’
Furnishings and Underwear.

SALE DAY AND EVENING.

LARRABEE,

G.

MAHSON

246 Mlddllo St.
mariaclli

—

co.
dlw*

MAINE TOWNS.
Items

of

Kittery.

Interest

Gathered

by

Corres-

pondents of the Press.

do

Falmouth.
Gorham.
Pearson Town.

Gorham.

Isaao McLellan of Dorchester,
Mass., is visiting in town.
Mr. Charles M. Billings and family
will soon move to Bridgton, where he
will take charge of a large dry goods
Mr.

The mother of Mrs. Milligan
room in the attic and is an
She was earned out safely.
a

store.

party of 25 young people of the EpLeague of this place visited the
League at Westbrook Thursday evening.
At a fire defense meeting held Thursday evening, Mr. G. M. Parker was
chosen to solicit subscriptions and Mr.
Lewis McLellan chosen to take charge of
the work of repairing the old engine
house. The following were elected offiA

worth

of the new fire company:
Captain—C. N. Hayes.

cers

An entertainment under the auspices
of the Epworth League will be given
next Wednesday evening.
The funeral of Mrs. David H. McKenney occurred Thursday last from her
late residence. Rev. Mr. Kewley, assistThe
ed by Rev. John Cobb officiated.
deceased was from one of the first and
oldest families of the town, being a
daughter of the late Samuel McLellan.
Mrs. McKenney has been an invalid for
several years, but has borne her suffer-
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stricken with disease

She was one
Methodist

tyoio

a

a

The STANDARD make of CLOTHING
a®
reputation throughout New England, as *°r
out of it, as being THE BEST. Not only;
besides getting Good Clothing, BROAD, I/*'
COURTE'OUS TREATMENT is given to
anci
Every patron and every effort made to e
please both. Satisfaction is guaranteed
It is a most excellent time to pick %
Winter Overcoat or Suit for man or boy.
so ANXIOUS to sell we have put all
o^%iIt’s having it feCt.
ety INTO THE PRICES.
too.
People see it, realize what is
for
done
them, what good values are before3r- xi);
and they are acting on it. To illustrate, Cc^ 3 to
our store TODAY AND SEE THE ABUNDANCE
OF CLOTHING AND BUYERS.

an<?

actual^g

Foreman—10. II. F. Smith.
Assistant Foreman—C. E. Lowell.
Secretary—H. F. Whitten.

of the 'oldest members of the

uuui

prominent work-

{StrlOtly Ol3L© ZE^lO©.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,

er.

Oood

Yarmouth.

A serious accident happened to Mrs.
Charles Whitney of the upper village

the house.
She took up a box of old seeds from the
the
stove. It
into
turned
them
table and
happened that there was blasting powder among the seeds and her face, hands
Her
and arms were burned terribly.
right arm was burned to the shoulder so
that the blisters stood out half an inch.
while she

clearing

was

The Epworth League of the Westbrook Methodist church gave an oyster
supper and entertainment in the church
JI. Braley
of the Fall Elver Police

Officer A.

Is highly gratified with Hood's Sarsaparilla.
He was badly run down, had no appetite,
what he did eat caused distress and he felt
tired all the time. A few bottles of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla effected a marvellous change.
Tho distress in the stomach is entirely gone,
he feels like a new man, and can eat anything with old-time relish. For all of which
he thanks and

cordially recomHood’3

is very important that during tbe months of
March April May tho blood should be
thoroughly purified and the system be given
strength to withstand the debilitating effect
of the changing season. For this purpose
Hood’s Sarsaparilla possesses peculiar merit
and it is the Best Spring Medicine.
The following, Just
received, demonstrates
Its wonderful bloodpurifying powers:
“C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.:
Gentlemen: I have had «alt rheum for a
number of years, and for the past year one of
my legs, from tho knee down, has been
brohen oat very badly. I took blood
medicine for a long time with no good results,
and was at one time
to walk with
W a obliged
HW
erntchea. I finally con(rv
s
eluded to try Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, aim before I had taken one bottle the Improvement was so marked that
I continued until I kad taken three bottles, and am now better than I have been
in years. The loflaBn”"1'00 has all left
I have had
my leg and It i3 entirely healed.
such benefit from

fi

Hood’e Sarsaparilla

that I concluded to write this voluntary statement.” F. J. Temple, Eldgeway, Mich.
HOOD’S Pills act easily promptly and efficiently on the liver and bowels. Best dinner pill.
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Heredity and Hygiene.

FOR SALE BY
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Falmouth.
Kittery.
York.
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Cumberland Street.
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Wells.
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Bags Herds Grass.
Clover.
Bed Top Chaff.
Bod Top Clear.

Gorham.

Clerk of Common Council—E. TV. Meserve.
Driver of Patrol TVagon—Thomas Wood, Jr.

the fire after the alarm was sounded. He

H

1

GRASS

do
Falmouth.
Gorham.
Fsarson Town.
Windham.
Scarboro*.
Falmouth.

ings with patient fortitude.

Expressed His Opinion.

COMPANY.

1

do

Kittery.

atreet Commissioner—J. S. Gilliat. G. B. Mc-

At the Sutherland fire in Biddeford

ing palms, painful finger-ends,
and remove the cause of shape-

Scalp, and Hair,

For Baby’s Skin,

Falmouth.
Berwick.
Cape Elizabeth.
Biddeford.
Scarboro’.
Cape Elizabeth.

Gregor, Patrick Feeney. Dennis Griffin.
Physician—Dr. A. V. Thompson, Dr. Pudor.
Cltv Engineer—David D. Hannegan.
Harbor Master—Daniel L. Bogan, John GallaWilli.wn Conmhfi

Thursday a Portland gentleman expressed his opinion of the Biddeford police force, much to the discomposure of
City Marshall Tarbox. lion. J. H. McMullan, agent of the Saco Water Power
Machine Shop, was among tho first at

heal rough, chapped, and fissured hands, with itching, burn-

JO-“All about the Sian, Scalp, and Hair" mailed free to any address, 64 pages, 300
Diseases, 50 Illustrations, and 100 Testimonials* A book of priceless valuo to every sufferer.
Cuticura Remedies arc sold everywhere. Price, Cuticura, the Great Skin Cure, 50c.; CwiCuticura Resolvent, the greatest
cura Soap, an Exquisite Skin Purifier and Beautifier, 23c.;
of Blood Purifiers and Humor Remedies, $x. Prepared by Potter DrCto and Chem. Corf., Boston.

do

Moulton had been selected; clerkship,
John S. Russell, and messenger, Charles
F. Plummer. One of the most prominent of the newly elected aldermen told
a Press reporter yesterday that one
thing was certain, the aldermen and
councilmen did not propose to elect any
man to an office which they did not deem
him fully competent to fill. At 2 p. m.
today the caucus will be held, and if possible a slate made before adjournment at
night. These additional candidates are
mentioned:
Messenger—A. A. Melvin, A. S. Libby, G. A.
Wyer.

Mr. McMullan

I

pimples, blackheads, rashes,
red, rough, and oily skin. They

less nails.
Thus, from the simplest baby blemish to the most torturing and disfiguring diseases
of the ski. and scalp, even when complicated with hereditary or scrofulous taints,
these great skin cures, blood purifiers, and humor remedies are equally successful.
be
Everything about them invites confidence. They are absolutely pure, and may
used on the youngest infant. They are agreeable to the most refined and sensitive.
They are speedy, economical, and unfailing.

Pearson

Just before 8 o’clock yesterday mornan alarm from box 37 called the firemen to the wooden building, corner of
Preblo and Cumberland streets, occupied
on the Preble street side
by C. H.
Stowell, fruit store, and on the Cumberland street side and up stairs by the
families of Alonzo Day, James Milligan
and J. E. Robbins.
The fire caught near
the easterly chimney and burned briskly for a time, so that the whole building
was ruined and what was not burned was
drenched with water.
The house is
owned by the Robinson heirs, E. M.
Thompson agent. The loss will be $500
or more and there is an insurance of
Mr. Stowell
$800 with C. Munger.
places his loss at $400; he was insured
for $700 with Warren Sparrow.
None of
the families occupying the building had
Their loss will be from
any insurance.
Mr. Day saved his
$100 to $200 apiece.
invalid.

n
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Scarborough.

ing

occupied
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Town.

furniture.

After the Offices.
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1777.

Silas Burbank, Oapt.,
James Means, 2d fct.,
Adrial Warren, Ens.,
Richard Hine, Set.
Daniel Parcher, do
Pelatiah McDaniel, do
John Murcli, do
John Carll CorpI,
James Jackson, do
John Googins, do
Andrew Tyler, do
William Burrill, privt.
Eieazer Burbank,
David Burbank,
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new advertisements.
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A

nick’s neck, just missing the jugular
drop quite rapidly last night.
vein; then he gave him a bad cut over
One of the great lights in Palmer’s
fords—Kev. H. Hewitt, pastor. Sunday sehool at the head, and ran to the police station.
store in Brown block on Congress street 1.30 p. m.; service at 2.30 p. m. Miss Elizabeth
On the way thither he met Patrolman
S. Tohev, of Brookline. Mass., will conduct
was broken yesterday.
evangelistic services at 2.30 p. m. and 7 p. m. Webster and told him what he had done.
2.30
at
Services
afternoon
will
he
held
a
Master John Jordan picked
every
large and 7.30
p. m. during the week until Friday At tho station he was released on his
bunch of mayflowers on the Jordan farm inclusive. All are welcome.
own recognizance, as his counsel agreed
at the Cape, Thursday.
Congress Square Church (First Univer- I
UDAiiiv

ADVERTISEMENTS.

What Can Cutieura Do

1777.

Page,

Church op Christ,

NEW

I

of

The
outting affair took place on Washfollowing letter and document
will be read with interest, for most of
7
about
street
morning,
ington
yesterday
o’clock. According to the story of Mrs. the men on the inclosed roll ware ancesFrank Hunnewell, the wife of the man tors of residents of Portland and other
who made the assault, it appears that places in Cumberland county:
Spencer Bros.
Merry, tire batter.
To the Editor of the Press:
while she was still in bed, at her house
Owen, Moore & Co.
The followin'* Revolutionary roll is
Eastman Bros & Co.
on Washington street, yesterday mornThe whole expense
somewhat unique.
Willow Rockers; Atkinson Co.
a
shoemaker, for
ing, William Tredenick,
alon"- the fifty packs, was 30
EIGHTH PAGE.
sending
who boards at the house, went into the pounds, 17 shillings and nineponce; about
Milliken & Co.
M. G. Larrabee.
ate his breakfast and then left 12 shillings for each man; the distance
kitchen,
m
12.16
at
7
p.
Young
p.m.
people's
meeting
from
Millett, Evans & Co.
Scarborough being 415 miles. Iiow
She heard a scuffling and
Beth si "hviich, No. 283 Fore street, near tho room.
Standard Clothing Co.
it w'ould astonish these old patriots if
Rev. Francis Southworth,
Custom
<e.
Furniture; Atkinson Co.
husband
her
saw
to
the
door,
they could know that their grandchilpastor, se vices at 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7 p. in. running
dren can at this day send their Saratoga
New Wants. To Let, Eor Sale, Lost, Found Services -miasday and Friday evenings at 7.30 seize Tredenick and threaten to kill him.
m sea and laud invited.
and similar advertisements, will be found under p. m. A'u
j3eats Tredenick pushed him aside and tried to trunks to the same destination in about
free.
tlieirappropriate headings on page 6.
twenty
and for less money. PearCongress St. M. E. Church.—Rev. ,T. M. get away, when her husband seized sontownhours,
is now Standish, Royalstown
Frost, pastor. At 10.30 a.m.Sunday school.
and
I have an
Tredenick, pulled out a shoe knife,
p. m. preaching by the Rev. ,T. A. Corey of
impression should bo RoyalsFor additional Local News see 3Lewiston
in exchange with the pastor. Op.in. then she turned her head away.
boro, now Durham. I have many thousserJunior Endeavor Society. 7 p. m. revival
names of men who served in the RevoHunnewell,. according to his story, had
vice led by the Rev. J. A. Corey.
Fifth
lutionary war.
Chestnut St. M. li. Church—Rev. Matt S. been ordered out of his own house, had
Respectfully yours,
9.30 a. m., Young men’s
Hughes, pastor.
*7 IT TT
his trunk, and was going to move
league; 9.45 a. ni„ young ladies’ league; 10.30 packed
BRIEF .JOTTINGS.
a. m.. sermon by "the pastor;
1.30 p. in.,
had
decided
to
A Wagonage Roll, for Money due to Captain
as he and his wife
sepaSilas Burbank’s Company, in Colonel Samuel
Sunday school; 3p. m., sermon by pastor;
He went to the house yesterday Brewer’s
rate.
6 p. m„ Epwortli league meeting; G p. m„
Regiment, for carrying their packs
Yesterday was cloudy and raw with junior
Epworth league; 7.30 p. ih„ general morning, and met Tredenick on the plat- from their several homes to Ticonderoga, at the
occasional snow squalls.
praise and prayer service. All are welcome.
Rate of half a Dollar for each hundred Miles.
and the
the

There were a number of arrests for
drunkenness last evening.
The high wind caused the mercury to

J
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Portland, Maine.

255 Middle Street,
marl2dtf

BIARRITZ
GLOVES.

BIARRITZ
GLOVES.

vestry on Thursday evening. A large
Our spring importation of Biarritz Gloves, has arrived, and we
delegation from the Gorham league were
are now prepared to show a compiete assortment of this popular
present adding much to the interest of Glove, in Tan, Slate, Drab, Brown, Black and Modes, price $1.00,
the occasion. The following programme fitted and warranted.
was presented:
Acknowledged by all to be the best Glove in the city for $1.00.
Song.Bertha Naylor
Piano solo.William Cooper
Recitation.Fred C. Wright
Duet.Hattie and Maude Gilpatrick
Mother

Bunker’s Album.

Song.Mr. Nash
Our new mayor is receiving numerous
applications for the offices at his disposal^

C.W.Dennett,superintendent of the
Westbrook mills, has accepted an agent’s
position for a company in North Adams,
Mass. Ho will remain here until about

Willett, Evans J& Co.,

Mr.

517
marl2

Congress

Street.
<*3t

_

‘M’fvw

In the eight years of Mr. Dennett’s
residence in this city he has been an important factor in the business and social
interests of the place, and has won many
His departure will be
much regretted.
Miss Georgie M. Clark of our city, who
the
has taught most successfully at
Williams school in Chelsea, Mass., for
earnest friends.

years, has accepted a position in the Dwight grammar school in
the

past

seven

Boston.
entertainment and
A very pleasing
given at the Universalist
supper was
vestory on last Thursday evening.
Heal

Estate

Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the
registry of deeds:
Portland—Caroline B. Wescott to John P.
Tenney.

Harpswell—Lydia

ney.

Skolfield to Justin E. Var-

Brunswick—Charles

Preble.

W. Groves to Albert

B, Groves to Olias. W. Groves.
Westbrook—James M. Knight to Arthur E.
Andrews et als.
Kurus

(jhase-Sanbom’s
Royal Gem

•

•

f/ Packageleas-

Best grown in China. Finest drank in America.
Packed only in half-pound and pound tea-lead packages.
The same as served in the Japanese Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition.
We send free, on receipt of a 2c. stamp, sample of either Formosa
Oolong or English Breakfast Tea. State your choice.
CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.
We sell only to the trade.

_

